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The idea that the world is becoming smaller is, like much folk wisdom, only

partly true. For several hundred ears, hut particularly during the past

century, worldwide transportation and communication facilities have

become steadily more elaborate and rapid. It was less than 500 ears ago

that a ship first sailed around the entire world, a dangerous and uncer

tain jc)LLrne that took many months. Now, political leaders, business peo

ple, and even wealthy tourists can routinely travel across half the world

in less than a day. Telephone and radio comnmnications have for several
decades provided worldwide linkages, and, thanics to satellites, even
global television hookups have become routine. As a result, for the first

time in world history, events of widespread interest can be simultane

ously experienced by hundreds of millions of people in all parts of the
globe. World Cup soccer finals and recent Olympic Games have drawn

audiences of over a billion people.

The smallness of our world involves more than speedy international

contact; it also involves the nature and extent of that contact. Our cen

tory is the first to experience world wars, as well as the fear of surprise
attacks by enemies 6000 miles away. International negotiations and diplomatic contacts
are not so novel, but the impact of events in distant parts of the globe has obviously
increased. As an example, we can consider the conflicts between Christians and Muslims
in unEmiliar parts of the Balkans that prompted several interventions by American troops in
the late 1990s. Worldwide economic contacts have increased at least as fast as those in the
military and diplomatic fields. Production surges in China or Mexico vitally affect Amer
icans as consumers and vorkers; shifts in the oil prices levied by Middle Eastern nations
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influence the driving habits of Americans and ELiropeans. Cultural linkages have also pro
liferated, as witness the existence of international sporting events and the widespread
audience for French films or American television. Only in the twentieth century has a
traveler been able to journey to cities on every inhabited continent and find buildings
that look just like those at home, Indeed, U.S. hotel and restaurant chains now literally
span the earth.

To some observers, our smaller world is also an increasingly homogeneous world.
Certain people lament the widespread adoption of vanous customs that seem to reduce
valuable and interesting human diversit Thus, purists in France deplore the practice of
modern French supermarkets in imitating American packaging of cheese, just as many
in Japan or Egypt deplore the decline of traditional costumes in favor of more Western-

style dress. Probably more people, or at least more Americans, rejoice that our life-style
has been adopted by other societies, Many Americans, comfortable in their own ways,
are pleased to see familiar products and snIcs in other countries. Others, firm believers

in the importance of international harmony, are eager to minimize the strangeness of
lbrcign lands.

Despite new and important international linkages, our world is also marked by fun
damental, often agonizing, divisions and diversities. Japan, in 1984, ordered a govern
ment inquiry into the use of chopsticks among schoolchildren. Their use had been
declining because ofa growing eagerness to eat quickly. Surely, to many American eyes,
this might seem to represent a quaint, if harmless, concern for distinctive traditions. But
such concerns are not altogether different from those of Muslim leaders, many of
whom from the late 1 970s to the present have thundered against Western influences,
ranging from styles of women’s dress to the idea that economic development rather than
religion should he society’s foremost priority. Varied reactions to Western influence
reflect serious global divisions. And there are the direct conflicts over identity that rage
iii various parts of the world.

Correspondingly, certain systematic separations shape our world as much as linkages.
As Russia experiments with democracy, China resolutely combines political authoritari
anism with economic innovations. Stark divisions separate societies that have industrial
ized, and in which a minority of people are directly engaged in food production, from the
larger number of nations in which kill industrialization remains a distant dream. Cultural
divisions also remain strong. India is the leading producer of films in the contemporary
world, hut these films, steeped in traditional Indian themes and values, rarely find mn
Indian audiences. The United States, although able to export some films and television
shows widely, also enjoys certain sports, notably football, that have only modest appeal to
other cultures. Japan, in copying televised American quiz shows, imposes shame on los
ing contestants in a fashion that would seem bizarre to the West. Changes in the role of
\vomen in tile workplace and their growing assertiveness and independence, common
place factors iii Western societies, find limited echoes in the Muslim world or even in Japan.

The point is clear: Tile smallness of the world, as represented by the new and some
times beneficial exchanges among diverse peoples, exists alongside deep divisions. Inter
national contacts do not necessarily bring harmony or friendship. Any interpretation of
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the contemporary world must take into account this complex tension, involvnnog the

undeniable existence of certain patterns that have worldwide influence hut the equally unde

niable existence of divergencies and conilicts that stubbornly persist. Policymakers thee this

conflict in applying their beliefl to the wider world: Should U.S. policy be based on assump

tions that most of the world will become increasingly like us, or should it build on

assumptions of permanent political arid cultural differences? U.S. policy in recent decades

has, in thet, oscillated between both approaches, in part because each approach—the vision

of expanding contact and imitation, and the vision of deep-seated, possibly growing differ

entiation—has much to commend it.

The same tension must inform any study of how the world became what it is

today—that is, any effbrt to convey the basic dynamics of world history. Both interna

tional influcnccs and major diversities are rooted in the past. Humankind has alu’a;’s

been united in some respects. The human species displays certain common responses,

and as a result, all human societies share certain basic features. 1Moreover, there have always

been some links among different human societies in \arious parts of the world,

although admittedly such linkages have only recently become complex and rapid. Cul

tural diffusion—the process by which an idea or technique devised in one society

spreads to another—describes the way plowing equipment first invented in China ulti

matelv was adopted in Europe, or the way a numbering system conceived in India

reached the Middle East and then Europe many centuries ago. The same basic process

of cultural diffusion, now speeded tip, indicates how the Japanese copied and then

improved upon American assembly-line production during the 1970s and 1980s. There

(nave always been, in other words, some common themes in world history, affecting

many peoples and establishing a common dynamic fin developments in man\’ parts of

the world in a given set of centuries. However, there also have always been important



differences among the world’s peoples, as even prehistoric societies di icred markedly
in how they viewed death, how they treated the elderly and children, or the kind of
government they established.

There are two ways to make the study of these complexities relatively manageable.
The evolution of worldwide processes—that is, developments that ultimately shaped much
of the world’s population—can be understood by dividing the past into coherent periods of
world history, from the prehistoric age to the development of agriculture to the spread
of the great religions and on to more recent stages. The leading diversities of human soci
ety for at least the past 3000 years can be conveyed by concentrating on the development
of particularly extensive and durable civilizations, whose impact runs from their own ori
gins to the present time. These civilizations, while not embracing the entire human species
even today, have conic to include most people, and they are, fhrtunately, not infinite in
number. Five early traditions—in the Middle East (Mesopotamia and Persia), the Mediter
ranean (the Middle Eastern coast, North Africa. and Southern Europe), India, China, and
Central America—ultimately were replaced by seven major patterns of government, soci
en, and culture. Exploring the nature of these patterns in the world’s seven regions—East
Asia; india and Southeast Asia; the Middle East; Eastern Europe; sub-Saliaran Africa; West
ern Europe and North America; and Latin America—and then assessing their interaction
with the larger processes of world history provide the key to understanding the essential
features of human society past and present.

Think ofa pattern as follows: Each civili2ation deals with some common issies, such
as how to organize a state, how to define a family, how to integrate technology and whcther
or not to encourage technological change, how to explain and present the natural universe,
and how to define social inequalin’. The distinctive ways that each civilization handles these
issues follow from geographical differences plus early cultural and historical experience. The
goal in comparing the major civilizations involves understanding these different approaches
to common social issues. Rut civilizations were never entirely isolated, and ultimately they
all had to decide what to do about growing international trade, migrations, spreading dis
eases, and missionary religions. The’ also had to decide how to respond to examples and
influences fi-om other societies. Responses to these common Forces sometimes dre\v civi
lizations together, but they also often reflected very diverse adjustments, The puzzle of
world history—its pieces composed of distinct civilizations, contacts, and ongoing change—
is not hard to outline but it is undeniably challenging.

Not long ago, many Americans believed that world history consisted of the rise of
their ow-n Western civilization and its interaction with the rest of the globe. Not long
ago, many Chinese believed that world history involved little more than the fascinating
story of the evolution of the only civilization that mattered—their own. These were
attractive visions, adequate Ibr many purposcs they certainly offered simpler explana
tions than a focus on the interaction and differentiation of several vibrant civilizations.
But just as many people today see that the world is growing “smaller,” in the same way,
many also observe that it is growing more complex. A study of world history can and
should respond to this complexinc
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Cove paintings discovered in Lascaux, France in 7940—on example of which
is shown here—probably served a ritualistic purpose for the Palealithic artists
who created them.
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the human species has accomplished a great deal in a relatively short
period of time. There are significant disagreements over how long
an essentially human species, as distinct from other primates, has

existed. However, a figure of2 or 2.5 million years seems acceptable. This
is approximately 1/4000 of the time the earth has existed. That is, if one
thinks of the whole history of the earth to (late as a 24-hour day, the human
species began at about 5 minutes until midnight. Human beings have
existed for less than 5 percent of the time mammals of any sort have lived.
Yet in this brief span of time—by earth-history standards—humankind has
spread to every landmass (with the eNception of the polar regions) and, for
better or worse, has taken control of the destinies of countless other species.

To be sure, human beings have some drawbacks as a species, compared
to other existing models. They are unusually aggressive against their own
kind: While some of the great apes, notably chimpanzees, engage in peri
odic wars, these conflicts can hardly rival human violence. Human babies
are dependent for a long period, which requires some special family or child-
care arrangements and often has limited the activities of many adult women.
Certain ailments, such as back problems resulting from an upright stature,
also burden the species And, insofar as we kno the human species is alone
in its awareness of the inevitability of death—a knowledge that imparts some
unique fears and tensions.

Distinctive features of the human species account for considerable
achievement as well. Like other primates, but unlike most other mammals,
people can manipulate objects fairly readily because of the grip provided by
an opposable thumb on each hand. Compared to other primates, human
beings have a relatively high and regular sexual drive, which aids reproduc
tion; being omni\ores, they are not dependent exclusively on plants or ani
mals for food, which helps explain why they can live in so many different
climates and settings; the unusual variew of their facial expressions aids com
munication and enhances social life. The distinctive human brain and a facil
ity’ for elaborate speech are even more important: Much of human history
depends on the knowledge, inventions, and social contracts that resulted
from these assets. Features of this sort explain why many human cultures,
including the Western culture that many Americans share, promote a firm
separation between human and animal, seeing in our own species a power
and rationality, and possibly a spark of the divine, that “lower” creatures lack.

Although the rise of humankind has been impressively rapid, however,
its early stages can also be viewed as painfully long and slow. Most of the
2 million plus years during which our species has existed are described by
the term Palcolitbic, or Old Stout Agc. Throughout this long time span,
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which runs until about 14,000 years ago, human beings learned only simple

tool use, mainly through employing stuitably shaped rocks and sticks for hunt

ing and warfare. Fire was tamed about 750,000 years ago. The nature of the

species also gradually changed during the Paleolithic, with emphasis on more

erect stature and growing brain capacity. Archeological evidence also indicates

some increases in average size. A less apelike species, whose larger brain and

erect stance allowed better tool use, emerged between 500,000 and 750,000

years ago; it is called, appropriately enough, Mama erectus. Several species of

Homa crcctzrs developed and spread in Africa, to Asia and Europe, reaching a

population size of perhaps 1.5 million 100,000 years ago.
Considerable evidence suggests that more advanced n’pes of humans

killed off or displaced man’ competitors over time, which explains why there

is oniv one basic human n’pe throughout the world today, rather than a num

ber of rather similar human species, as among monkeys and apes. The newest

human breed, Mania sapiens sapiens, of which all humans in the world today

are descendants, originated about 120,000 years ago, also in Africa. The suc

cess of this subspecies means that there have been no major changes in the

basic human physique or brain size since its advent.
Even after the appearance of bum sapie;zssapieni human Iiiè fhced impor

tant constraints. People who hunted food and gathered nuts and berries could

not support large numbers orelabornte societies. Most hunting groups “crc small,

and the had to roam idelv for Ibod. Two people required at least one square mile

tar survival. Population growth was slow, partly because women breast-fed infants

for several years to limit their own fertility. On the other hand, people did not have

to work very hard—hunting took about seven hours every three days on aver

age. Women, who gathered fruits and vegetables, worked harder but there was

significant equality between the sexes based on common economic contributions.

Paleolithic people gradually improved their tool use, beginning with the

crude shaping of stone and wooden impleoiients. Speech developed with llama

crectus 100,000 years ago, allowing more group cooperation and the trans
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mission of technical knowledge. By the later Paleolithic period, people had
developed rituals to lessen the fear of death and created cave paintings to
express a sense of nature’s beauty and povei Goddesses often played a promi
nent role in the religious pantheon. Thus, the human species came to develop
cultures—that is, systems of belief that helped explain the environment and set
tip rules for various kinds of social behavior. The development of speech pro
vided rich language and symbols for the transmission of culture and its grow
ing sophistication. At the same rime, different groups of humans, in different
locations, developed quite varied belief systems and corresponding languages.

The greatest achievement of Paleolithic people was the sheer spread of the
human species over much of the earth’s surface. The species originated in east
ern Africa; most of the earliest n’pes of human remains come from this region,
in the present-day countries of Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda. But gradual
migration, doubtless caused b’ the need to find scarce food. steadily pushed the
human reach to other areas. Key discoveries, notably lire and the use of animal
skins for clothing—both of which enabled people to live in colder climates—
theilitated the spread ofPaleolithic groups. The first people moved out ofAfrica
about 750,000 years ago. Human remains (Peking man, Java man) have been
found in China and Southeast Asia dating from 600,000 and 350,000 years ago,
respectively. Humans inhabited Britain 250,000 years ago. They iirst crossed to
Australia 60,000 ‘ears ago, followed by another group 20,000 years later; these
combined to form the continent’s aboriginal population. Dates of the migration
from Asia to the Americas are tinder debate. Most scholars believe that humans
crossed what was then a land bridge from Siberia to Alaska about 17,000 years
ago and quickly began to spread out, reaching the tip of the South American
continent possibly within a mere thousand years. But some recent carbon-dat
ing of Native American artifacts suggests an earlier arrival date. Settlers from
China reached Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia 4500 to 3500 years ago.

In addition, soon after this time—roughly 14,000 years ago—the last great
ice age ended, which did wonders for living conditions over much of the North
ern Hemisphere. Human development began to accelerate. A new term,
Mesohthzc, or Middle Stone Age, designates a span of several thousand years,
from about 12,000 to 8000 n.c.E.,* in which human ability to fashion stone
tools and other implements improved greatly. People learned to sharpen and
shape stone, to make better weapons and cutting edges. Animal bones were used
to make needles and other precise tools. From the Mesolithic also date the
increased numbers of log rafts and dtigouts, which improved fishing, and the
manufacture of pots and baskets for food storage. Mesolithic people domesri
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cated more animals, such as cows, which again improved food supply. Popula

tion growth accelerated, which also resulted in more conflicts and wars. Skele
tons From this period show frequent bone breaks and skull fractures caused by

weapons.
In time, better tool use, somewhat more elaborate social organization, and

still more population pressure led people in many parts of the world to the

final Stone Age—the Neolithic, or Neii’ Stone Age (see Map 1.1). And from

Neolithic people, in turn, came several more dramatic developments that

changed the nature ofhuman existence—the invention oFagdculwre, the cre

ation ofcides, and other foreshadowings of civilization, which ended the Stone

Age altogether throughout much of the world.

THE NEOLITHIC
kEVOLUTION

The Neolithic Rej’ohstion involved the devel
opnzcnt ofagriculture. Tins occurred in differ
ent times in dzjfr rent places. Agriculture
ci-cated important chanqcsfronz humankind’s
bununq and qatherinq past, qoinq ji’dl
beyond food suppli

Human achievements during the vanous ages of stone

arc both fascinating and fundamental, and some points

are hotly debated. Our knowledge of Stone Age soci

en is of course limited, although archeologists have
been creative in their interpretations of tool remains
and other evidence, such as cave paintings and burial
sites, that Stone Age people produced in various parts
of the world. What people accomplished during this
long period of prehistory remains essential to human
life today; our ahilin’ to make and manipulate tools
thus depends directly on what our Stone Age ances
tors learned about physical matter.

However, it was the invention of agriculture that
most clearly moved the human species toward more
elaborate social and cultural patterns of the sort that
people today wnuld find recognizable. With agdeul
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ture, human beings were able to settle in one spot
and focus on particular economic, 1olitical, and reli
gious goals and activities. Agriculture also spawned a
great increase in the sheer number of people in the
world—from about 6 to 8 million across the earth’s
surface during early Neolithic times, to about 100
million some 3000 years later.

The initial development of agriculture—that is,
the deliberate planting of grains for later harvest—
was probably triggered by two results of the ice age’s
end. First, population increases, stemming from
improved climate, prompted people to search for
new’ and more reliable sources of Ibod. Second, the
end of the ice age saw the retreat of certain big game
animals, such as mastodons. Human hunters had
to turn to smaller game, such as deer and wild
hoar, in many forested areas. Hunting’s overall
yield declined. Here was the basis fiw new interest in
other sources of food. There is evidence that by
9000 peE., in certain parts of the world, people
were becoming increasingly dependent on regular
harvests of wild grains, berries, and nuts. This
undoubtedly set the stage for the deliberate planting
of seeds (probably accidental to begin with) and the
improvement of key grains through the selection of
seeds from the best plants.

As farming evolved, new animals were also domes
ticated. Particularly in the Middle East and parts of
Asia, by 9000 n.c.E. pigs, sheep, goats, and cattle were
being raised. Farmers used these animals k>r meat and
skins and soon discovered dairying as well. These
results not only contributed to the development of
agriculmre, they also served as the basis for nomadic
herding societies.

Farming was initially developed in the Middle East,
in an are of terntorv running from present-day Turkey
to Iraq and Israel. This was a very fertile area, more fer
tile in those days than at present. Grains such as barley
and wild wheat were abundant. At the same time, this
area was not heavily fbrested, and animals were in short
supply, presenting a challenge to bunters. In the Mid-
dIe East, the development of agriculture may have
begun as early as 10,000 B.C.E., and it gained ground
rapidly after 8000 n.r.. Gradually during the Neolithic
centuries, knowledge of agriculture spread to other
centers, including parts of India, North Africa, and
Europe. Agriculture, including rice cultivation, soon
developed independently in China. Thus, within a few’
thousand years agriculture had spread to the parts of
the world that would produce the first human civiliza
tions (Map 1 .2). We will see that agriculture spread
later to much of Africa south of the Mediterranean

Map 1.2 The Spread of Agriculture
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coast, reaching West Africa by 2000 n.c.r., although
here too there were additional developments with an
emphasis on local grains and also root crops such as

yams. Agriculture had to be invented separatel’ in the
Americas, based on corn cultivation, where it “as also
a slightly later development (about 5000 BcE).

Many scholars have termed the development of

agriculture a “Neolithic revolution,” The terni is
obviously misleading in one sense: Agriculture was no

sudden transformation, even in the Middle East
where the new system had its roots. Learning the new
agricultural methods was difficult, and many peoples
long combined a bit of agriculture with considerable

reliance on the older systems of hunting and gather
ing. A “revolution” that wok over a thousand years,
and then several thousand more to spread to key pop
ulation centers in Asia, Europe, and Africa, is hardly
dramatic by modern standards.

The concept of revolution is, however, appropn

ate in demonstrating the magnitude of change
involved. Early agriculture could support far more

people per square mile than hunting ever could; it also
allowed people to settle more perrnaiientlv in one area.
The system was nonetheless not easy. Agriculture
required more regular work, at least of men, than
hunting did. Hunting groups today, such as the pyg
mies of the Kalihari Desert in southwest Africa, work
an average of2.5 hours a day, alternating long, intense
hunts with periods of idleness. Settled agriculture con
centrated populations and encouraged the spread of
disease. As much as agriculture was demanding, it was

also rewarding: Agriculture supported larger popula
tions, and with better food supplies and a more settled
existence, agricultural peoples could affbrd to bLlild
houses and villages. Animals provided not only hides
hut also wool liar more varied clothing.

We know next to nothing of the debates that
must have raged when people were first confnmted
with agriculture, but it is not hard to imagine that
mans’ would have found the new life too complicated.

too diffictilt, or too unexciting. Most evidence sug
gests that gathering and hunting peoples resisted agri
culture as long as they could. Gradually, of course,
agriculture did gain ground. Its success was hard to
deny. And as firmers cleared new land from forests,
they automatically drove otit or converted many
hunters. Disease played a role: Settled agricultural
societies suffered from more contagious diseases
because of denser population concentrations. Htnit
ing and gathering peoples lacked resistance and often
died when agriculturists who had developed immu
nity to these diseases earned them into their areas.

Not all the peoples of the world came to embrace
the slowly spreading wave of agriculture, at least not
until very recenth Important small societies iii south
ern Africa, Australia, the islands of Southeast Asia, and
even northern Japan were isolated for so long that
news of this economic system simply did not reach
them. The white-skinned hunting tribes of northern
Japan disappeared only about a hundred years ago.
Northern Europeans and southern Africans converted
to agriculture earlier, about 2000 ears ago, hut well
after the Neolithic revolution had transformed other
parts of their continents. Agriculture was initiated in
the Americas as early as 5000 n.c.r. and developed vig
orously in Central America and the northern part of
South America. However, most Indian tribes in North
America continued a hunting and gathering existence,
sometimes combined with limited agriculture, until
recent centuries. Finalk; the peoples of the vast plains
of central Asia long resisted a complete conversion to

agriculture, in part because of a harsh climate; herd
ing, rather than grain-growing, became the basic
socioeconomic system of this part of the world. And
from this area would come waves of tough, nomadic
invaders whose role in linking major civilizations was a
vital three in world history until a few centuries ago.

Development possibilities among people who

became agriculturists were more obvious than those
among smaller populations who resisted or simply did
riot know of the system: Agriculture set the basis for
more rapid change in human societies. Greater wealth
and larger populations freed some people for other
specializations, from which nev ideas or techniques

might spring. Agriculture itself depended on control
over nature that could be fhcilitated by newly clevel
oped techniques and objects. For example, during the
Neolithic period itselt the needs of farming people fOr
storage facilities, for grains and seeds, promoted the
development of basket-making and pottery. The first
potter’s wheel came into existence around ó000 i.c.r..
and this, in turn, encouraged faster and higher-quality
pottery production. Agricultural needs also encour
aged certain kinds of science, supporting the human
inclination to learn nwre about weather or flooding.

Much of what we think of as human history
involves the doings of agricultural societies—societies,
that is, in which most people are farmers and in which
the production of food is the central economic activ
in’. Nonagrictiltural groups, like the nomadic herders

in Cenual Asia. made their own mark, but their great
est influence usually occurred in interactions with agri
cultural peoples. Many societies remain largely
agricultural still today. The huge time span ‘ye have
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thus làr considered, including the Neolithic revolution
itself, is alt technically prehistoncal”— involved with
human patterns heibre the invention of writing
ahIo\ved the kinds of records-keeping historians prefer.
In fact, since we now know how to use surviving tools
and burial sites as records, the prehistoric—historic dis
tinction means iess than it once did. The preagricul—
turai—agriculttiral distinction is more central. Fairly
soon alter the development of agriculture—although
not, admittcdlv, right away—significant human change
began to occur in decades and centuries, rather than
in the sizable blocks of time, several thousand years or
more, that describe preagricultural peoples.

Indeed, one basic change took place fairly soon
after the introduction of agriculture, and, again, soci
eties in the Middle East served as its birthplace. The
discovery of metal toots dates back to about 4000
B.C.E. Copper was the first metal with which people
learned how to work, although the more resilient
metal, bronze, soon entered the picture. In thct, tile
ne’ct basic age of litiman existence was the Bronze Age.
liv about 3000 B.C.E., metalworking had become so
commonplace in the Middle East that the use of stone
tools dissipated, and the long stone ages were over at
last—although, ofcoune, an essentially Neolithic tech
nology persisted in many parts of the world, even
anong some agricultural peoples.

Metalworking \‘as extremely useful to agricul
tural or herding societies. Metal hoes and other tools
allowed Kumers to work tIle ground more efNcientlv.
Metal weapons were obviously superior to those
made from stone and wood. Agricultural peoples had
the resources to free tip a small number ofindividu
als as toolmakers, who would specialize in this activ
ity and excllange their products with farmers for
food. Specialization of this sort did not, however,
guarantee rapid rates of invention; indeed, many spe
cialized artisans seenled very conservative, eager to
preserve methods that had been inherited, But, spe
cialization did improve the conditions or climate for
discovery, and the invention of metalworking was a
key result. Like agriculture, knowledge of metals
gradually lanned out to other parts ol’ Asia and to
Africa and Europe.

Gradually, tIle knmvledge of metal tools created
further change, tor not only farmers hut also manu
frcturing artisans benefited fronl better tools. Wood
working, for example, became steadily more elaborate
as metal replaced stone, bone, and fire in the cuttillg

and connecting of wood. We are, of course, still liv
ing in the metal ages today, although we rely primar
ilv on iron—whose working was inti-oduced around

1500 n,c.:. Lw herding peoples who invaded the
Middle East—rather than copper and bronze.

CIVILIZATION
:s ‘m ellielilcIleC of civilization occurred in

maui’ thou qb nor all agricultural societies.
It jfien built on additional chanqes in tech
noloqv inelndinq tile introduction of’metal
tools. Most en’thzatwns had common Jthtures
including cities, writing, and fhnnal states.
Ear/i’ ci’thzations included Mesopotamia,
Eqvpt, Indus River, and China. These can hc
compared to dcterminc ut/icr comnzonalitics
plus early dzffrrenecs.

Agriculture encouraged the fbrmation of larger as well
as more stable human comnlunities than had existed
befbre Neolithic times. A few Mesolithic groups had
formed villages, particularly where opportunities for
fishing were good, as around some of the takes in
Switzerland. However, most liLinting peoples moved
in relatively small groups, or tribes, each containing
anywhere from 40 to 60 individuals, and they could
ilot settle ill a single spot without the game running
out. With agriculture, these constraints changed. To
he sure, some agricultural peoples did move around.
A svstcni called slash and bzxr;i agriculture existed in
a few parts of tile world, including portions of the
Anlerican Sutll, until about 150 years ago. Here,
people would burn off trees in an area, farnl inten
sively for a few years until the soil was depleted, and
tllen move on. Herding peoples also moved in tribal
bands, \vith strong kinsllip ties. But, most agricultural
peoples did not have new’ lands close by to which tiley

could move after a short time. And, tilere were advan
tages to staving put: Houses could be built to last,
vells built to bring tip water, and other “expensive”
illlprovemeilts afforded because they would serve
many generations. Ill tIle Middle East, Chilla, and
parts of Africa and India, a key incentive to stability
was the need for irrigation devices to channel river
water to the fields. This same need helps explain win’
agriculture generated conlnlunities and not a series of
isolated farills. Snlali groups simply could not regulate
a river’s flow’ or build and maintain irrigation ditches
and sluices. Irrigation and defense encouraged vil
lages—groupings of several hundred people—as tile

cllaracteristic pattern of residence in almost all agricul
tural societies from Neolithic days until our own
century. Neolithic settleillents spread widely ill agricul
tural societies. New ones coiltinued to be fotinded as
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Figure 1.1 Skora Brae in the Orkney Islands off the Scottish coast is an excellent
example of a late Neolithic settlement that dates from 7500 B.C.E.

agriculture spread to regions such as northern
Europe, as hire as 1500 B.C.E. (Figure 1.1).

One Neolithic village, çatal HuvUk in southern

Turke;; has been daboratelv studied by archeologists.

It was founded about 7000 n.c.iz, and was unusually
large, covering about 32 acres. Houses were made of

mud bricks set in timber frameworks, crowded

together, with few windows. People seem to have spent
a good bit of time on their rooftops in order to experi

ence daylight and make social contacts—many broken
bones attest to frequent falls. Some houses were lavishly
decorated, mainly with hunting scenes. Religious

images, both of powerthl male hunters and “mother
goddesses” devoted to agricultural fertilin’, were com
mon, and some people in the village seem to have had

special religious responsibilities. The village produced

almost all the goods it consumed. Some trade was
conducted with hunting peoples who lived in the hills
surrounding the village, but apparently, it was initiated
more to keep the peace than to produce economic gain.
By 5500 B.c.E., important production activities devel

oped in the village, including those of skilled toolmak

ers and jewelers. With time also came links with other
communities. Large villages like çatal Huvuk ruled
over smaller communities. This meant that some fam

ilies began to specialize in polities, and military forces
were organized. Sonic villages became small cities,
ruled by kings who were typically given divine status.

By 3000 B.C.E., çatal Hilvuk had become part of
a civilization. Although man;’ of the characteristics of
civilization had existed by 6000 or 5000 B.C.E. in this
Middle Eastern region, the origins of civilization,
strictly speaking, approximately date to only 3500
B.C.E. The first civilization arose in the Middle East
along the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
Another center of civilization started soon thereafter
in northeast Africa (Egypt), and a third by around
2500 B.C.E. along the banks of the Indus River in
northwestern India. These three early centers of civ

ilization had some interaction. The fourth and fifth
early civilization centers, a hit later and considerably

more separate, arose in China and Central America,
Unlike an agricultural society, which can be rather

precisely defined, civilization is a more subjective con
struct. Some scholars prefer to define civilizations only
as societies with enough economic surplus to form divi
sions of labor and a social hierarchy involving signifi
cant inequalities. This is a very inclusive definition and
under it most agricultural societies and even some
groups like North American Indians who combined
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thrming with hunting would be drawn in. Otlien, how
ever, press the concepts of civilization Further, arguing,
for example, that a chief difference between civilizarn)ns
and other societies (whether hunting or agricultural)
involves the emergence of formal political organiza
tions, or states, as opposed to dependence on Iàiiiilv or
tribal ties. Most civilizations produce political units
capable of ruling large regions and sonic, of course,
characteristically produce huge kingdoms or empires.

The word civilization itself comes from the Latin
term for city, and in truth most civilizations do depend
on the existence of significant cities. In agricultural civ
ilizations, most people do not live in cities. But, cities
are crucial because they amass wealth and power, they
allow the rapid exchange of ideas among relatively
large numbers of people, thereby encouraging intel
lecnial thought and artistic expression, and they pro
mote specialization in manufacturing and trade.

Most civilizations developed writing, starting with
the emergence of cuneiform (writing based on wedge
like characters; see p. 17) in the Middle East around
3500 B.C.E. Societies that employ writing can organize
more elaborate political structures because of their
ahilit to send messages and keep records. They can
tax more efficiently and make contracts and treaties.
Societies with writing also generate a more explicit
intellectual climate because of their ability to record
data and build on past, written wisdom. (One of the
early written records from the Middle East is a recipe
fhr making beer—a science of a sort.) Some experts
argue that the very fact of becoming literate changes
the way people think, encouraging them to consider
the world as a place that can he understood by orga
nized human inquiry, or “rationally.” and less 1w a host
of spiritual helieti In all agricultural civilizations—that
is, in all human history until less than 200 years ago—
only a minority of people were literate, and usually that
was a small minority. Nonetheless, the existence of
writing did make a difference in such societies.

Since civilizations employ writing and are by def
inition unusually well organized, it is not surprising
that alniost all recorded history is about what has hap-
penal to civilized societies. We simply know the most
about such societies, and we often are particularly
impressed by what they produce in the wax of great
art or powerful rulers. It is also true that civilizations
tend to he far more populous than noncivilized soci
eties. Therefore, the history of civilization generally
covers the history of most people.

But, the history of civilization does not include
evcnbodv. No hunting or nomadic peoples could gen

crate a civilization—they lacked the stability and
resources, and, with the exception ofa limited number
of signs and symbols, they never developed writing,
unless it came from the outside. Furthermore, some
agricultural peoples did not develop a frill civilization,
zjour definition of civilization goes beyond the simple
acquisition of economic surplus to fbrmal states, cities,
and writing. Portions of West Africa, hilly agricultural
and capable of impressive art, have long lacked writing,
major cities, or more than loose regional government.

People in civilizations, particularly during the
long centuries when they were stirroLinded by non
civilized peoples, characteristically looked down on
any society lacking in civilization. The ancient Greeks
coined the word “barbarian” to describe such cases—
indeed, they were prone to regard all non-Greeks as
barbarians. As a result of labels like this, it is easy to
think of much human history as divided between civ
ilizations and primitive nomads.

Such a distinction is incorrect, lion-ever, and it does
not follow from the real historical meaning ofciviliza
don. In the first place, like agriculture, civilization brings
losses as well as gains. As çatal HOvUk moved toward
civilization, distinctions based on social class and wealth
increased. Civilizations often have firmer class or caste
divisions, including slaven than do “simpler” societies.
They also often promote greater separation between
the rulers and ruled, monarchs and subjects. Fre
quently, they are quite warlike, and there is greater
inequaliw between men and women than in “noncivi
lized” societies. With civilization, more frilly patriarchal
structures emerged. In cities, male superiority was even
clearer than in agriculture, as men did most of the man
ufhctuting and assumed political and religious leader
ship, thus relegating women to subordinate roles.
“Civilization,” then, is not a synonym Fur “good.”

By the same token, noncivilized societies may be
exceptionally well regulated and have interesting,
important cultures. Many noncivilized societies, in
fhct, have more regulations—in part, because they
depend on rules transmitted by word of mouth—
than civilized societies. Some of the societies most
eager to repress anger and aggression in human deal
ings, such as Ztmi Indians in the American South
west, are noncivilized. Although some noncivilized
societies treat old people cruelh; others display more
respect and veneration toward elders than most civi
lizations do. In other words, noncivilized societies are
not all alike. They are not characteristically populated
with cannibals and warmongers. hut rather are often
shocked by the doings of civilized peoples. For
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example, American Indians were appalled at the insis
tence of European settlers on spanking their children,
a behavior they regarded as vicious and unnecessary.
A fascinating, although probably unanswerable, ques

on involves determining whether or not the civi
lization form has left more or less good in its wake.

The development of civilization continued the
process of technological change and political Organi

zation, of increasingly elaborate artistic and intellec
tual forms. It is in this context that the term has real
meaning and in which it legitimately commands the
attention of most historians.

Civilizations also increased human impact on the
environment. For example, the first center of copper
production in Europe, along the Danube valle led to
such deforestation that the fuel supply was destroyed,
and the industry collapsed after about 3000 itC.E, The
extensive agriculture needed to support Indus river
cities opened the land to erosion and flooding because
of overuse of the soil and removal of trees.

Having started in 3500 B.C.E.. civilization devel

oped in its tour initial centers—the Middle East,
Egvpt, northwestern India, and northern China—over

the following 2500 years. These areas covered only a

tiny portion of the inhabited parts of the world,
although they were the most densely populated. Such

early civilizations, all clustered in key river valleys, were
in a way pilot tests of the new form of social organiza

tion. Only after about 1000 u.cu. did a more consis
tent process of development and spread of civilization

begin—and with it, came the main threads of ‘vorld

history. However, the great civilizations unquestion
ably built on the achievements of the river valley pio
neers, and so some understanding of this contribution
to the list ofearlv human accomplishments is essential.

Tigris-Euphrates Civilization
The niost noteworthy achievenients of the earliest
civilizations were early versions of organizational and
cultural forms that most of us now take for granted—
writing itself, formal codes of law, cm planning and
architecture, and institutions for trade, including the
use of money. Once developed, most of these build
ing blocks of human organization did not have to be
reinvented, although in some cases they spread only
slowly to other parts of the world.

It is not surprising then, given its lead in agricul

ture. metalworking, and village structure, that the
Middle East generated the first example of human
civilization. Indeed, the first civilization, founded in
the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in a part

of the Middle East long called Mesopotamia, forms
one of only a few cases of a civilization developed

absolutely from scratch—and with no examples from
any place else to imitate. (Chinese civilization and civ
ilization in Central America also developed indepen
dently.) By 4000 B.C.E., the farmers ofMesopotamia
were familiar with bronze and copper and had already
invented the wheel for transportation. They had a
well-established pottery industry and interesting
artistic forms. Farming in this area, because of the
need for irrigation, required considerable coordina
tion among communities, and this in turn served as
the basis for complex political structures.

By about 3500 ic.u.,a people who had recently
invaded this region, the Sutnerians, developed a
cuneiform alphabet, the first known case of human
Writing. Their alphabet at first used different pictures
to represent various objects but soon shifted to the use
of geometric shapes to symbolize spoken sounds. The
early Sumerian alphabet ma have had as many as
2000 such symbols, but this number was later reduced
to about 300. Even so, writing and reading remained
complex skills, which only a few had time to master.
Scribes wrote on clay tablets, using styluses shaped

quite like the modern ballpoint pen (Figure 1.2).
Sumerian art developed steadily, as statues and

painted frescoes were used to adorn the temples of the
gods. Statues of the gods also decorated individual
homes. Sumerian science aided a complex agricultural
society, as people sought to learn more about the
movement of the stin and stars—thus founding the sci
ence of astronomy—and improved their mathematical
knowledge. (Astronomy defined the calendar and pro
vided the astrological forecasts widely used in politics
and religion.) The Sumerians employed a system of
numbers based on units of 10, 60, and 360 that we still
use in calculating circles and hours. In other words,
Sumerians and their successors in Mesopotamia cre
ated patterns of observation and abstract thought
about nature chat a number of civilizations, including
our own, still rely on, and they also introduced specific
systems, such as charts of major constellations, that
have been current at least among educated people for
5000 years, not only in the Middle East but, by later
imitation, in India and Europe as well.

Sumerians developed complex religious rituals.
Each city had a patron god and erected impressive
shrines to please and honor this and other deities. Mas
sive towers, called ziggurats, lirmed the first monu
mental architecture in this civilization. Professional

pnests operated these temples and conducted the ritu
als within. Sumerians believed in man’ powerful gods,
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for the nature on which their agriculture depended
often seemed swift and unpredictable. Prayers and
offerings to prevent floods as well as to protect good
health were a vital part ofSumerian life. Sumerian ideas
about the divine three in natural objects—in rivers,
trees, and mountains—were common among earl)’
agricultural peoples; a religion of this sort, which sees
gods in man’ aspects of nature, is known as polvthe
ism. More specifically, Sumerian religious notions.
notably their ideas about the gods’ creation of the earth
from water and about the divine punishment of
humans through floods, later influenced the writers of
the Old Testament and thus continLie to play a role in
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim cultures. Sumerian reli
gious ideas, which had a decidedly gloomy cast, also
included a belief in an afterlife of punishment—an orig
inal version of the concept of hell.

Sumerian political structures stressed tightly
organized city-states, ruled by a king who claimed
divine authority. The Sumerian state had carefully
defined boundaries, unlike the less formal territories
of precivilized villages in the region. Here is a key
early example of how civilization and a more formal

political structure came together. The government
helped regu]ate religion and enforce its duties; it also
provided a court system in the interests of justice.
Kings were originally military leaders during times of
var, and the function of defense and war, including
leadership ofa trained army, remained vital in Sumer
ian politics. Kings and the noble class, along with the
priesthood, controlled considerable land. which was
worked by slaves. Thus began a tradition of slavery
that would long mark Middle Eastern societies. War
fare remained vital to ensure supplies of slaves taken
as prisoners during combat. At the same time. slavery
was a variable state of existence, and many slaves were

able to earn money and even buy their freedom.
The Sumerians added to their region’s agrictil

tural prosperity not only by using wheeled carts but
also by learning about fertilizers and by adopting sil
xer as a means of exchange for buying and selling—
an earl)’ form of money. However, the region was also
hard to defend and proved a constant temptation to
outside invaders from Sumerian times to the present.
The Sumerians themselves fell to a people called the
Akkadians, who continued much of Sumerian culture.

Figure 1.2 One of the early uses of writing involved marking property boundaries.
This picture shows cuneiform writing on a Mesopotamion map from about 1300 B.C.E.
The map focuses on defining the king’s estate, with sections for priests and for key
gods such as Morduk. In what ways did writing improve property mops?
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I3 ammurahi, as king of Babylon, united Mesopo
tamia under his rule from about 1800 to 1750B.C.E. His law code, the earliest such compilation still in

existence, was discovered on a stone slab in Trao in 1901
CE. Not a systematic presentation, it was a collection of
exemplary cases &signed to set general standards of jus
tice. The code provides vital insights into the nature of
social relations and family structure in this ancient civi
lization. Examples of the Hammurabic code follow:

When Marduk commanded me to give justice to the pen-
pie of the land and to let them t have t good] governance,
I set lords truth and justice th n )o ghtsut the I all ci [and]
prospered the people

At that time:
If a man has accused a man and has charged him

with manslaughter and then has not proved [it against]
him, his accuser shall be put to death

If a man has charged a man with sorcery and then
has not proved t it againstj him, he who is charged with
the sorcery shall go to the holy river; he shall leap into the
holy river and, if the holy river overwhelms him, his
accuser shall take and keep his house; if the holy river
proves that man clear [of the offense t and he comes hack
safe, he who has charged him with sorcery shall he put to
death; he who leapt into the holy river shall take and keep
lie house of his accuser.

If a man has come forward in a case to bear witness
to a felony and then has not proved the statement that lie
has made, if that ease [is] a capital one, that man shall be
put to death.

If he has come forward to hear witness to [a claim
for] corn or money, lie shall remain liable for the penalty
for that suit.

Ifa judge has tried a suit, given a decision, caused a
sealed tablet to he executed, [and t thereafter varies his
judgment, they shall convict that judge of varying [Ins]
judgment and lie shall pay twelvefold the claim in that
suit; then they shall remove him from his place on the
benc Ii of judges in the assembly, and he sIsal I not again]
sit in judgment with the judges.

If a free person helps a slave to escape, the free per
son “ill be ptit to death.

If a man has committed robbery and is catiglit, that
man shall he put to death.

If the robber is not caught, the nian who has been
robbed shall formally declare whatever lie has lost before
a god, and the city atid the mayor in whose territory or
district the rtihhery has been committed shall replace
whatever lie has lost for him.

If[it si the life of the osvner that is Itist], the city
or the mayor shall pay one maneh of silver to his
kinsfolk.

If a person o’ves money and Adad [the river gtid]
has hooded the perstin’s field, the person will not give any
grain i taxi or pay any interest in that year.

If a person is too lazy tt, make the dike of his field
strong and there is a break in the dike and water destroys
his own farmland, that person will make good the grain

i tax] that is destroyed.
Ifa merchant increases interest beyond that set by die

king and collects it, that merchant will lose what was lent.
If a trader borrows money from a merchant and

then denies the fact, that merchant in the presence of god
and witnesses will prove the trader borrowed the money
and the trader will pay the merchant three times the
amount borrowed.

If the husband ofa married lady has accused her hut
she is not caught lying with another nian, she shall take
an oaths by the life of a god and return to tier souse.

If a man takes himself till and there is not the [nec
essarv] maintenance in his souse, Isis wife [so long as icr
[husband is delayed], shall keep I herself chaste; she shalt
not elite r [ant ,ttie r juan’s hue]

If that woman has not kept herself chaste but enters
another man’s house, they shall convict that “oman and
cast icr into the ivarer.

lfa son strikes his father, they shalt cut off his fore
hand.

I fa man has pot out the eye ofa free man, they shall
put out his eye.

If he breaks the bone of a [free i man, they shall
break his hone.

If he puts out the eye ofa villain or breaks the bone
of a villain, he shall pay ti ic man eli of silver.

If tie puts out the eye (If a [free i man’s slave tir
breaks the bone of a I free I man’s slave, lie shall pay half
his price.

I fa man knocks out rIse toustli of a [free] man equal
[in rank] to him[ self], they shall knock out his tooth.

If he knocks out the tooth of a villain, he shall pay
one-third maneh tif silver.

If a man strikes the cheek (If a [free I man who is
superior [in ranki to him[self], he shall he beaten with 60
stripes with a whip of tix-lude in the assembly.

If the man strikes the cheek (If a free mali equal tc,
him[sehf in rank], lie shall pay one maneh of silver.

Ifa villain strikes the cheek of a villain, he shall pay
ten slsekehs of silver.

If the slave ofa [free] man strikes the cheek ofa free
man, they shall cut off his ear.

bocuwen’i
Hammurabi’s Law Code

I

I
3
I

Questions: What can you tell from the Hammcsrahie
code about the social and family structure of
Mesopotamia? What is the relationship between law
and trade? Why did agricultural civilizations such as
Babylon insist on harsh punishments for crimes?
What religious and magical behief does the docu
ment suggest? Using specific examples, show how
interpreting this document for significant historical
meaning differs from simply reading it.
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Another period of decline was followed by conquest
1w the Babylonians, who extended their own empire
and thus helped bring civilization to other parts of
the Middle East. It was under Babylonian rule that the
king Hammurabi introduced the most famous early
code of law, boasting of his purpose

to promote the velfiire of the people, me Ham—
murabi, the devout, god-fearing prince, to cause
justice to prevail iii the land, to destroy the wicked
and the evil, that the strong might not oppress
the weak.

Hammurabi’s code established rules of procedure for
courts of law and regulated property rights and the
duties of family members, setting harsh punishments
for crimes.

For many centuries during and after the heyday of
Babylon, peace and civilization in the Middle East were
troubled by the invasions of hunting and herding
groups. Indo-European peoples pressed in from the
north, starring about 2100 B.C.E. In the Middle East
itself, invasions by Semitic peoples from the south were
more important, and Semitic peoples and languages
increasingly dominated the region. The new arrivals
adopted the culture of the conquered peoples as their
own so die key features of the civilization persisted. But,
large political units declined in favor of smaller cm-states
or regional kingdoms, particularly during the centuries
of greatest turmoil, henveen 1200 and 900 B.C.E.
Thereafter, new invaders. first die Assvrians and then the
Persians, created large new empires in the Middle East.

Egyptian Civilization
A second center of civilization sprang up in northern
Africa, along the Nile River. Egyptian civilization,
formed by 3000 BC.E, benefited from the trade and
technological influence of Mesopotamia, but it pro
duced a quite different society and culture. Less open
to invasion, Egypt retained a unified state throughout
most of its history. The king, or pharaoh, possessed
immense power. The Egyptian economy was niore flilly
government-directed than its Mesopotamian counter
part, which had a more independent business class.
Government control may have been necessary because
of the complexity of coordinating irrigation along
the Nile. It nonetheless resulted in godlike status
for the pharaohs, who built splendid tombs for them
selves—the pyramids—from 2700 B.C.E. onward. Dur
ing periods of weak rule and occasional invasions,
Egyptian socien suffered a decline, hut revivals kept the
framework of Egyptian civilization intact until after
1000 B.C.E (Map 1 .3). At key points, Egyptian influ
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Neither Egyptian science nor the Egyptian alpha
bet was as elaborate as its Mesopotamian equal,

although mathematics was more advanced in this civ
ilization. Egyptian art was exceptionaNv lively; cheer
ful and colorful pictures decorated not only the
tombs—where the belief in an a&erlife made people
want to be surrounded by objects of beauty—hut also
palaces and furnishings. Egyptian architectural forms
were also quite influential, not only in Egypt but in
other parts of the Mediterranean as well. Egyptian
mathematics produced the idea ofa day divided into
24 hours, and here too Egypt influenced the devel
opment of later Mediterranean cultures.

Indian and Chinese River
Valley Civilizations
River valley civilizations developed in two other cen
ters. A prosperous urban civilization emerged along the
Indus River by 2500 supporting several large

cities, including Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro, whose
houses even had running water (Figure 1 .3). Indus
River peoples had trading contacts with Mesopotamia,
but they developed their own distinctive alphabet and
artistic thrms. Invasions by Indo-Europeans, however,
resulted in such complete destruction of this culture
that we know little about its nature or its subsequent
influence on India. Harappan writing, fhr example, has
yet to he deciphered. It remains true that civilization
never had to be fully reinvented in India. The Indo
European invaders combined their religious and polit
ical ideas with those that had taken root in the early
cities. In recent times, Indians’ pride in their earl)’ civ
ilized history has become an important part of their
national identity.

Civilization along the Hwang He (Yellow River)
in China developed in considerable isolation, although
some overland trading contact with India and the Mid
dle East did develop. Hwang He civilization was the
subject of much later Chinese legend, which praised
the godlike kings of early civilization, starting with the

Figure 1.3 The ruins at Mohenjo-Daro ore still impressive more than four millennia after the
was established.
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lfl DEPtH
The Idea of Civilization
in World Historical
Perspective
The belief that there are fundamental differ

ences between civilized and “barbaric” or “savage”
peoples is very ancient and widespread. For thou
sands of years the Chinese set themselves off from
cattle- and sheep-herding peoples of the vast plains
to the north and west of China proper, whom they
saw as barbarians. To the Chinese, being civilized
was cultural, not biological or racial. If barbarians
learned the Chinese language and adopted Chi
nese ways—from the clothes they wore to the thud
they ate—they were regarded as civilized.

A similar pattern of demarcation and cultural
absorption was found among the American Indian
peoples of present-day Mexico. Those who settled
in the valleys of the mountainous interior, where
they built great civilizations, lived in fear of inva
sions 1w peoples they regarded as barbarous and
called chithhnccs, meaning “sons of the dog.” The
latter were nomadic hunters and gatherers who
periodically moved down from the desert regions
of north Mexico into the fertile central valleys in
search of game and settlements to pillage. The
Aztecs were simply the last, and perhaps the most
fierce, of a tong tine of cbicbimcc peoples who
entered the valleys and conquered the urban-based
empires that had developed there. But after the
conquerors settted down, they adopted many of
the religious beliek and institutional patterns and
much of the material culture of defeated peoples.

The word cn’thzatwn is derived from the Latin
word cii’llis, meaning “of the citizens.” The term was
coined by the Romans. They used it to distinguish
between themselves as citizens of a cosmopolitan,
urban-based civilization and the “interior” peoples
who lived in the forests and deserts on the IH nges of
their Mediterranean empire. Centuries earlier, the
Greeks, who had contributed much to the rise of
Roman eàilizaflon, made a similar distinction between
themselves and outsiders. Because the languages of the
non-Greek peoples to the north of the Greek heart-
lands sounded litce senseless babble to the Greeks, they
lumped all the outsiders together as barbarians, which

meant “those who cannot speak Greek,” As in the ease
of the Chinese and Aztecs, the boundaries between
civilized and barbarian for the Greeks and Romans
were cultural, not biological. Regardless of the color
of one’s skin or the shape of one’s nose, it was possi
ble fOr free people to become members of a Greek
pohs—citv-state—or to become Roman citizens by
adopung Greek or Roman customs and swearing alle
giance to the polis or the emperor.

Until the 17th and 18th centuries CE., the pri
ority’ given to cultural attributes (e.g., language,
dress, manners) as the means by which civilized
peoples set themselves off from barbaric ones was
rarely challenged. But in those centuries, two
major changes occurred among thinkers in west
ern Europe. First, effOrts were made not only to
define the differences between civilized and bar
barian hut to identifr a series of stages iii human
development that ranged from the lowest savagery
to the highest civilization. Depending on the
writer in qtiestion. candidates for civilization
ranged from Greece and Rome to (not surpris
ingly) Europe of the 17th and 18th centuries.
Most of the other peoples of the globe, whose
“discovery” since the 15th century had prompted
the effOrts to elassiñ’ them in the first place, were
ranked in increasingly complex hierarchies. Peoples
such as the Chinese and the Arabs, wlrn had cre
ated great cities, monumental architecture, writ
ing, advanced teehnology and large empires,
usually won a place along with the Europeans near
the top of these ladders of human achievement.
Nomadic, cattle- and sheep-herding peoples, such
as the Mongols of Central Asia, usually’ were clas
sified as barbarians. Civilized and barbarian peoples
were pitted against various sorts of savages. These
ranged from the hunters and gatherers who inhab
ited much of North America and Australia to many
peoples iii Africa and Asia, whom the Europeans
believed had not advanced beyond the most prim
itive stages of social and political development.

The second major shift in Western ideas about
civilization began at the end of the 18th century but
did not really take hold until a century later. In
keeping with a growing emphasis in European
thinking and social interaction on racial or biologi
cal differences. modes of human social organization
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and cultural expression were increasingly linked to
what were alleged to be the innate capacities of each
human race. Although no one could agree on what

a race was or how many races there were, most
European writers argued that sonic races were more
inventive, moral, courageous, and artistic—thus

more capable of building civilizations—than others.

Of course, white (or Caucasian) Etiropeans were

considered by white European authors to be the
most capable of all. The hierarchy from savage to
civilized took on a color dinension, with white at
the top, where the civilized peoples clustered, to
yellow, red, brown, and black in descending order.

Some authors souaht to reserve all the attainments
of civilization for whites, or peoples of European

stock. As the evolutionary theories of thinkers such as
Charles Darwin came into vogue in the late 1 800s,
race and level of cultural development were seen in
the perspective of thousands of years of human
change and adaptation rather than as being fixed in
time. Nevertheless, this new perspective had little
efThct on the rankings of different human groups.

Civilized whites were simply seen as having evolved

much further than backward and barbaric peoples.
The perceived correspondence benveen race

and level of development and the hardening of the
boundaries between civilized and “inferior” peo
ples affected much more than intellectual dis
course about the nature and history of human

society. These beliefs were used to justify Euro

pean imperialist expansion, which was seen as a

“civilizing mission aimed at uplifting barbaric and
savage peoples across the globe. In the last half of
the 19th century virtually all non—Western peoples

came to be dominated by the Europeans, who
were confident that they, as representatives of the

highest civilization ever created, were best
equipped to govern lesser breeds of humans.

In the 20th century much of the intellectual
baggage that once gave credibilin’ to the racially
embedded hierarchies of civilized and savage

peoples has been discarded. Racist thinking has

been discredited by 20th-century developments,

including the revolt of the colonized peoples and
the crimes committed by the Nazis before and
during World War II in the name of racial purifi
cation. In addition, these ideas have failed because
racial supremacists cannot provide convincing
proof of innate differences in mental and physical
aptitude between various human groups. These
trends, as xvell as research that has resulted in a
much more sophisticated understanding of evo
lution, have led to the abandonment of rigid and
self—serving 19th-century ideas about civilization.
Yet even though non-European peoples such as
the Indians and Chinese are increasingly given
credit for their civilized attainments, much eth
nocentrism remains in die ways social theorists
determine who is civilized and who is not.

Perhaps the best way to avoid the tendency to
define the term with refrence to one’s own soci
ety is to view civilization as one of several human
approaches to social organization rather than
attempting to identify specific kinds of cultural
achievement (e.g., writing, cities, monumental
architecture). All peoples, from small bands of
hunters and gatherers to Lirmers and factory work
ers, 1k-c in societies. All societies produce cultures:
combinations of the ideas, objects, and patterns of
behavior that result from human social interaction.
But not all societies and cultures generate the sur
plus production that permits the levels of special
ization, scale, and complexity that distinguish
civilizations from other modes of social organiza
tion. All peoples are intrinsically capable of build
ing civilizations, hut many have lacked the resource
base, historical circumstances, or desire to do so.

Questions: Identify a society you consider to be civ
ilized. What criteria did you use to determine that
it was civilized? Can you apply those criteria to
other societies? Can you think of societies that
might not fit your criteria and vet be civilizations?
Do the standards that you and others use reflect
your own socien’s norms and achievements rather
than neutral, more universal criteria?
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THE PAST
Mesopotamia in Maps

OheMesopotamian civilizations stead jlv ex
panded from their roots in the fertile valley

between the Jigris and Euphrates rivers thnnighout
their centuries of existence. Reading the maps can help
explain the nature of the civilizations in the region.

What do these maps suggest ahoLit the relation -

ship between Mesopotamian civilizations and the
topography of the Middle East? floes geography
suggest reasons for invasion and political instability

in this civilization center? Did later empires in the
region have the same relationship to river valleys as
did the earlier states. . What might have caused the
change? Why did even the larger empires not spread
through the Arabian peninsula? What ‘vere the
potential contacts between Mesopotamia and other
river valley civilization centers? Why has the Middle
East been so significant in European, African, and
Asian history?
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mythic ancestor ol the Chinese, ran Ku. The Chinese
had an unusually elaborate concept of their remote
origins, and they began early to record a part-tact,
part-fiction history of their early kings. What is clear is
the following: First, the existence of an organized state
that carefully regulated irrigation in the fertile hut
flood-prone river valley. Second, b about 2000 B.C.E.

the Chinese had produced an advanced technology
and developed an elaborate intellectual life. They had
learned how to ride horses and were skilled in pottery;
they used bronze well and by 1000 u.c.i. had intro

duced iron, which they soon learned to work with coal.
Their writing progressed from knotted ropes to
scratches of lines on bone to the invention of ideo
graphic symbols. Science, particularly astronomy, arose
early. Chinese art emphasized delicate designs, and the
Chinese claim an early interest in music (Figure 1 .4).
Because of limits on building materials in the region,

thc Chinese did not construct many massive monu
ments, choosing to live in simple houses built of mud.
By about 1500 licE., a line of kings called the Slung
ruled over the Hwang He valley, and these rulers did
construct some impressive tombs and palaces. Lnva
sions disrupted the Slung dynasn and caused a tem
porary decline in civilization. However, there was less
of a break between the river valley society and the later,
tidIer development of civilization in China than
occurred in other centers.

THE HERITAGE OF THE
RIVER VALLEY
CIVILIZATIONS

: River valley ci j’illzations left a nit tuber of
durable achievements. Bitt most nyc;- ia/icy
cn’thzations declined after about 1200 B.C.E.

A number ofsmall centers emerged in the
Middle East; these introduced further tnnoi’a
turns in eluding the religion of’Juda inn.

Many accomplishments of the ri’er valley civiliza

tions had a lasting impact. Monuments such as the
Egyptian pyramids have long been regarded as one
of the wonders of the world. Other achievements,

although more prosaic, are fundamental to world

history even today: the invention of the wheel, the

taming of the horse, the creation of usable alphabets

and writing implements, thc production of key
mathematical concepts such as square roots, the
development of well-organized monarchies and

bureaucracies, and the i nyc ntion of functional

calendars and other divisions of time. These basic

achievements, along with the awe that the early civ

ilizations continue to inspire, are vital legacies to the
whole of human history. Almost all the major alpha
bets in the world today are derived from the writing
forms pioneered in the river valleys, apart from the
even more durable concept of writing itself. Almost
all later civilizations, then, built on the massive foun
dations first constructed in the river valleys.

Despite these accomplishments, most of the river

valley civilizations were in decline by 1000 n.c.a. The
civilizations had flourished for as manx’ as 2500 years,

Figure 1.4 This elaborately decorated bronze incense vessel
from the Shang era, with its whimsical horse and catlike
figure, shows the high level of artistic expression achieved
very early in Chinese history It also demonstrates o high
level of metalworking ability, which carried over into
Shang weapons and tools. Although the design of these
ritual vessels often was abstract mythical creatures such
as dragons and sacred birds were deftly cast in bronzes
that remain some of the great treasures of Chinese art.
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although of course with periodic disruptions and
revivals. But, particularly in India, the new waves of
invasion did produce something ofa break in the his
tory of civilization, a dividing line benveen the river
valley pioneers and later cultures.

And, this break raises one final question: Besides
the vital achievements—the fhscinating monuments
and the indispensable advances hi technology, sci
ence, and art—what legacies did the river valley civi
lizations impart for later ages? The question is
particularly important for the Middle East and Egypt.
In India. we must frankly admit much ignorance
about possible links between Indus River accom
plishments and what came later; in China, there is a
definite connection between the first civilization and
subsequent forms. Indeed, the ne’v dvnasn in China,
the Zhou, took over from the Shang about 1000
B.C.E., ruling a loose coalition of regional lords;
recorded Chinese history flowed smoothly at this
point. But, what was the legacy of Mesopotamia and
Egypt tbr later civilizations in or near their centers?

Europeans, even North Americans, are some
times prone to claim these cultures as the “origins”
of the Western civilization in which we live. These
claims should not be taken too literally. It is not alto
gether clear that either Egypt or Mesopotamia eon
ttibuted much to later political traditions, although
the Roman Empire emulated the concept of a god
like king, as evidenced in the trappings of the office,
and the existence of strong city-state governments in
the Middle East itself continued to be significant.
Ideas abotit slavery may also have been passed on
from these early civilizations. Specific scientific
achievements are vital, but scholars argue over how
much ofa connection exists between Mesopotamian
and Egyptian science and later Greek thinking, aside
from certain techniques of measuring time or chart
ing the stars. Some historians of philosophy have
asserted a basic division between a Mesopotamian
and Chinese understanding of nature, which they
claim affected later civilizations around the Mediter
ranean in contrast to China. Mesopntamians were
prone to stress a gap between humankind and nature,
whereas Chinese thinking developed along ideas of
basic harmony. It is possible, then, that some ftinda
mental thinking helped shape later outlooks, but the
contintnties here are not easy to assess. Mesopo
tamian art and Egyptian architecture had a more
measurable influence on Greek styles, and through
these, in turn, later European and Muslim cultures.
The Greeks thus learned much about temple build-

ing from the Egyptians, whose culture had influenced
island civilizations, such as Crete, which then affected
later Greek styles.

There was a final connection between early and
later civilizations in the fbrm of regional cultures that
sprang up tinder the influence of Mesopotamia and
Egypt, along the eastern shores of the Mediterranean
mainly after 1200 B.C.E. Although the great empires
from Sumer through Babylon were disrupted acid the
Egyptian state finally declined, civilization in the Mid
dle East had spread widely enough to encourage a set
of smaller cultures capable of surviving and even
flourishing after the great empires became weak.
These cultures produced important innovations that
would affect later civilizations in the Middle East and
throughout the Mediterranean. The also created a
diverse array of regional identities that would con
tinue to mark the Middle East even as other forces,
like the Roman Empire or the later religion of Islam,
took center stage. Several of these small cultures
proved immensely durable, and in their complexity
and capacity to survive, they would influence other
parts of the world as well.

A people called the Phoenicians, for example,
devised a greatly simplified alphabet with 22 letters
around 1 300 B.C.E.; this alphabet, in turn, became
the predecessor of Greek and Latin alphabets. The
Phoenicians also improved the Egyptian number
ing system and, as great traders, set tip colony cities
in North AfHca and on the coasts of Europe.
Another regional group, the Lydians, first intro
duced coined money.

The most influential of the smaller Middle East
ern groups, however, were tile Jews, who gave the
world the first clearly developed monotheistic religion.
We have seen that early religions. both before and
after the beginnings of civilization, were polytheistic,
claiming that many gods and goddesses worked to
control nature and human destiny. The Jews, a
Semitic people influenced b- Babylonian civilization,
settled near the Mediterranean around 1200 B.C.E.

The Jewish state was small and relatively weak, retain
ing independence only when other parts of the Mid
dle East were in political turmoil. What was distinctive
about this culture was its firm belief that a single God,
Jehovah, guided the destinies of the Jewish people.
Priests and prophets defined and emphasized this
belief and their history of God’s guidance of the Jews
formed the basis for the Hebrew Bible. The Jevish
religion and moral code persisted even as the Jewish
state sufThred domination by a series of foreign rulers,
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in DEP-J-H
The Legacy of Asia’s First
Civilizations
In their size, complexity, and longevity, the

first civilizations to develop in south Asia and
China match, and iii some respects surpass, the
earliest civilizations that arose in Mesopotamia
and Egypt. But the long-term impact of the
Harappan civilization in the Indus basin was
strikingly different from that of the Shang and
Zhou civilization in north China. The bess zone
and north China plain where the Shang and
Zhou empires took hold became the center of a
continuous civilization that was to last into the
20th century c:. F. and, some historians would
argue, to the present day. Although regions far
ther south, such as the Yangtze basin, would in
some time periods enjoy political, economic, and
cultural predominance within China, the capital
and center of Chinese civilization repeatedly
returned to the Yellow River area and the north
China plain. By contrast, the I ndus valley proved
capable of nurturing a civilization that endured
for more than a thousand years. But when
Harappa collapsed, the plains of the Indus were
bypassed in favor of the far more lush and exten
sive lands in the basin of the Ganges River net
work to the east. Although the I ndus would later
serve, for much shorter time spans, as the seat of
empires, the core areas of successive Indian dvi
lizations were far to the east and south.

The contrast between the fhtes of the original
geographic centers of Indian and Chinese civiliza
tions is paralleled by the legacies of the civilizations
themselves. Harappa was destroyed, and it disap
peared from history for thousands of years.
Although the peoples who built the Indus com
plex left their mark on subsequent Indian culture,
they did not pass on the frmndamenral patterns of
civilized life that they had evolved. Their mother-
goddess, yoga positions, and the dancing god of
fertilin endured. Some of their symbols, such as
the swastika and the thwam (a phallic image, usu
ally made of stone). were prominent in later artis
tic and religious traditions. The Harappans’ tanks,
or public bathing ponds, remain a central feature
of Indian cities., particularly in the south. Their

techniques of growing rice and cotton were pre
served by cultivating peoples fleeing nomadic cur
sions and were later taken tip by the newly arrived
Indo-Arvan tribes.

Nearly everything else “-as lost. In contrast to
the civilizations of Mesoporamia, which fell but
were replaced by new civilizations that preserved
and built on the achievements of their predeces
sors, much of what the Harappan peoples had
accomplished had to he redone by later civilized
peoples. The cities of the Indus civilization were
destroyed, and comparable urban centers did not
reappear in south Asia for more than a thousand
years. The Harappans’ remarkably advanced stan
dards for measuring distance and weight ceased to
be used. Their system of writing was ihrgotten,
and when rediscovered it was celebrated as an
intriguing but very dead language from the past.
Harappan skills in community planning, sewage
control, and engineering \vere meaningless to the
nomadic peoples who took control of their home
lands. The Harappan penchant for standardiza
tion, discipline, and state control was profoundly
challenged by the brawling, independent-minded
warriors svlrn supplanted them as masters of the
Indian subcontinent.

In contrast to the civilization of the Indus val
ley, the original civilization of China has survived
nomadic incursions and natural catastrophes and
has profoundly influenced the course of Chinese
history. Shang irrigation and dike systems and mil
let and wheat cultivation provided the basis for
the innovations and expansion of subsequent
dynasties. Shang and Zhou fbrtified towns and vil
lages surrounded with stamped earth walls have
persisted as the predominant patterns of settle
ment throughout Chinese history. The founders
of the Shang and Zhou dynasties have been
revered by scholars and peasants alike as philoso
pher—kings slio ought to be emulated by leaders
at all levcls. The Shang and Zhou worship of
heaven and their veneration of ancestors have
remained central to Chinese religious belief and
practice for thousands of years. The concept of
the Mandate of Heaven has been pivotal in Chi
nese political thinking and organization.

Above all, the system of writing that “-as orig
inally formulated for Shang oracles developed into
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the key means of communication between the
elites of the many peoples who lived in the core
regions of Chinese civilization. The scholar—
bureaucrats, who developed this written language
and also profited the most from it, soon emerged
as the dominant force in Chinese culture and soci
en Chinese characters provided the basis for the
educational system and bureaucracy that were to
hold Chinese civilization together through thou
sands of years of invasions and political crises.
Many’ of the key ingredients of China’s early civ
ilizations have remained central throughout Chi
nese history. This persistence has made for a
continuity of identity that is unique to the Chi
nese people.

It has also meant that China, like the early civ
ilizations of Mesopotamia, was one of the great
sources of civilizing influences in human history’ as
a whole. The area affected by ideas developed in
China was less extensive than that to which the
peoples of Mesopotamia gave writing, laws and
their other great achievements. But contacts with
China provided critical impetus for the develop
ment of civilization in Japan, Korea, and Vietnam.
Writing and political organization were two areas
in which the earliest formulations of Chinese civi
hzanon vitally affected other peoples. In later peri
ods, Chinese thought and other modes of cultural
expression such as art, architecture, and etiquette
also strongly influenced the growth of civilized Life
throughout east Asia.

China’s technological innovation was to have
an impact on global civilization comparable to that
of early Mesopotamia. Beginning with increasingly
sophisticated irrigation systems, the Chinese have
devised a remarkable share of humankind’s basic
iiachines and engineering principles. In the Slung
and Zhou eras they’ also pioneered key processes
such as silk manufeturing.

The reasons for the differing legacies of
Harappan and early Chinese civilizations are
numerous and complex. But critical to the dis
appearance of the first and the resilience of the
second were different patterns of interaction
between the sedentary peoples who built early
civilizations and the nomadic herders who chat
lenged them. In India, the nomadic threat was
remote—perhaps nonexistent—for centuries.

The Harappan peoples were deficient in military
technology and organization. When combined
with natural calamities, the waves of warlike
nomads migrating into the Indus region proved
too much for the Harappan peoples to resist or
absorb. The gap between the nomads’ herding
culture and the urban, agriculture-based Harap
pan civilization was tot) great to be bridged.
Conflict between them may well have proved
f:tal to a civilization long in decline.

By’ contrast, the bess regions of northern
China were open to invasions or migrations on
the part of the nomadic herding peoples who
lived to the north and west. Peoples from these
areas moved almost continuously’ into the core
zones of Chinese civilization. The constant
threat posed by the nomads forced the peoples
of the north China plain to develop the defenses
and military technology needed to defend
against nomadic raids or bids for lasting con -

quest. Contrasting cultures and ways of life
strengthened the sense of identity of the cu hi
vating peoples. The obvious nomadic presence
prodded these same peoples to unite under
strong rulers against the outsiders who did not
share Chinese culture. Constant interaction with
the nomads led the Shang peoples to develop a
culture that was receptive to outside influences,
social structures, and political systems. Nomadic
energies reinvigorated and enriched the king
doms of the Shang and the Zhou, in contrast to
India, where they proved catastrophic for the
isolated and far less adaptable peoples of the
I ndus valley civilization.

Questions: Compare the early civilizations of India
and China with those of Sumer and Egypt.
Which are more similar in terms of longevity’?
Which factors were critical in the failure of the
Indus civilization to persist? Which best explain
Chinese longevity’? Are these the same as those
that account for the long life of Egyptian civi
lization? Why did the Indus civilization have
such a limited impact on subsequent civilizations
in India, in contrast to Sinner and the other civ
ilizations of Mesopotamia? What is the chief
legacy’ of each of these early’ civilizations to sub
sequent human history?
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from 772 B.C.E. until the Russians seized the state

outright in 63 B.C.E. Jewish monotheism has sus

tained a distinctive Jewish culture to our own day’; it

would also serve as a key’ basis fhr the development of

both Christianin and Islam as major world religions.

Because Judaism stressed God’s special compact

with the chosen Jewish people, there was no pre

mium placed on converting non-Jews. This belief

helps explain the durahilin of the Jewish fiuith itself;

it also icept the Jewish people in a minorin position

in the Middle East as a whole. However, the elabo

ration of monotheism had a wide, if not immediate,

significance. In Jewish hands, the concept of God

became less humanlike, more abstract. This repre

sented a basic change in not only religion but also

humankind’s overall outlook. Jehovah had not only’

a power but also a rationalin far different from what

the traditional gods of the Middle East or Egypt pos

sessed. These gods were whimsical and capricious;

Jehovah was orderly and just, and individuals would

know what to expect if they obeyed God’s rules. God

was also linked to ethical conduct, to proper moral

behavior. Religion fhr the Jews was a way of life, not

merely a set of rituals and ceremonies. The Rill impact

of this religious transformation on Middle Eastern

civilization would be realized only later, when Jewish

beliefs were embraced by other, proselytizing faiths.

However, the basic concept of monotheistic religion

was one of the legacies of the end of the first great

civilization period to the new cultures that would

soon arise.

Conclusion
The First Civilizations
Overall, then, the river valley civilizations, flourishing for

many centuries, created a basic set of tools, intellectual

concepts such as writing and mathematics, and political

forms that would persist and spread to other parts of

Europe. Asia, and Africa. Invasion in India, and invasion

and political decline in Egypt, marked a fairly firm break

between river s-alley’ institutions and those that would later

develop. Hwang He civilization, in contrast, floved marc

fully into the more extensive Chinese civilization that

would follow The Middle East, where civilization had first

been horn, provided the most complex heritage of all.
II crc too there was a break hetsveen the initial series of

riverine empires and the civilizations of Greece and Persia

that would later dominate the region. However, the (level

opment of smaller cultures provided a bridge between the

river ‘-alley period and later Middle Eastern society, pro-

ducing vital new inventions and ideas. The smaller cultures

also generated a deeply entrenched network of regional or

minority values and institutions that would continue to

make tile Middle East a complex, vibrant, and sometimes

troubled part of the world.

One final rests It of the first, long period of human civ

ilization is certainly clear: a pattern of division among the
world’s peoples. The diffusion of Homo sapiens sapiens set
the initial stage. Small groups of people spread to almost
every corner of the world but m ai lit ai ned little contact
virh each other thereafter. Separate languages and cul
tures developed widely. The rise of agriculture stimulated

new Ii uks, and the spread of farniing and new technolo

gies began to cut into local isolation. Trade soon entered

the picture: Althou gli most commerce centered within a

region, linking a city to its hinterland, a few routes trav

eled greater distances. By 1000 n.c.e., Phoenicians traded

with Britain for metals (they bought lead to make

bronze), while Chinese silk was reaching Egypt. Here we
have one of the basic themes of world history: steadily

proliferating contacts against a background of often fierce
local identity.

The rise of civilization further reduced local auton

omv, as kings and priests tried to spread trade contacts and
cultural forms and warred to gain ne’v territory. Civiliza

tion itself ‘sas an integrating three at a larger regional level,

although, as we have seen in the Middle East, smaller iden

tities persisted. However, individual civilizations sad only

sporadic contacts with each other. They, and their leading
institutions and cultural thrms, developed separately. Thus,

four distinct centers of civilization developed (tive, if the
emerging Olmec culture in Mexico is included), each with

widely varied patterns, from style of writing to beliefs

about nature. The early civilizations shared important fea

tures, i nd tiding cities, trade, and writing, that helped them
meet the common basic definition of civilization in the first

place. They also frequentl developed sonic mutual rela
tionships. although the Hwang He culture in China is one

example of a civilization that flourished in relative isola

tion. Egypt and Mesopotamia, in particular, had recurrent

contacts through trade and war. But, the sal ties or belief

systems of each civil ization, and their manifestation in
political and business styles, svere not so easily dissemi

nated. Even relatively close neighbors, such as Egypt and
Mesoputamia. developed radically different political atti

tudes, beliefs about death, and artistic styles. Civilization

and considerable diversity thus co-existed hand in hand.

Further R.c4ings
Two collections of sources offer some materials on early
China and India: W. T. Dc Bary, Jr., et al., eds., Sources of
CYjinese Tradition (1960) and V. T. Dc Bary. Ir., et al.,
eds ources of Indian Tradition (1956). On prehistorv.
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see Robert J. Wenke, Patterns in Prchiston (1984); Brian
Pagan, The Journcvfiom Eden: The Peoplinq of Our World
(1990); Richard Adams, Prehistoric Mesoamerica (1991);
and Chris Scarre, ed., Smithsonian Timelines of the
Ancient World (1994). On early civilizations, see C. L.
Redman, The Rise of Civilization: Front Early Farmers to
Urban Society in the Ancient Near East (1988); H. Craw
ford, Sinner and the Snuierians (1991); 1. Bright, A His-
ton of’Isracl (1981);and A. Nibbi, Ancient Eqvpr and
Sonic Eastern Neiqhhors (1981). On India and China, see
G. 0. Possehl, ed., Harappan Civilization: A Con tempo—
ran’ Perspective (1982); V. & ft. Allchin, The Rise of Ci,’
ilization in India and Pakistan (1982); Ping-ti Ho,
Cradle of the East: An Inquin’ into the Indiqenous Oriqins
of Techniqnes and Ideas of Neolithic and Early Histon’ in
China (1975); Wolfram Eberhard, History of’ China
(1977 ed); and K. C. Wu, The Chinese Heritage (1982).
On the crucial issue of gender, see NI. Ehreo berg, Women
in Prchistory (1989) and G . Robins, Women in Ancient
Eqypt (1993). On other key topics, refer to Richard
Gabriel, The Culture of Wa r: In ‘ention a ;id Ea rh Devel—
opineit t (1991); and Paul Bai rach, Cities a ;zd Economic
Development: From the Da ‘n of History to the Present
(1988). For a challenging statement on the legacy of
African and Middle Eastern societies to later Greece, read
Martin Bernal, I3lack Athena: The Africanistic Roots of

Classical Ci’iliza tion (1987). On the environment, see
1. C Simmons, Environmental History (1993). On pat
terns of contact, see Luce lou In ois, The Silk It oad
(1966); Philip D. Curtin, Cross-Cult,, ral Trade in World
History (1984); Xinru Liu, A ncient India and Ancient
China: Trade and Reliqious Exchanges (1988); and
Shereen Ratnagar, Encounter: The Westerly Trade ofthe
Harappan Civilization (1981). The science and technol
ogy of the ancient world are discussed in Richard Bulliet,
The Camel and the Wheel (1975); George Ifrah, From
One to Zero: A Universal History of’Numhers (1985); and
Edgardo Marcorini, ed., The History of Science and Tech
noloqy: A Narrative Chronoloqy (1988).

On the Web
On early human life forms, up to Homo sapiens sapiens,
see http://n’n’n iinet. net.an/—cha n’kins/hea ven.htm;
for a virtual tour of Egyptian cities, see
http:// v ‘ii’. a ii den tray/mt. co. nb/i,, cnn. html;
on the Gilgamesh epic, see
http://n’ii’nui’sn.cdu/ dciiAIESO/GJLG.HJl!;
on the evolution of Hindu epics and beliefi, see
he tp://ca mop its.;’ orthpa rk. cdn/hisroi v/ I ½-bc in on/In dm/
India.html.
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The CIssicl Perio47ç
1000 B.C.E.—500

Having quickly reviewed the hundreds of thousands of years of human

prehistory and the 3000 years of developments in the river valley civi

lizations, we now slow down our discussion considerably. In the remain

der of this book, we deal with the most recent 3000 years of human

experience, from roughly 1000 years before the common era (n.c.r.)

until the present. There are several reasons fhr this radical change of pace.

Available knowledge is one. Civilizations over the past 3000 years have

produced far more records than their predecessors. We not only know

more about events such as wars and rebellions, but we also have a fuller

sense of how ordinary people in these societies thought about daily issues

such as health and family. More important is the fact that civilizations

created after 1000 B.c.E. have direct links to civilizations which exist

today. Chinese civilization, indeed, flows quite coherently from the mid

dle of the Zhou dynasty (500 B.c.E.) to the present, with sttrgesand

declines and significant changes but with equally important connections

to preceding events. Even in Western sociew, where there have been far

more shattering disruptions than in Chinn, we can look back to Greek

and Roman civilizations and find philosophies and political institutions directly related to

contemporary ideas and forms.

The period in the history of civilization after the decline of the river valley cultures is

known as classical; it runs from about 1000 B.C.E. until the fifth century G.E. In three parts

of the world—China, India, and the Mediterranean area (which extends from the Middle

East to southern Europe and North Africa)—new or renewed civilizations arose that

jC.E.
r
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proved very durable. These civilizations did not touch all the world’s peoples, although they
spread well beyond the boundaries of the river valleys. It is important to remember that the
history of classical civilization clues not reflect the wlmle of world history during tlus period,
because it does not incLude northern Europeans, central Asians, most Africans below the
Sahara. and of course all American Indians. Historical developments in these regions were
significant, hut they followed more diverse patterns.

Also during the classical period, ne’v empires arose around the Tigris-Euphrates val
Icy, resuming the developments of those started by the Sumerians and Babylonians. First the
Assvrians and then the Persians established large empires that at times extended through
the Middle East and even into Europe and India. These empires boasted not only great
power but also important new religious ideas and artistic styles that influenced both Greek
and Indian cultures later on.

The three classical civilizations of China, India, and the Mediterranean left the most
substantial legacies, however, and the also included thc largest population concentrations
in the world at that time. Moreover, all three classical civilizations set in motion institu
tions and values that would continue to shape these key parts of the world long after the
classical period was over. Some of the continuing diversity of our world is the result of
distinctions created during the classical period. Examples include the intense political cen
tralization of the Chinese in contrast to the greater regionalism of Indian political life,
or the enrntional restraint the Chinese and Japanese were taught to exhibit compared with
the greater display of feeling allowed many Mediterranean peoples.

All three classical civilizations built on the achievements of the river valley societies.
In the Mediterranean, Greeks benefited from the influence of the earlier Minoan civiliza
tion, which had been centered on the Greek islands and partially derived from the greater
Egyptian culture. Here, and still more obviously in India and China, classical peoples relied
on the technologies developed in the river valley societies; they also utilized earlier artis
tic styles and possibly some more abstract ideas. And, of course, they adapted earlier writ
log systems and mathematical concepts.

However, the classical civilizations were not, in the final analysis, simple continuations

of the earlier societies from which they derived. Use of iron weapons, first by invading peo
pies, gave governments a new military edge. Classical civilizations also created larger polit
ical structures, capable of controlling more territory. They shifted their geographical base:
The center of Indian development moved from the Indus to the Ganges River; China
expanded to include the rice-growing Yangtze River (Chiang Jiang) as well as the Hwang
He. All the classical civilizations improved on earlier technologies for agriculture, manu
facturing, and urban life. The’ established more elaborate philosophical and religious sys
tems and expanded scientific and mathematical knowledge. The sophistication of these
achievements helps account for the enduring influence of classical civilizations today, not
only in tile regions where they thairished but also in other areas of the world to which their
heritage ultimately spread.

Expansion and integration dominated the outcomes of classical civilizations, even
though each created a distinctive specific culture. Each classical civilization spread beyond

D
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a regional center to embrace a growing diversin’ of people and a growing amount otter

ritory. This, in turn, created the challenge of building institutions arid beliefs that could

integrate these peoples, without necessaflh’ homogenizing them. Integration included pol

itics, so it was no accident that massive empires grew, at least toward the end of the clas

sical era, within each center. Integration also included growing internal trade. And it also

came to involve cultural systems deliberately designed to draw people together in com

mon belief. The problem of integrating new territories, arid the processes chat resulted,

led to the fundamental characteristics of the classical period.

Expansion resulted from massive population growth and encouraged tIne horther

development of the classical civilizations. In the final centuries before the common era,

China’s population tripled, to 60 million. At 14 n.c.u., the Roman Empire had a popula

tion of about 54 million people and India about 50 million. Expansion included the migra

tion of farming populations from the regional center to escape crowding and deliberate

commercial efforts to seek new sources of food supply—the factor behind Creek colonies

scattered around the Mediterranean. It also included eNplicit military expansion, particu

larlv b’ tine great empires of China. India, Greece, and Rome, which often resulted in sig

nificant resettlement efforts. Military conquest by these three civilizations was backed by

well-organized political units and often the advantage in weaponry that iron-based tech

nology provided

In the Mediterranean, expansion was actually aided by the various diseases settlers

brought to the new lands: It reduced local populations and hence the presstrre or riced to

deal with local diversities. Expansion in China and India meant embracing large local



populations, already resistant to the contagions of agricultural sociew. This resulted in
greater attention to social, cultural, and political institutions. Both China and India,

though in very ditThrent ways, worked harder on the process of integration than Greece

and Rome. Everywhere, however, the need to innovate in response to expansion, to draw

peoples and territories into manageable interaction, determined many of the key charac

teristics of this period of world history.

Each classical civilization operated separately for the most part. Trade brought silk
from China to the Middle East and the Roman Empire, but while such luxuries were

comed, no economy was deeply affected by international commerce. There was impor

tant cultural exchange between Greece and India, but India’s adaptation of Greek artistic

style and the Mediterranean’s adoption of Indian religious concepts were unusual occur

rences. For the most part, developments within each expanding civilization, more than

contacts between them, marked this phase of world history.

-7-,
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Chapter 2
cIssicI CiviIiztion:
China

This bronze miniature of a horse and carriage demonstrates the high level af
both artistic and technological proficiency that the Chinese had aftained by the
last centuries B.C.E. The elaborate harness and finely crafted wheels and axle
were as refined as those of any world culture at that time.



S
• Patterns in hina generated the first of the great classical societies. The region

Classical China . .

• Political I remained rather isolated. This limited its ability to learn from other

Institutions cultures, hut also spared it frequent invasion and encouraged an

• Religion and intense, and distinctive, Chinese identity. The decline of the Shang dynasty
Culture did not result in as much internal chaos as did invasions of parts of the Middle

• DocuMENT: East and particularly India. Hence, the Chinese could build more strongly
Teachings of the - -

Rival Chinese on Hwang He precedents. Particularly important was a general, it somewhat

Schools — vague, ‘oHd ew developed by Hwang Hc thinkers and accepted as a stan-

• Economy and — , dard approach in later Chinese thinking. This intellectual heritage stressed
Society ) the basic harmony of nature: Every feature is balanced by an opposite, every

• CONCLUSTION: yin by a vam. Thus for hot there is cold, for male, female. According to this
How Chinese -

Civilization -

philosophy, an individual should seek a way, called Dno, to relate to this har

Fits Together monv, avoiding excess and appreciating the balance of opposites. Individuals

and human institutions existed within this world of balanced nature, not, as

in later Mediterranean philosophy, on the outside. Chinese traditions about

J balance, Dao, and -in/vang were intrinsic to diverse philosophies and reli

Jr gions established in the classical period itself and they provided some unity

J
among various schools of thought in China.

• Despite important cultural continuity, classical China did not simply

maintain earlier traditions. The formative centuries of classical Chinese his-

• tory were witness to a great many changes, as the religious and particularly

the political habits of the Slung kingdom were substantiaily modified as part

of building the world’s largest classical empire. As a result of these new cen

turies of development, resulting in much dnersitv but often painful conflict,

the Chinese emerged with an unusually well-integrated system in which gov

J ernment, philosophy, economic incentives, the family, and the individual

were intended to blend into a harmonious whole.

i
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PATEENS IN
CLASSICAL CHINA

China developed in maui n’avs front its river
railer period. The 2/iou thnastv featured
centralized pulnics hut zu;uportnnt cultural
inflol’ation. Later dynasties emphasized order
a ;ud ecu traliza thin.

Of all the societies in the world today, it is China that
has maintained the clearest links to its classical past—
a past that has been a source of pride but also the cause
of sonic problems of adaptation. Already in the
period of classical Chinese history. a pattern was set
in motion that lasted until the early part of the nven
tieth century. A fitmily of kings, called a “dynasn,”
would start its rule of China with great vigor, devel
oping strong political institutions and encouraging
an active economy. Subsequently, the dynasty grew
weaker and tax revenues declined, while social divi
sions increased in the larger society. Internal rebel
lions and sometimes invasions from the outside
hastened the dynasty’s decline. As the ruling dynasty
declined, another dynasty emerged, usually from the
family of a successful general, invader, or peasant
rebel, and the pattern would start anew. Small won
der that many Chinese conceive of history in terms
of cycles, in contrast to the Western tendency to
think of steady progress from past to present.

Three dvnasde cycles cover the many centuries of
classical China: the Zhou, tIne Qin, and the Han (Map
2.1). The Zhou dvnasn’ lasted from 1029 to 258 B.C.E.
Although lengthy, this dvnasn’ flourished, in fact, only
until about 700 B.C.E.; it was then beset by a decline
in the political infrastructure and frequent invasions by
nomadic peoples from border regions. Even during its
strong centuries, the Zhou did not establish a power
flil government, ruling instead througln alliances with
regional princes and noble families. The dynasn’ ini
tially came into China from the north, displacing its
predecessor, die Shang rulers. The alliance systems the
Zhou used as the basis fhr their rule were standard in

agricultural kingdoms. (We will see similar forms later
emerge in Japan, India, Europe, and Africa.) Rulers
lacked the means to control their territories directly
and so gave large regional estates to members of their
fhmilies and other supporters, hoping that their loyal
ties would remain intact. The supporters, in exchange
for land, were supposed to provide the central gov
ernment with troops and tax revenues. This was
China’s feudal period, with rulers depending on a net
work of loyalties and obligations to and from their
landlord-vassals. Such a system was, of course, vulner
able to regional disloyalties, and the ultimate decline
of the Zhou dynast occurred when regional landown
ing aristocrats solidified their own power base and dis
regarded the central government.

The Zhou did, however, contribute in several
ways to the development of Chinese polities and
culture in their active early centuries. First, they
extended the territory of China by taking over the Yang
tze River vaIlec This stretch of territo from the
Hwang He to the Yangtze, became China’s core—
often called the “Middle Kingdom.” It provided rich
agricultural lands plus the benefits of tvo different
agrieultures—wheat-growing in the north, rice—grow
ing in the south—a diversity that encouraged popula
tion growth. The territorial expansion obvioLlsly
complicated the problems of central rule, for corn
munieafion and transport from the capital to the out
lying regions \vere difficult. This is why the Zhou
relied so heavily on the loyaln of regional supporters.

Despite these circumstances, the Zhou did actually
heighten the focus on the central government itself.
Zhou rulers claimed direct links to the Shang rulers.
They also asserted that heaven had transferred its man
date to rule China to the Zhou emperors. This politi
cal concept of a mandate from heaven remained a key
justification br Chinese imperial rule from the Zhoti
onward. Known as Sons of Heaven, the emperors lived
in a world of awe-inspiring pomp and ceremony,

The Zhotr worked to provide greater cultural
unity in their empire. They discouraged some of
the primitive religious practices of the Hwang He
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civilization, banning human sacrifice and urging more
restrained ceremonies to worship the gods. The also

promoted linguistic unity, beginning the process 1w
which a standard spoken language. ultimately catted
Mandarin Chinese, would prevail over the entire Mid
dle Kingdom. This resulted in the largest single group
of people speaking the sanie language in the world at
this time. Regional dialects and languages remained,
but educated officials began to rel’ on the single Man
darin form. Oral epics and stories in Chinese, many
gradually recorded in written form, aided in the devel
opment of a common cultural currencc

Increasing cultural tinitv helps explain why, when
the Zhou empire began to thil. scholars were able to
use philosophical ideas to lessen the impact of growing
political confusion. Indeed, the political crisis spurred
efforts to define and articulate Chinese culture. Diii
ing the lace sixth and early fifth centuries H.c.E., the
philosopher known in the ‘Nest as Conftieitis (see

p. 41) wrote an elaborate statement on political
ethics, providing the core of China’s distinctive philo

sophical heritage. Other writers and religious leaders
participated in this great period of cultural creativity,
which later reemerged as a set of central beliefs
throughout the Middle Kingdom.

Cultural innovation did not, however, reverse the
prolonged and painful Zhou downfàtl, Regional rulers
formed independent armies, ultimately reducing the
emperors to little more than figureheads. Between 402
and 201 n.c.i., a period known aptly enough as the En
of the Warring States, the Zhou system disintegrated.

At this point, China might have gone the \vav of
civilizations such as India, where centralized govern
ment was more the exception than the rule. But, a new
dvnasn’ arose to reverse the process of political decay.
One regional ruler deposed the last Zhoti emperor and
within 35 years made himself sole ruler of China. He
took the title Qin Shih Huangdi, or First Emperor.
The dynastic name, Qin, conferred on tile whole
country its name of China. Shil’ Huangdi was a brutal
ruler, but effective given the circumstances of internal
disorder. He understood that China’s pmblein lay in

Map 2.1 China From the Later Zhau Era to the Han Era
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the regional power of the aristocrats, and like many
later centralizers in world histon he worked vigor
ously to undo this fiwce. He ordered nobles to leave
their regions and appear at his court, assuming control
of their feudal estates. China was organized into large
provinces ruled by bureaucrats appointed by the
emperor; and Shib Huangdi was careful to select his
officials from nonaristoeratic groups, so that they
would owe their power to him and not dare to develop
their own independent bases. Under Shih Huangdi’s
rule, powerful armies crushed regional resistance.

The First Emperor followed up on centralization
by extending Chinese territory to the south, reach
ing present-day Hong Kong on the South China Sea
and even influencing northern Vietnam. In the north,
to guard against barbarian invasions, Shih Huangdi
built a Great Wall, extending over 3000 miles, wide
enough for chariots to move along its crest. This wall,
probably the largest construction project in human
history, was built by forced labor, conscripted by the
central bureaucracy from among the peasantry.

The Qin dvnasn’ was responsible f-ar a number of
innovations in Chinese politics and culture. To deter
mine the empire’s resources, Shih Huangdi ordered a
national census, which provided data for the calculation
of tax revenues and labor service. The government
standardized coinage, weights, and measures through
the entire realm. Even the length of axles on carts was
regulated to promote coherent road planning. The
government also made Chinese written script uniform,
completing the process of creating a single basic
language in which all educated Chinese could com
municate. The government furthered agriculture,
sponsoring new irrigation projects, and promoted
manufacturing, particularly that of silk cloth. The
activist government also attacked fbrmal culture, burn
ing many hooks. Thinking, according to Shih Huangdi,
was likely to be subversive to his autocratic rule.

Although it created many durable features of
Chinese government, the Qin dynasty was short
lived. Shili Huangdi’s attacks on intellectuals, and
particularly the high taxes needed to support military
expansion and the construction of the Great Wall,
made him Iiercelv unpopular. One opponent described
the First Emperor as a monster who “had the heart
of a tiger and a wolf. He killed men as though he
thought he could never finish, he punished men as
though he were afraid he would never get around to
them all.” On the emperor’s death, in 2 10 nc:. E.,

massive revolts organized by aggrieved peasants
broke out. One peasant leader defeated other oppo

nents and in 202 n.c.r. established the third dynasts’
of classical China, the Han.

And it was the H an dynasty, which lasted over
400 years, to 220 cr., that rounded out China’s basic
political and intellectual structure. Han rulers retained
the centralized administration of the Qin, but sought
to reduce the brutal repression of that period. Like
many dynasties during the first flush of power, earl
Han rulers expanded Chinese territory, pushing into
Korea, Indochina, and central Asia. This expansion
gave rise to direct contact with India and also allowed
the Chinese to develop contact with the Parthian
empire in the Middle East, through which trade with
the Roman Empire around the Mediterranean was
conducted. The most famous Han ruler, Wu Ti
(140—87 B.c.E.), enforced peace throughout much of
the continent of Asia, rather like the peace the Roman
Empire would bring to the Mediterranean region a
hundred years later, but embracing even more terri
tory and a far larger population. Peace broLight great
prosperin’ to China itself: A Han historian conveys the
self-satisfied, confident tone of the dynasty:

The nation had met with ‘10 major disturbances
so that, except in times ofilood or drought, every
person was well supplied and ever\ family had
enou gil to get along on. The granaries in the
cities and the countryside ‘vere full and the gUy
emment treasures were running over with wealth.
In the capital the strings of cash had stacked tip
by the hundreds of mil lions until ,., they could
no longer he counted. In the central granary of
the government, new grain \vas Ii ea1’ed on top
of the old until the building was full and the grain
overflowed and piled up outside, where it spoiled
and became unfit to eat ‘en the keepers of
tile community gates ate fine grain and meat.

Under tile Han dynasty, the workings of the state

bureaucracy also improved and tile government was

linked to formal training that emphasized the values
ofConfiician philosophy. Reversing the Qin dvnasn”s
policies, Wii Ti urged support for Confucianism, see
ing it as a vital supplement to formal measures on tile
government’s part; shrines were established to pro
mote tile worship of the ancient philosopher asa god.

The quality of Han rule declined after about two
centuries. Central control weakened, and invasions
from central Asia, spearheaded by a nomadic people
called tile Huns, who had long threatened China’s
northern borders, overturned the dvnasn- entirely.
Benveen 220 and 589 cr., China was in a state of
chaos. Order and stahilin’ were finally restored, hut
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by then the classical or formative period of Chinese
civilization had ended. Well before the Han collapse,
however, China had established distinctive political
structures and cultural valucs of unusual clarity, capa
blc, as it turned out, of surviving cvcn three centuries
of rcncwcd confusion.

POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS

-
Political institutions became one of classical
china’s hallmarks. The power of the emperor,
the development of a hureaucrac; and the
expansion of state Junctions combined tqpethei:

The Qin and Han dynasties of classical China estab
lished a distinctive, and remarkably successful, kind
of government. The Qin stressed central authority,
whereas the Han expanded the powers of the bureau
cracy. More than any other factor, it “as the structure
of this government that explained how such a vast
territory could be effectively rLIled—tor the Chinese
empire was indeed the largest political system in the
classical world. This structure would change after
the classical period, particularly in terms of stream
lining and expanding bureaucratic systems and pro
cedures, hut it never required fundamental overhaul.

The political framework that emerged as a result
of the long centuries of China’s classical period had
several key elements. Strong local units never disap
peared. Like most successful agricultural societies,
China relied heavily on tightly knit patriarchal fami
lies. Individual families were linked to other relatives
in extended family nenvorks that included brothers,
uncles, and any living grandparents. Among the
wealthy landowning groups, family authority was
enhanced by the practice of ancestor worship, which
joined Emily members through rituals devoted to
important forebears who had passed into the spirit
world. For ordinary people, among whom ancestor
worship was less common, village authority sur
mounted fiimilv rule. Village leaders helped farming
families regulate property and coordinate planting
and harvest work. During the Zhou dynasn, and also
in later periods when dynasties weakened, the
regional power of great landlords also played an
important role at the village level. Landed nobles pro
vided courts of justice and organized military troops.

Strong local rule was not the most significant or
distinctive feature of Chinese government under the
Qin and Han dynasties, however. Shih Huangdi not

only attacked local rulers, he also provided a single
law code for the whole empire and established a uni
form tax system. He appointed governors to each dis
trict of his domain, who exercised military and legal
powers in the name of the emperor. They, in turn,
named officials responsible for smaller regions. Here
indeed was a classic model of centralized government
that other societies would replicate in later times: The
establishment of centralized codes and appointment
of officials directly by a central authority, rather than
reliance on arrangements with numerous existing
local governments. The effectiveness of a central go’
ernment was further enhanced by the delegation of
special areas and decisions to the emperor’s ministers.
Sonic dealt with matters of finance, others with jus
tice, others with military affairs, and so on.

Able rulers of the Han dynasty resumed the
attack on local warrior-landlords. In addition, they
realized the importance of creating a large, highly
skilled bureaucracy, one capable of carrying out the
duties of a complex state. By the end of the Han
period, China had about 130,000 bureaucrats, rep
resenting 0.2 percent of the population. The emperor
\Vu Ti established examinations for his bureaucrats—
the first example of civil service tests of the sort that
many governments have instituted in modern times.
These examinations covered classics of Chinese liter
ature as well as law, suggesting a model of the scholar-
bureaucrat that would later become an important
element of China’s political tradition. XVu Ti also
established a school to train men of exceptional tal
ent and ability’ for the national examinations.
Although most bureaucrats were drawn from the
landed upper classes, who alone had the time to learn
the complex system of Chinese characters, individu
als from lower ranks of society were occasionally
recruited wider this system. China’s bureaucracy thus
provided a slight check on complete upper-class rule.
It also tended to limit the exercise of arbitrary power
by the emperor himselE Trained and experienced
bureaucrats, confident iii their own traditions, could
often control the whims of a single ruler, even one
who, in the Chinese tradition, regarded himself as
divinely appointed—the “Son of Heaven.” It was no
accident then that the Chinese bureaucracy lasted
from the Han period until the twentieth century, out
living the empire itself.

Small wonder that from the classical period at
least until modern times, and possibly still today, die
Chinese were the most tightly governed people in any
large society in the world. When it worked well—and
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it is important to recall that the system periodically
broke down—Chinese politics represented a remark
able integration of all levels of authorin The edicts
of an all-powerful emperor were administered by
trained scholar-bureaucrats, widely respected fhr their
learning and, often, their noble birth. Individual lam
ilies also emphasized this strong principle of author
ifl with the father in charge, presumably carrying on
the wishes of a long line of ancestors to which the
family paid reverence, The Chinese were capable of
periodic rebellions, and gangs of criminals more reg
ularly came to disrupt the social scene—indeed, fre
quently harsh punishments reflected the need of’ the
government to eradicate such deviant forces. Never
theless, whether within the family or the central state,
most Chinese in ordinary times believed in the
importance of respect for those in power.

Government traditions established during the
classical period included an impressive list of state
functions. Like all organized states, the Chinese gov
ernment operated military and judicial systems. Mil
itary activity fluctuated, as China did not depend on
steady expansion. AlthoLigh classical China produced
some enduring examples of the art of war, the state
was not highly militaristic by the Han period. Judicial
matters—crime and legal disputes—commanded
more attention by local government authorities.

The government also sponsored much intellec
tual life, organizing research in astronomy and the
maintenance of historical records, Cnder the Han
rulers, the govern ment played a major role in pro
moting Confucian philosophy as an official statement
of Chinese values and in encouraging the worship of
Confucius himself. The government developed a
durable sense of’mission as the primary keeper ofChi
nese heliel.

The imperial government was also active in the
economy. It directly organized the production of iron
and salt. Its standardization of currency, weights, and
measures facilitated trade throughout the vast empire.
The government additionally sponsored public works,
including complex irrigation and canal systems. Han
rulers even tried to regulate agricultural supplies by
storing grain and rice in good times to control price
increases—and potential popular unrest—when har
vests were bad.

China’s ambitious rulers in no sense directed the
daily lives of their subjects; the technology ofan agri
cultural society did not permit this. Even under the
Han, it took over a month for a directive from the
capital city to reach the outlying districts of the

empire—an obvious limit on imperial authority, A
revealing Chinese proverb held that “heaven is high,
and the emperor is fhr away.” However, the power of
the Chinese state did extend considerably, Its system
of courts was backed by a strict code of law; torture and
execution were widely employed to supplement the
preaching of obedience and civic virtue. The central
government taxed its subjects and also required some
annual labor on the part ofeverv male peasant—this
was the source of the incredible physical work
involved in building canals, roads, and palaces. No
other government had the organization and staff to
reach ordinary people so directly until virtually mod
ern times, except in much smaller political units such
as cit-states. The power of the government and the
authority it commanded in the eyes of most ordinary
Chinese people help explain why its structure stir
vived decline, invasion, and even rebellion for so
many centuries. Invaders like the Huns might topple
a dynasty, but they could not devise a better system
to run the country, and so the system and its bureau
cratic administrators normally endured.

RELIGION ANP
CULTURE

-
Chinese culture fratu red the dei’elopnie;it of
the Confucian n’sre;n. Daoism, a distinctive
science and a rtistic traditions co;upleuue;u ted
this emphasis.

The Chinese way of viewing the world, as this belief
system developed during the classical period, was
closely linked to a distinct political structure, Upper-
class cultural values emphasized a good life on earth
and the virtues of obedience to the state, more than
speculations about God and the mysteries of heaven.
At the same time, the Chinese tolerated and often
combined various specific belief, so long as they did
not contradict basic political loalties.

Rulers in the Zliou dynasty maintained belief in
a god or gods, but little attention was given to the
nature ofa deity. lbther, Chinese leaders stressed the
importance ofa harmonious earthly life, which would
maintain proper balance between earth anti heaven.
Harmony included carefully constructed rituals to
unih’ society and prevent individual excess. Among
the upper classes, people were trained in elaborate
exercises anti military skills such as archery. Com
monlv, ceremonies venerating ancestors and even
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marking special meals were conducted. The use of
chopsticks began at the end of the Zhou dynasty; it
encouraged a code of politeness at meals. Soon after
this, tea was introduced, altimugh the most elaborate
tea—drinking rituals developed later on.

Even before these specific ceremonies arose,
however, the basic definition ofa carefully ordered

existence was given more formal philosophical back

ing. Amid the long collapse of the Zhou dynasty,

many thinkers and religious prophets began to chal
lenge Chinese traditions. From this ferment came a
restatement of the traditions that ultimately reduced
intellectual conflict and established a long-lasting

tone for Chinese cultural and social life.
Confucius, or K’ting Fu-tse, (which means Kung

the philosopher, lived from roughly 551 to 478
B.C.E. His life was devoted to teaching, and he trav

eled through many parts of China preaching his ideas
of political virtue and good government. Confucius
was not a religious leader; he believed in a divine

order hut refused to speculate about it. Chinese civ
ilization was unusual, in the classical period and well

beyond, in that its dominant values were secular

rather than religious.
Confucius saw himself as a spokesman for Chi

nese tradition and for what he believed were the great

days of the Chinese state before the Zhou declined.

He maintained that if people could be taught to

emphasize personal virtue, which included a rever

ence for tradition, a solid political life would naturally
result. The Confucian list of virtues stressed respect

for one’s social superiors—including fhthers and hus
bands as leaders of the familic Hoscver, this emphasis

on a proper hierarchy was balanced by an insistence

that society’s leaders behave modestly and without

excess, shunning abusive power and treating courte
ously those people who were in their charge, Accord

ing to Confucius, moderation in behavior, veneration
of custom and ritual, and a love of wisdom should

characterize the leaders of society at all levels. And with

virtuous leaders, a sound political life would inevitably
follow: “In an age of good government, men in high
stations give preference to men of ability and give
opportunin’ to those who are below them, and lesser
people labor vigorously at their husbandry to serve

their superiors.”
Confucianism was primarily a system of ethics—

do unto others as yotir status and theirs dictate—and

a plea fur loyalty to the community. It confirmed the

distaste that many educated Chinese had developed

for religious mysteries, as well as their delight in

learning and good manners. Confucian doctrine,

carefully recorded in a book called the Analects, ias
revived under the Han emperors who saw the useful

ness of Confucian emphasis on political virtue and
social order. Confucian learning was also incorpo
rated, along with traditional literary works, into the
training of aspiring bureaucrats.

The problems Confucius set out to rectik’,
notably political disorder, were approached through
an emphasis on individual virtuous behavior, both by
the ruler and the ruled. “When the ruler does right,

all men will imitate his self-control. What the ruler
does, the people will fbllow” According to Confu
cius, only a man who demonstrated proper family
virtues, including respect for parents and compassion
for children and other infenors, should he considered
for political service. “When the ruler excels as a
father, a son, and a brother, then the people imitate

him.” Confucius thus built into his own system the
links among many levels of authority that came to
characterize larger Chinese polities at their best. His
system also emphasized personal restraint and the

careful socialization of children.

For suhni-dinates, Confucius largely recommended

obedience and respect; people should know their

place, even under bad rulers. However, he urged a
political system that would not base rank simply on

birth, btit would make education accessible to all tal
ented and intelligent members of society. The primary
emphasis sdll rested nonetheless on the obligations and

desirable characteristics of the ruling class. According

to Confucius, force alone cannot permanently conquer

unrest, but kindness toward the people and protection
of their vital interests will. Rulers should also be hum

ble and sincere, for people will grow rebellious under
hypocrisy or arrogance. Nor should rulers be greedy;

Confucius warned against a profit motive in leadership,
stressing that true happiness rested in doing good for
all, not individual gain. Confucius projected the ideal
ofa gentleman, best described by his benevolence and
self—control, a man always courteous and eager for
service and anxious to learn.

During the Qin and early Han periods, an alter

nate system of political thought, called “Legalism,”

sprang up in China. Legalist writers prided them
selves on their pragmatism. They disdained Confu

cian virtues in favor of an authoritarian state that
ruled by force. Human nature for the Legalists was
evil and required restraint and discipline. In a proper

state, the army would control and the people votild
labor; the idea of pleasures in educated discourse or
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The brief passages quoted here are taken from the
writings of ConfiTcilis, Mencius, Xunzi, and Lao,i.

Identift’ whether each passage is Confucian or Daoist and
explain win’ you make each choice.

I take no action and the people are reformed.
I enjoy peace and people become honest.
I do nothing arid people become rich.
I have no desires and people return to the
good and simple life,

The gentleman cherishes virtue; the inferior
man cherishes possessions.
The gentleman thinks of sanctions; the
inferior man dii nks of personal favors.

The nature of man is evil; his goodness is
acq in red.
His nature being vhat it is, man is born,
first, with a desire for gain.
If this desire is followed, strife will result
and courtesy will disappear.

courtesy was dismissed as INvolinc Although Legal
ism never captured the widespread approval that
Confucianism did, it too entered the political tradi
tions of China, where a Confucian veneer was often
combined with strong-arm tactics.

Conf’ucianists did not explicitly seek popular loy
alty. Like many early civilizations, China did not pro
duce a single system of beliefs, as different groups
embraced different values, with the same individual
even turning to contrasting systems depending on his
or her mood. Confucianism had some obvious limits
in its appeal to the masses and indeed to many edu
cated Chinese. Its reluctance to explore the mysteries
of life or nature deprived it of a spiritual side. The
creed was most easily accepted by the upper classes,
who had the time and resources to pursue an educa
tion and participate in ceremoinc However, elements
of Confucianism, including a taste for ritual, self-
control, and polite manners, did spread beyond the
upper classes, But, most peasants needed more than
civic virwe to understand and survive their harsh life,
where in constant toil the’ eked out only a precarious

Keep your mouth closed.
Guard your senses.
Temper your sharpness.
Simplift your problems.
Mask ‘oLir brightness.
Be at one with the dust of the earth.
This is primal union.

Personal cultivation begins with poetry, is
made firm with rules of decorum, and is
perficted by music.

When it is left to follow its natural feelings,
human nature will do good. That’s why I
say it is good. Ifit becomes evil, it is not
the fault of man’s original capability.

Questions: Which of these ideas-are most eompat
ihie? Which of them could best be called religious?
Which are most secular? Which philosophers pro
pose ideas that are best suited to people who want
to build a strong and unified political order?

and meager existence. During most of the classical
period, polytheistic beliefs, focusing on the spirits of
nature, persisted among much of the peasant class.
Many peasants strove to attract the blessing oiconeil
iatory spirits hy creating statues and emblems, and
household decorations honoring the spirits, by hold
ing parades and family ceremonies for the same pur
pose. A belief in the symbolic power of dragons
stemmed from one such popular religion, which com
bined Fear of these creatures with a more playful sense
of their activities in its courtship of the divine forces
of nature. Gradually, ongoing rites among the ordi
nary masses integrated the Confucian values urged by
the upper classes.

Classical China also produced a more religious
philosophv—Daoism—which arose at roughly the
same time as Confucianism, during the waning cen—
tunes of the Zhou dynastc Daoism first appealed to
many in the upper classes, who had an interest in a
more elaborate spiritualin’. Daoism embraced tradi
tional Chinese beliefs in nature’s harmony and added
a sense of nature’s mystery. As a spiritual alternative

b 0 C U (0 t H T
Teachings of the Rival Chinese Schools
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to Confucianism, Daoism produced a durable divi

sion in China’s religious and philosophical culture.

This new religion, vital [hr Chinese civilization

although never widely exported, was furthered by
Lao-zi, who probably lived during the fifth century

B.C.E. Lao-zi (often called Lao-tsu in popular Daoist

texts) stressed that nature contains a divine impulse
which directs all life. True human ii nderstanding

comes iii withdrawing from the world and contem
plating this life three. Dao, which means the way of’
nature, refers to this same basic, indescribable force:

There is a thing confusedly formed,

Born before heaven and earth.

Silent and void

It stands alone and does not change,

Goes round and does not weary.

It is capable of being the mother of the world.

I know not its name,

So I style it “the way.”

Along with secret rituals, Daoism promoted its own

set of ethics, Daoist harmony with nature best

resulted through humility and frugal living. Accord

ing to this movement, political activity and learning
were irrelevant to a good life, and general conditions

in the world were of little importance.

Daoism, which would join with a strong Bud -

dhist influence from India during the chaos that fol
lowed the collapse of the Han dynasty, guaranteed

that China’s people would not he united by a single

religious or philosophical system. Individuals did

come to embrace some elements from both Daoism

and Confucianism, and indeed many emperors
favored Daoism. They accepted its spread with little

anxiety, partly because some of them found solace iii

Daoist belief but also becatise the religion, with its

otherworldly emphasis, posed no real political threat,
Confucian scholars disagreed vigorously with Daoist

thinking, particularly its emphasis on mysteries and

magic. but they saw little reason to challenge its influ

ence. As Daoism became an increasingly formal reli

gion, from the later Han dynasty onward, it provided

many Chinese with a host of ceremonies designed to

promote harmony with the mysterious life three.

Finally, the Chinese government from the Han

dynasty onward was able to persuade Daoist priests to

include expressions of loyalty to the emperor in their

temple services. This heightened Daoism’s political
compatibility with Confucianism.

Con hieianism and Daoism were not the only
intellectual products of Cluna’s classical period, but
they were the most important. Confucianism blended

easily with the high value of literature and art among
the upper classes. In literature, a set of Five Classics,
written dii ring the early part of the Zhou dynasty
and then edited during the time of Confucius, pro
vided an iniportant tradition. They were used,

among other things, as a basis for civil service exam
inations. The works provided in the Five Classics
included sonic historical treatises, speeches, and
other political materials, a discussion of etiquette and
ceremonies; in the Classic of Songs, over 300 poems

dealing with love, joy, politics, and family life

appeared. The Chinese literary tradition developed
on the basis of mastering these early works, plus
Confucian writing; each generation of writers found

new meanings in the classical literature, which

allowed them to express new ideas within a familiar
framework. Several thinkers during the Han dynasty
elaborated Confucian philosophy. In literature,

poetry commanded particular attention because the
Chinese language featured melodic speech and vari

ant pronunciations of the same basic sound, a char

acteristic that promoted an outpouring of poetry.

From the classical period onward, the ability to learn

and recite poetry became the mark of an eduaated

Chinese. Finally, the literary tradition established in
classical China reinforced the Confucian emphasis on

human life, although the subjects included romance
and sorrow as well as political values.

Chinese art during the classical period was largely
decorative, stressing careful detail and craftsmanship

(Figure 2.1). Artistic styles often reflected the preci

sion and geometric qualities of the many symbols of
Chinese writing. Calligraphy itself became an impor

tant art form. In addition, Chinese artists painted,
worked in bronze and potter; carved jade and ivory,

and wove silk screens. Classical China did not pro
duce monumental buildings, aside from the awe-

inspiring Great Vall and some imperial palaces and

tombs, in part because of the absence oft single reli

gion; indeed, the entire tone of upper-class Confu

cianism was such that it discouraged the notion of

temples soaring to the heavens.
In science, finally, important practical work was

encouraged, rather than imaginative theorizing. Chi
nese astronomers had developed an accurate calendar
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by 444 B.C.E., based on a year of 365.5 days. Later
astronomers calculated the movcnwnt of the planets
Saturn and Jupiter and observed sunspots—more than
1500 years beière comparable knowledge developed
in Europe. The purpose of Chinese astronomy was to
make celestial phenomena predictable, as part of the
wider interest in ensuring harmony between heaven
and earth. Chinese scientists steadily improved their
instrumentation, inventing a kind of seismograph to
register earthquakes during the Han dynast The
Chinese were also active in medical research. devel

oping precise anatomical knowledge and studying
principles of hygiene that could promote longer life.

Chinese mathematics also stressed the practical.
Daoism encouraged some exploration of the orderly
processes of nature, but far more research focused on
how things actually worked. For example, Chinese
scholars studied the mathematics of music in ways
that led to advances in acoustics. This focus tbr sci
ence and mathematics contrasted notably with the
more abstract definition of science developed in clas
sical Greece.

Figure 2.1 A Han relief on a funeral tile found in the Chengdu region in Sichuan (eastern
Han dynasty, 25 RCE.—221 CE). The hunting scene in a luxuriant landscape in the
upper panel is linked with a scene (lower panel) of peasants working in the fields. Such
illustrations enable historians to track the development of tool- and weaponmaking
in ancient civilizations such as China. They also make it possible to study patterns of
organization in agrarian and artisan production (fur which direct evidence is sparse)
as well as the leisure activities of officials and the landed elites.
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ECONOMY AND
SOCI ElY

:: Ghiua c economyJcatnred cvrensh’e internal
trade but some ambivalence about merchants,

Important teclinobwical ZU flOl’fl tions occurred.
Social inequality included some respectJar the
peasant masses. China’s Jhmllv system stressed
a rypd patriarchy.

Although the most distinctive features of classical China
centered on politics and culture, developments in the
economy, social structure, and family life also shaped
Chinese civilization and continued to have impact on
the empire’s history for a significant period of time.

As in many agricultural societies, considerable
gaps developed between China’s upper class, which
controlled large landed estates, and the masses,
farmer-peasants who produced little more than what
was needed for their own subsistence. The difricuin’
of becoming literate symbolized these gaps, for land
lords enjoyed not only wealth bitt also a culture
denied to most common people. Prior to the Zhou
dynasty, slave—holding may have been common in
China, but by the time of the Zhou the main social
division existed between the landowning gentry—
about 2 percent of the total population—and peas
ants, who provided dues and service to these lords
while also controlling some of their own land. The
Chinese peasantry depended on intensive coopera
tion, particularly in the southern rice region; in this
group, property was characteristically owned and reg
ulated by the village or the extended family, rather
than by individuals. Beneath the peasantry, Chinese
social structure included a group of “mean” people
who performed rough transport and other unskif led
jobs and suffered from the lowest possible status. In
general, social status was passed from one generation
to the next through inheritance, although unusually
talented individuals from a peasant background
might be given access to an education and rise within
the bureaucracy.

Officially then and to a large extent in fact, clas
sical China consisted of three main social groups. The
landowning aristocracy plus the educated httreau
crats, or Mandarins, formed the top group. Next
came the laboring masses, peasants and also urban
artisans “ho manufactured goods. These people, far
poorer than the top group and also condemned to a
life of hard manual labor, sometimes worked directly

on large estates but in other cases had some economic
independence. Finally, came the mean people, the
general category we already identified as applying to
those without meaningful skills. Interestingly, per
forming artists were ranked in this group, despite the
fact that the upper classes enjoyed plays and other
entertainments provided by this group. Mean people
were punished for crime more harshly than other
groups and were required to wear identiI’ing green
scarves. Household slaves also existed within this class
structure, but their number was relatively few and
China did not depend on slaves for actual production.

Trade became increasingly important during the
Zhou and particularly the Han dynasties. Much trade
focused on luxury items for the upper class, produced
by skilled artisans in the cities—silks, jewelry, leather
goods, and ftirniture. There was also food exchange
between the wheat- and rice-growing regions. Copper
coins began to circulate, which facilitated trade, with
merchants even sponsoring commercial visits to India.
Although significant, trade and its attendant merchant
class did not become the focal points of Chinese soci
ety and the Conftician emphasis on learning and polit
ical service led to considerable scorn for lives devoted
to money-making. The gap between the real impor
tance and wealth of merchants and their oihcially low
prestige was an enduring legacy in Confucian China.

If trade fit somewhat uncomfortably into the dom
inant view of society, there was no question about the
importance of technological advance. Here, the Chi
nese excelled. Agricultural implements improved
steadily. Ox-drawn plows were introduced around 300
B.C.E., which greatly increased productivin Under the
Han, a new collar “-as invented for draft animals, allow’
ing them to pull plows or wagons without choking—
this was a major improvement that became available to
other parts of the world only mans’ centuries later. Chi
nese iron mining was also well advanced, as pulleys and
winding gear were devised to bring material to the stir-
face. Iron tools and other implements such as lamps
were widely tised. Production methods in textiles and
pottery were also highly developed by world standards.
Under the Han, the first water-powered mills were
introduced, allowing further gains in manufacturing.
Finally, during the Han, paper was invented, which ;‘as
a major boon to a system of government that empha
sized the bureaucracy. In sum, classical China reached
far higher levels of technical expertise than Europe or
western Asia in the same period, a lead that it would
long maintain.
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The relatively advanced technology of classical
China did not however steer Chinese society away
from its primary reliance on agriculture. Farming
technology itself helped increase the size of the pop
ulation in the eou ntryside; with better tools and
seeds, smaller amou ins of land could support more
families. But, China’s solid agricultural base, backed
by some trade in foodstuffs among key regions, did
permit the expansion of cities and of manufacturing.
Nonagricultural goods were mainly produced by arti
sans, working in small shops or in their homes. Even
though only a minority of the work force was
involved in such tasks that used manual methods for
the most part, the output of tools, porcelain, and tex
tiles increased considerably, aided in this case as well
by the interest in improving techniques.

In all major social groups, tight Emily organiza
Hon helped solidify economic and social views as well
as political life. The structure of the Chinese ftimilv
resembled that of fhmilies in other agricultural civi
lizations in emphasizing the importance of unity and
the power of husbands and Euhers. Within this con
text1 however, the Chinese stressed authority to
unusual extremes. Confucius said, “There are no
wrongdoing parents”—and in practice, parents could
punish disobedient children freely. Law courts did
not prosecute parents who injured or even killed a
disobedient son, but they would severely punish
a child who scolded or attacked a parent. In most
Limilies, the emphasis on obedience to parents, and a
corresponding emphasis on wives’ obedience to hus
bands, did not produce great friction. Chinese pop
tilar culture stressed strict control of one’s emotions,
and the family was seen as the center of such an
orderly, serene hierarchy. Indeed, the Eimilv served as
a great training ground for the principles of author-
in- and restraint that applied to the larger social and
political world. Women, although subordinate, had
their own clearly defined roles and could sometimes
gain power through their sons and as mothers-in-law
of younger women brought into the hotiscirnld. The
mother ofa Eamous Confucian philosopher, Mencius,
continually claimed how humble she was, but during
the course of his life she managed to exert consider
able influence over him. There was even a clear hier
archical order for children, with boys superior to girls
and the oldest son having the most enviable position
of all. Chinese rules of inheritance, from the humblest
peasant to the emperor himself. ibllowed strict pri
mogenimrc, which meant that the oldest male child
would inherit propcrn- and position alike.

ConcIu5ion
How Chinese Civilization Fits Together
China’s politics and culture meshed readily, especially
around the emergence of a Contbcian bureaucracy. Eco
nomic innovation did not disrupt the emphasis on order
and stability, and fhmily structures were closely linked to
political -and cultural goals.

Classical Chinese technology, religion, philosophy, and
political structure evolved with very little outside contact.
Mthongh important trade routes did lead to India and thc
?sliddlc East. must Chinese saw the world in terms ofa large
island of civilization surrounded b barbarian peoples with
nothing to ofThr save the periodic threat of invasion. Proud
of their culture and of its durability, the Chinese had nei
ther the need nor the desire to learn from other societies.
Nor, except to protect their central territory by exercising
some control over the mountainous or desert regions that
surrounded the Middle Kingdom, did Chinese leaders have
-any particular desire to teach the rest of the world. A mis
sionary spirit was Ibreign to Chinese culture and politics
Of course, China displayed some patterns that were similar
to those of the other agricultural civilizations, but it also
did occasionally embrace the concepts of these cultures.
Indeed, the spread of Buddhism from In ri ia, during and
after the Han decline, was a notable instance of a cultural
diffusion that altered China’s religious map and also its
artistic sn-les. Nevertheless, the theme of unusual isolation,
developed during the formative period of Chinese civiliza
don, ‘vis to prove persistent in later world history—in thct,
it has not entirely disappeared to this day.

Chinese civilization \vas also noteworthy for the rela—
rite harmony among its various major features. We have, in
this chapter, examined the pattern of leading historical
events in classical China and then the systems of govern
ment, belief, econonw, and social structure. All these beets
were closely neslied - Although the centralized govern -

ment, with its elaborate functions and tar-reaching bureau
cracy, gave the clearest unin- and focus to Chinese society,
it did not do so alone. Confucianism provided a ‘-it-al sup
plement, making the bureaucracy more than a collection of
people with similar political objectives, but rather a trained
corps with some common ideals. In appreciation of dis
tinctive artistic styles, poetry, anti the literary tradition
added to this common culture. Cohesive government and
related beliefs about human ideals and aesthetics were
linked, in turn, to the economy. Political stability over a
large and krtile land aided economic growth, and the got
crnment took a direct role in encouraging both agriculture
and induistrc A strong economy, in turil, provided the gov
ernment with vital tax revenues. Economic interests “-crc
also related to the pragmatic Chinese view of science,
whose aim ‘vas to d rermine how nature worked. Finally,
social relationships reintbrced all these systems. The vision
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of a stable hierarchy and tight Ibmily structures meshed
with the strong impulse toward orderly politics and helped
instill the virtues of obedience and respect that were impor
tant to the larger political system.

Not surprisingly, given the close links among the sari—
ous beets of their civilization, the Chinese tended to think
of their society as a whole. They did not distinguish clearly
between private and public sectors of activity. They did not
see government and society as two separate entities. to other
words, these Western concepts that we have used to define
classical China and to facilitate comparisons with other soci
cries do not really fit the Chinese view of their own world.
Confucius himself, in seeing government as basically a vast
extension of hmily relationships, similarly suggested that the
pieces of the Chinese puzzle ‘vere intimately joined.

A grasp of Chinese civilization as a whole, however,
should not distract us from recognizing some endemic ten-
sums and disparities. The division in belief systems, between
Confucianism and Daoism, modifies the perception of an
ultimately tidy classical China. Conflicianists and Daoists
tolerated each otller. Sometimes, their behiefi coincided in
such a way tllat a sillgle individual who behaved politically
as a Confticianist, explored deeper mysteries through
Daoist rituals. However, between both groups tllere “-as
considerable hostility and mutual disdain, as many Conft,
cianists found Daoists superstitious and over-excited. Dao
ism did not inherently disrupt tile political unity ofCllinese
culture, but at times tile rehgion did inspire attacks On
established politics in the name ofa mysterious divine will.

Tension in Chioese society silowed in the way Confti
cian beliel were combined with strict policillg. Cilinese offi
cials did believe in fundamental Iluman goodness and tile
importance of ccrenmnv and lllutuai respect. However, tlley

also believed in the force of stern punishment, not only
against crinlinals but also as warnings to the larger, poten
tially restless population. People arrested ‘vere presumed
guilts and often subjected to torture beibre trial. The Chi
nese, in bet, early discovered the useftiloess of alternating
torture witll benevolence, to make accused individuals coi’
fess. In the late Han period, a thief who refused to conIcss
even under severe torture ‘vas theo freed from chains,
bathed, and fed, The as to bring Ili to in a happy mood”—

whereupon he usually confessed and named his whole gallg.

In sun, both Cnnftlcianisnl and the Chinese penal system
supported tight control, and the combination of the two
was typically effective; llowever, tllcy involved qtiite difkr
elM apprnaclles and quite different nloral assumptions.

All of this suggests tilat classical Cilinis, like any vigor
ntis, successftii society, embraced a diversin’ of features tilat
could not he fUlly united by• .•llly single formula. Elites and
masses were divided by hotil econonlic interests and culture.
Some silared tIle same values, particularly as Confucianism
spread, and upper-class concern for careful etiquette and tIle
general welfare of tile population Illitigated tile tension. But,
sucll cairn svas a precarious balailce, and wilen overpopula

nun or sonIc otiler factor tip1led tile scale, recurrent ant

often violcilt protest could be the result.
Despite any divisions, tile syillbiOsis lllOll tile van-

otis institutions and activities of many people in classica
China does deserve strong empilasis. It Ileips account fbi
the durability of Chinese values. Even ill times ofpolitica

turmoil, families would transfer belielk and political ideal!
by the ways in wilich they instructed their chiidrell. Tist
overall wholeness of Chinese society also helps account fbi
its relative inlilltinity to outside influence and for its cre
ativity despite collsiderable isolation.

Chinese wholeness, finally, provides an interesting con
trast to the other great Asian civilization that developed in tilt

classical period. India, as fUlly dynamic as China in many ways.
produced di brent cnlpllases, but also a more disparate soci
en in which links among politics and helietk and economic
life were less svcll defined. Stan’ would argue that tilis con
trast between tile tWO Asian giants persists to our o’vn tinlc.

Further Re4ings
Several sources otTer original materials on classical Chinese
thought and pohtics: John Fairbank, ed., chinese Thought
and Institutions (1973); Wing-stit Chan, A Source Book in
Chinese Philosophs-i 1963); and P. Ebrev, chinese Cii’ilization
and Socicnv A Sous-cehook (1981). Two excellent general sur
veys for this period and later ones are John Fairhank and
Albert Craig, East Asia: Tradition and Transformation
(1993); E. 0. Rcischauer and Johln Fairbank, A History of
East Asian Cirilization, 11iL I: East Asia, Vie Great Tradition
(1961); see also Arthur Cotterell, The First Emperor ofChina
(1981). Briefer hut usefUl are M. 1. Cost and J. Livingston.
eds., China, Threrdavand Todav( 1975); Wolfram Eherllard.
A History of china (1977 j; and X. Z. Liu, Ancient India and
Ancient Lhbsa (1988). 5cc also D. Twitchett and M. Inewe,
eds., Vie Camhs-idqe Hthonof China, Vol. 1(1986). OIl nlore
specialized topics, see F. Balazs, Chinese Civilization and
Bn;-eancracl- (1964); I - Seethilaill, Science and Civilization in
China. 4 vols. (1970); Richard I. Smith, Tradftio;,aI Chinese
Culture: An Interpretive Inn-odneri,in (1978); Benjamin
Schnlrtz. Vie World of Thonqht in Ancient China ( 1983.;
Michael Loewc, Event/as- Lift in Ens-it Imperial China
(1968); Cho-yun Hsu and K. M. Lindufi Hestens c/ion Civ
ilization (1988); Michele Pirazzohi-t’Sersteven, The Han Civ
ilization of’ China (1982); It Wilke and M. Wolf Women in
Chinese Society (1975); and Rella Visante, ed, W,,nen c Roles
in Ancient Civilizations: A Rcftrencc Gnidc (1999).

On the Web
On Daoisnl, see hitjr//on’ ot hise-oni/ miskin/
DaoB;-irfiitml; for a virtual tour of tile Great Wall, see
http://i ‘ii’, it china ia/a - ‘ni/Il a ‘c-I/in-ce, to ‘ci ll/qi-e-a i-null html.
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for Indian
• The Framework I classical period of Indian history includes a number of contrasts to

History; that of China—and rnan’ of these contrasts have proved enduring.

Geography and Whereas the focus in classical China ‘vas on politics and related philo
a Formative sophical values, the emphasis in classical India shifted to religion and social
Period structure; a political culture existed, but it was less cohesive and central than• Patterns in
Classical India its Chinese counterpart. Less familiar but scarcely less important were dis

tinctions that arose in India’s scientific tradition and the tenor of the econ• Political
orny and family life. Here, too, the classical period generated impulses thatInstitutions

• Religion and 3 are still felt in India today—and that continue to distinguish India from
Culture other major civilizations in the world.

• Economy and India’s distinctiveness was considerable, hut a comparison must not beSociety
• INDEflH: one-sided. India was an agricultural society, and this dictated mans’ similar

Inequalit’ as the % ities with China. Most people were peasant farmers, with their major focus
Social Norm on food production for their own family’s survival. The clustering of peas-

• VISUALIZING THE ants in villages, to provide mutual aid and protection, gave a strong localist
PAST: The Pattern
of Trade in the flavor to many aspects of life in China and India alike. In addition, agricul

Ancient Eurasian ) ture influenced family life, with male ownership of property creating a
World strongly patriarchal flavor, and women held as inferiors and often treated as

• Indian Influence
• CoNcLusl7oN:

possessions. As agricultural civilizations, both China and India produced
important cities and engendered significant trade, which added to social and

China and India j economic complexity and also created the basis for most formal intellectual
life, including schools and academies.
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THE FRAMEWORK
FOR INDIAN HISTORY:
GEOGRAPHY AND A
FORMATIVE PERIOD

India;; cio’iliza don n’as shaped hvfleoqraphy
and clin;atc, which help explain some differ
cucci from China. Classical India;, civiliza
tion was further prepared In’ cit/turn! and
social deu ‘elopmcn u dii rinq the ten U, des of
A nan in o’nszon a ;,d subsequent consolidation.

Important reasons for India’s distinctive paths lie in
geography and early historical experience. India was
much closer to the orbit of other civilizations than
China. Trading contacts with China, developed late
in the classical period, had little impact—interestingly.
China was more afThcted. But, India was frequently
open to influences from the Middle East and even the
Mediterranean world. Persian empires spilled over
into India at several points, bringing new artistic
styles and political concepts. Briefly, Alexander the
Great invaded India, and while he did not establish a
durable empire, he did allow important Indian con
tacts with Hellenistic culture. Periodic influences
from the Middle East continued after the classical
age, forcing India to react and adapt iii ways that
China, more isolated, largely avoided.

In addition to links with other cultures, India’s
topography shaped a number of vital features of its
civilization. The vast Indian subcontinent is partially
separated from the rest of Asia, and particularly from
East Asia, by northern mountain ranges, notably the
Himalayas. Important passes through the mountains,

especially in the northwest, linked India to other civ
ilizations in the Middle East; although it lacked the
isolation of China’s Middle Kingdom, the subcond
nent was somewhat set apart within Asia. At the same
time, divisions within the subcontinent made hill
political unity difficult: India was thus marked by
greater diversity than China’s Middle Kingdom. The

most important agricultural regions are those along
the two great rivers, the Indus and the Ganges. How
ever, India also has mountainous northern regions,
where a herding economy took root, and a southern
coastal rim, separated by mountains and tile Deccan
plateau, where an active trading and seafaring economy
arose. India’s separate regions help explain not only
economic diversity hut also the racial and language
differences that, from early times, have marked the
subcontinent’s populations.

Much of India is semitropical in climate. In the
river valley plains, heat can rise to 120°F during
the early slimmer. Summer also brings torrentia[ mon
soon rains, crucial for farming. But, the monsoons
vary from year to year, sometimes bringing too little
rain or coming too late and causing Kimine-produc
ing drought, or sometimes bringing catastrophic
floods. Certain features of Indian civilization may have
resulted from a need to come to terms with a climate
that could produce abundance one ‘ear and grim star
vation the next. In a year with thvorahle monsoons,
Indian farmers were able to plant and harvest two
crops anti could thus support a sizable population.

Indian civilization was shaped not only by its
physical environment but also by a formative period,
lasting several centuries, between the destruction of
the Indus River civilization and the revival of full civ
ilization elsewhere on the subcontinent. Dturing this
formative period. called the Vedie and Epic ages, the
Aryan (I ndo-European) migrants—hunting and herd
ing peoples orginallv from Central Asia—gradually
came to terms with agriculture, but had their own
impact on the culture and social structure of their
new home. Also during the Vedic Age, from about
1500 to 1000 11.CE., Indian agriculture extended
from the IndLis River valley to the more fertile
Ganges valley, as the Arvans used iron tools to clear
away the dense vegetation.

Most of what we know about this preelassical
period in Indian history comes from literary epics
developed by the Arvans, initially passed on orally, They
were later written down in Sanskrit, which became the
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first literary language oldie new culture. The initial part
of this fhrmative period, the Vedic Age, takes its name
from the Sanskrit word Vt’da, or “knowledge.” The first
epic, the Riq-¼dn, consists of 1028 hymns dedicated
to the Aryan gods and composed by various priests.
New stories, developed during the Epic Age between
1000 and 600 wc.., include the Mahabbarata, India’s
greatest epic poem, and the Rauzaynna, both of which
deal with real and mythical battles; these epics reflect a
more settled agricultural society and better-organized
political units than the Riq-Vcda. The Epic Age also saw
the creation of the Upanishads, epic poems with a more
mystical religious flavor.

Aryan ideas and social and family forms also
became increasingly influential. As the Aryans settled
down to agriculture, they encouraged tight levels of
village organization that came to be characteristic
of Indian society and polities. Village chiefi, initially
drawn from the leadership of one of the Aryan tribes,
helped organize village defenses and also to regulate
property relationships among families, Family structure
itself emphasized patriarchal controls, and extended
family relationships among grandparents, parents, and
children were close.

The characteristic Indian caste system also began
to take shape during the Vedic and Epic ages, as a
means of establishing relationships between the Aryan
conquerors and the indigenous people, whom the
Arvans regarded as inferior. Aryan social classifications
partly enforced divisions familiar in agricultural soci
eties. Thus, a warrior or governing class, the Kshatriyas,
and the priestly caste, or Bralimin, stood at the top
of the social pyramid, followed by Vaisyas, the traders
and farmers, and Sudras, or common laborers. Many
of the Sudras worked on the estates of large landown
ers. A fifth group gradually evolved, the untouchables,
who were confined to a few jobs, such as transporting
the bodies of the dead or hauling reftise. It was widely
believed that touching these people would defile any
one from a superior caste. Initially, the warrior group
ranked highest, but during the Epic Age the Brahmins
replaced them, signaling the importance of religious
links in Indian life. Thus, a law book stated, “When a
Brahmin springs to light he is horn above the world,
the chief of all creatures, assigned to guard the trea
sury of duties, religious and civil.” Gradually, the five
social groups became hereditary, with marriage
between castes forbidden and punishable by death;
the basic castes divided into smaller subgroups, called
ati, each with distinctive occupations and each tied to

its social station by birth.

The Riq-Vcda, the first Aryan epic, attributed the
rise of the caste system to the gods:

When they divided the original Man

into how many parts did they divide him?

What was his mouth, what were his arms,

what were his thighs and his feet called?

The brahmin was his mouth, of his

arms was made the warrior.

His thighs became the vaisya, of

his feet the sudra was born.

The Aryans brought to India a religion of many
gods and goddesses, who regulated natural forces
and possessed human qualities. Thus, Indra, the
god of thunder, was also the god of strength. Gods
presided over fire, the sun, death, and so on. This
system bore sonic resemblances to the gods and
goddesses of Greek myth or Scandinavian mythol
ogy, for the very good reason that they were
derived from a common Indo-European oral her
itage. However, India was to give this common tra
dition an important twist, ultimately constructing a
vigorous, complex religion that, apart from the
Indo- European polytheistic faiths, endures to this
day. During the epic periods, the Aryans offered
hymns and sacrifices to the gods. Certain animals
were regarded as particularly sacred, embodying the
divine spirit. Gradually, this religion became more
elaborate. The epic poems reflect an idea of life
after death and a religious approach to the world of
nature. Nature was seen as in formed not only by
specific gods but also by a more basic divine force.
These ideas, expressed in the mystical Upanishads,
added greatly to the spiritual power of this early
religion and served as the basis for later Hindu
beliefs. By the end of the Epic Age, the dominant
Indian belief system included a variety of convic
tions. Many people continued to emphasize rituals
and sacrifices to the gods of nature; specific beliefs,
as in the sacredness of monkeys and cattle, illus
trated this ritualistic approach. The B rahmin
priestly caste specified and enforced prayers, ecre
monies, and rituals. However, the religion also pro
duced a more mystical strand through its belief in a
unifong divine force and the desirability of seeking
union with this fbree. Toward the end of the Epic
period one religious leader, Gautama Buddha, built
on this mysticism to create what became Buddhism,
another major world religion.
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PATTERNS IN
CLASSICAL INDIA

:: Two major cinpiresfar;;;cd at crucial periods
in classical Indian history, tb1 Mazirvan and,
latn; thc Gupta.

By 600 n. CE., India had passed through its formative
phase. Regional political units grew in size, cities and
trade expanded, and the development of the Sanskrit
language, although dominated Nv the priesth’ Brab -

mm caste, ftirthered an elaborate literary culture. A Ml,
classical civilization could now build on the social
and cultural themes first launched during the Vedic and
Epic ages.

Indian development during the classical era and
beyond did not take on the convenient structure of
rising and filling dynasties characteristic of Chinese
history. Political eras were even less clear than in clas
sical Greece. The rhythm of Indian history was irreg
ular and often consisted of landmark invasions that
poured in through the mountain passes of the sub
continent’s northwestern border.

Toward the end of the Epic Age and until the
fourth century it.c.i., the indian plains were divided
among powerful regional states. Sixteen major states
existed by 600 n.c.i. in the plains of northern India,
some of them monarchies, others republics dominated
by assemblies of priests and warriors. Warfare was not
uncommon. One regional state, Magadlia, established
dominance over a considerable empire. In 327 B.C.E.,

Alexander the Great, having conquered Greece and
much of the Middle East, pushed into northwestern
India, establishing a small border state called Bactda.

Political reactions to this incursion produced the
next major step in Indian political history, in 322
n.c.i., when a young soldier named Chandragupta
seized power along the Ganges River. He became the
first of the Maurya dynasty of Indian rulers, ‘lio in
turn were the first rulers to unift much of the entire
subcontinent. Borrowing from Persian political mod
els and the example of Alexander the Great, Chan
dragupta and his successors maintained large armies,
with thousands of chariots and elephant-borne troops.
The Maurvan rulers also developed a substantial
bureaucracy, even sponsoring a postal service.

Chandragupta’s style of government was highly
autocratic, relying on the ruler’s personal and mili
tary power. This style would surthee periodically in
Indian history, just as it did in the Middle East, a
region with which India had important contacts. A

Greek ambassador from one of the Hellenistie king
doms described Chandragupta’s life:

Attendance on the king’s person is the duty of
women, who indeed are bought from their fathers.
Outside the gates lof the palace] stand tile body
guards and the rest of tile soldiers Nor does the
king sleep during rhe day, and at night he is Ibrced
at various hours to change his bed hecaLise of those
plotting against him. Of Ins nonmilitary departures

I from the palace] one is to the courts, in which he
passed the day hearing cases to the end W’lteii
he leaves to hunt. he is thickly surrounded by a cir
cle ofwomen, and on the outside by spear-carrying
bodyguards. The road is fenced ofiwitli ropes, and
to anyone who passes ‘vithin tile ropes as tar as the
women, death is the penain.

Such drastic precautions paid off. Chandragupta
tinallv designated Ilis rule to a son and became a reli

gious ascetic, dying peacefully at an advanced age.
Chandragupta’s grandson, Ashoka (269—232

B.C.E.), “-as an even greater figure in India’s history.

First serving as a governor of two provinces, Ashoka

enjoyed a lavish lifestyle, with frequent horseback rid

ing and feasting. However, he also engaged in a stud;’

of nature and was strongly infinenced by tile intense

spiritualism not oniy of the Brahmin religion but also

of Buddhism. Aslloka exteilded Maurvan conquests,

gaining coiltrol of all but tile southern tip of India

through fierce fighting (Map 3.1). His flletilods were

bltodtllirsn; in taking over one coastal area, Ashoka

himself admitted that one hundred aild fifty thou

sand tcre killed (or maimed) and man; times that

ntinlher later died.” But, Ashoka could also be com

passionate. He ultimately converted to Buddhism,

seeing ill tile belief in dhanna, or tile law of moral

consequences, a kind of ethical guide that might

unite and discipline the diverse people under his rule.

Asiloka vigorously propagated Buddhism throughout

India, nh i Ic also honoring Hind ui sill, spo ilsori ng

shrines for its worshippers. Aslloka even sent Bud

dilist missionaries to tile Heiienistic kingdoms in the

Middle East, and also to Sri Lanka to the soutll. The
“Ilew” Aslloka urged Ilumane beilavior on tile part of

his officials and insisted that they oversee the moral

welfare of his empire. Like Chandragupta, Ashoka

also worked to improve trade and eonlmunication,

sponsoring all extensive road network dotted witil

wells and rest stops for travelers. Stability and tile

slleer expansion of tile empire’s territory encouraged

growing commerce.
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The Mauryan dynasty did not, however, succeed
in establishing durable roots, and Ashoka’s particular
style of government did not have much later impact,
although a strong Buddhist current persisted in India
for some time. After Ashoka, the empire began to thIl
apart, and regional kingdoms surfaced once again.
New invaders, the Kushans, pushed into central India
from the northwest. The greatest Kushan king, Kan
ishka, converted to Buddhism but actually hurt this
religion’s popularity in India by associating it with
foreign rule.

The collapse of the Kushan state, by 220 CE.,

ushered in another hundred years of political insta
bility. Then a new line of Icings, the Guptas, estab
lished a large empire, beginning in 320 CE, (Map
3.2) The Guptas produced no individual rulers as
influential as the two great Mau ryan rulers, but
they had perhaps greater impact. One Gupta

emperor proclaimed his virtues in an inscription on

a ceremonial stone pillar:

H is Lw-reaching fame, deep—rooted in peace,
emanated from the restoration of the sovereignty
of man\’ Ihllen royal families He, who had no
equal in power in the world, eclipsed the fhmc of

the other Id ngs by the radiance of his versatile
virtues, adorned by innumerable good actions.

Bombast aside, Gupta rulers often preferred to negoti
ate with local princes and intermarry with their families,
which expanded influence without constant lighting.
Two centuries of Gupta rule gave classical India its
greatest period of political stability, although the Gup
tas did not administer is large a territory as the Maurvan
kings had. The Gupta empire was overturned in 535
CE. by a new invasion of nomadic warriors, the Nuns.

Classical India thus alternated between widespread
empires and a nenvorlc of smaller kingdoms. Periods of
regional rule did not necessarily sLlggest great instabil
ity, and both economic and cultural life advanced in
these periods as well as under the Mauryas and Guptas.

Map 3.1 India at the Time of Ashaka Map 3.2 The Gupta Empire
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POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS

:-: mdia did not place as much emphasis on
politics as China did, in part because of the
structures implanted in the caste system.
Ryio;zal political units Here often hiqhliqhted.

Classical India did not develop the solid political tra
ditions and institutions of Chinese civilization, or the
high level of political interest that would characterize
classical Greece and Rome. The most persistent polit
ical features ol India, in the classical period and beyond.
involved regionalism, plus considerable diversity in
political forms. Autocratic kings and emperors dotted
the history of classical India, but there were also aris
tocratic assemblies in some regional states with the
power to consult and decide on major issues.

As a result of India’s diversin’ and regionalism,
even sonic of the great empires had a rather shaky base.
Early ?%laurvan rulers depended heavily on the po’ver
of their large armies, and, as we have seen, often feared
betrayal and attack. Early rulers in the Gupta dynasw
used various devices to consolidate support. They
claimed that they had been appointed by the gods
to rule, and they favored the Hindu religion over
l3uddhism because the Hindus believed in such gods.
The Guptas managed to create a demanding ti’cation
system, seeking tip to a sixth of all agricultural produce.
However, they did not create an extensive bureaucracy,
rather allowing local rulers whom the had defeated to
maintain regional control so long as they deferred
to Gupta dominance. The Guptas stationed a personal
representative at each ruler’s court to ensure loyalty. A
final sign of the great empire’s loose structure, was the
fact that no single language was imposed. The Guptas
promoted Sanskrit, which became the language of
educated people, but this made no dent in the diver
sin- of popular, regional languages.

The Guptas did spread uniform law codes. Like
the Maurvan rulers, they sponsored some general ser
vices, such as road building. They also served as
patrons of much cultural activity, including university
life as well as art and literature. These achievements
were more than enough to qualifS’ the Gupta period
as a golden age in Indian history.

The fact remains, however, that the political cul
ture of India was not very elaborate. There was little
formal political theory and few institutions or values
other than regionalism that carried through from one

period to the next. Chandragupta’s chief minister,
Kautilva, wrote an important treatise on polities, but
it was devoted to telling rulers what methods would
work to maintain power—somewhat like the Legal
ists in China. Thinking of this sort encouraged effi
cient authority, but it did not spread political values
or a sense of the importance of political service very
widely, in contrast to Confucianism in China anti also
to the intense interest in political ethics in Greece and
Rome. Aslioka saw in Buddhism a kind of ethic for
good behavior, as well as a spiritual beacon, hut Bud
dhist leaders in the long run were not greatly inter
ested in affairs of state. Indeed, Indian religion
generally did not stress the importance of politics,
even for religious purposes, but rather the preemi
nence of holy men and priests as sources of authority.

The limitations on the political traditions devel
oped during this period of Indian history can be
explained partly by the importance of local units of
government—the tightly organized villages—and
particularl b’ the essentially political qualities of
social relationships under the caste system. Caste
rules, interpreted by priests, regulated many social
relationships and work roles. To a great extent, the
caste system and religious encouragement in the faith—
ful performance of caste duties did for Indian life
what more conventional government structures did
in many other cultures, in promoting public order.

India’s caste system became steadily more com
plex after the Epic Age, as the five initial castes sub
di’-ided until ultimately almost 300 castes or J ati
subcastes were defined. Hereditary principles grew
ever stronger, so that it became virtually impossible
to rise above the caste in which a person was born
or to marry someone from a higher caste - It was
possible to fall to a lower caste by marrying outside
one’s caste or by taking on work deemed inappro
priate for one’s caste, Upward mobility could occur
within castes, as individuals might gain greater
wealth through success in the economic activities
appropriate to the caste - The fact that Brahmins
replaced warriors as the top caste also indicates
sonic flexibility. And rulers, like the Mauryans,
might spring from the merchant caste, although
most princes were warrior-born. It is important not
to characterize the caste system in an oversimplified
way, for it did offer some fiexihilities. Nevertheless,
the system did give India the most rigid overall
framework fhr a social structure of any of the clas
sical civilizations,
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In its origins, the caste system provided a way fbr
India’s various races, the conquerors and the con
quered, to live together without perpetual conflict
and without full integration of cultures and values.
Quite different kinds of people could live side by side
in village or em, separated by caste. In an odd way,
castcs promoted toleranec. and this was useful, given

India’s varied peoples and beliefs. The caste system
also meant that extensive outright slavery was
avoided. The lowest, untouchable caste vas scorned,
confIned to poverty and degrading work, but its
members were not directly owned by others.

The political consequences of the caste system
derived from the detailed rules for each caste. These
rules governed marriages and permissible jobs, but
also social habits such as eating and drinking. For
example, a person could not eat or drink with a
lower-caste individual or perthrm any service for that
person. This kind of regulation of behavior made
detailed political administration less necessary.
Indeed, no state coLild command full loyalty from
subjects, for their first loyalty was to caste.

More of the qualities of Indian civilization rested
on widely shared cultural values than was the case in
China. Religion, and particularly the evolving Hindu
religion as it gained ground on Buddhism under the
Guptas, was the clearest cultural cement of this soci

ety, cutting across political and language barriers and
across the castes. Hinduism itself embraced consider
able variety, and it gave rise to important religious dis
sent, Nor did it ever displace important minority
religions. However, Hinduism has shown a remarkable
capacity to survive and is the major system of belief in
India even toda It also promotes other features in
Indian culture. Thus, contemporary Indian children
are encouraged to indulge their imaginations longer
than Western children, are confronted less sharply with
outside reality. Some observers argue that even Indian
adults, on average, are less interested in general, agreed
upon trtiths than in individually satisfting versions. A
mind set of this sort goes back to the religious patterns
created over 2000 years ago in classical India, where
Hinduism encouraged imaginath-e links with a higher,
divine reality. It is this kind of tradition that illustrates
how classical India, although not the source ofendur

ing political institutions beyond the local level, pro
duced a civilization that would retain clear continuity

and cultural cohesiveness from this point onward—

even through centuries in which political control
escaped Indian hands almost completely.

RELIGION AND
CULTURE

:-: Tiio major religions. Hinduism and
Buddhism. marked classical India. A itistic
patterns linked to religion. A significant
scientific tradition developed as i’d.

Hinduism, the religion of India’s majority, developed
gradually over a period of many centtiries. Its origins
lie in the Vedic and Epic ages, as the Aryan religion
gained greater sophistication, with concerns about an
overarching divinin supplementing the rituals and
polytheistic beliefs supervised by the Brahmin caste
of priests. The R(jj-Veda expressed the growing inter
est in a higher divine principle in its Creation Hymn:

Then even nothingness was not, nor existence.

There was no air then, nor the heavens beyond it.
Who covered it? Where was it? In whose keeping.

The gods themselves are later than creation,
so who knows truly whence it has arisen?

Unlike all the other world religions, Hinduism
had no single founder, no central holy figure from
whom the basic religious beliefi stemmed. This fact
helps explain why the religion unfblded so gradtialk
sometimes iii reaction to competing religions such as
Buddhism or Islam. Moreover, Hinduism pursued a
number of religious approaches, from the strictly rit
ualistic and ceremonial approach many l3rahmins pre
tèrred, to the high-soaring mysticism that sought to
unite individual humans with an all-embracing divine
principle. Unlike Western religions or Daoism (which
it resembled in part), Hinduism could also encourage
political and economic goals (called Artha) and
worldly pleasures (called Karma)—and important
textbooks of the time spelled out these pursuits. Part
of Hinduism’s success. indeed, was the result of its flu
iditv, its ability to adapt to the different needs ofvar
ious groups and to change with circumstance. With a
belief that there are many suitable paths of worship,
Hinduism was also characteristically tolerant, coexist
ing with several offshoot religions that garnered
minority acceptance in India.

U nder Brahmin leadership, Indian ideas about
the gods gradually became more elaborate (initially,
the religion was simply called Brahminism). Original
gods ofnattire were altered to represent more abstract
concepts. Thus, Varuna changed from a god of the sky
to die guardian of ideas of right and wrong. The great
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poems of the Epic Age increasingly emphasized the
importance of gentle and generous behavior, and
the validity of a life devoted to concentration on the
Supreme Spirit. The Upanishads, particularly, stressed
the shallowness of worldly concerns—riches and
even health were not the main point of human exis
tence—in fhvor of contemplation of the divine spirit.
It was in the Upanishads that the Hindu idea of a
divine force informing the whole universe, of which
each individual creature’s soul is thought to be part,
first surfaced clearly, in passages such as the following:

“Fetch me a fruit of the banyan tree.”

“Here is one, sir.”

“Break it.”

“1 have broken it, sir.”

“What do you see?”

“‘erv tiny seeds, sir.”

“Break one.”

“1 have broken it, sir.”

“What do you see now?”

“Nothing, sir.”
“Mv son, . . . what you do not perceive is the

essence, and in that essence the mighty
banyan tree exists. Believe me, my son, in
that essence is the self of all that is. That is
the True, that is the Self...”

However, the Upanishads did more than advance
the idea of a mystical contact with a divine essence.
They also attacked the conventional Brahmin view of
what religion should be, a set of proper ceremonies
that would lead to good things in this life or rewards
after death And from the Epic Age onvard, Hin
duism embraced this clear tension between a religion
of rituals, with fixed ceremonies and rules of conduct,
and the religion of mystical holy men, seeking com
munion with the divine soul.

The mystics, often called gurus as they gathered
disciples around them, and the Brahmin priests agreed
on certain doctrines, as Hinduism became an increas
ingly formal religion by the first centuries of the com
mon era. The basic holy essence, called Brahnza,
formed part of everything in this world. Every living
creature participates in this divine principle. The spirit
of Brahma enters several gods or forms of gods,
including Vishnu, the preserver, and Shiva, the
destroyer, who could be worshipped or placated as
expressions of the holy essence. The world of our

senses is far less important than the world of the divine
soul, and a proper life is one devoted to seeking union
with this soul. However, this quest may take many
lifetimes, and Hindus stressed the principle of rein
carnation, iii which souls do not die when bodies do
hut pass into other beings, either human or animal.
Where the soul goes, whether it rises to a higher-caste
person or falls perhaps to all animal, depends on how

good a life the person has led. Ultimately, after
many good lives, the soul reaclles full union with tIle
soul of Brahina, and worldly suffering ceases.

Hinduism provided several cllannels for the good
life. For the holy men, tllere was the meditation and
self-discipline of yoga, which means “union,” allow
ing tIle mind to he freed to concentrate on tile divine
spirit. For others, there were tile rituals and rules of
the Brah mins. These included proper ceremonies
in the cremation of bodies at death, appropriate
prayers, alit] obedience to injunctions such as treat
ing cows as sacred animals and refraining from tile
consumption of beef. Many Hindus also continued
the idea of lesser gods represented in tile spirits of

nature, or purely local divinities, which could be seen
as expressions ofSlliva or Vishnu (Figure 3.1). Wor
sllip to these divinities could aid the process of rein
carnation to a Iligher state. Thus, many ordinary
Hindus placed a lot of importance on prayers, sacri
fices, and gifts to the gods that would bring them
through reincarnation into a higller caste.

Hinduism also provided a basic, ifconlplex. ethic
that helped supply some unity amid the various forms
of worship. The epic poems, richly symbolic, formed
the key tests. They illustrated a central emphasis on
the moral law of dlrn;ina as a guide to living in tilis
world and simulnneouslv pursuing higher, spiritual
goals. The concept of dhanna directed attention to
tile moral consequences of action and at the same
time the need to act. Each person must meet tile
obligations of life, serving tile anlily, producing a
livelihood and even earning money, and serving in
tile army when tie need arises. These actions cannot
damage, certainly cannot destroy, the eternal divine
essence that underlies all creation. In the Rho go vad
Gita, a classic sacred hymn, a svarrior is sent to do
battle against his own relatives. Fearful of killing
them, he is advised by a god that he must carry out
INs duties. He xviii not really be kiilling Ilis victims
because tlleir divine spirit will live on. This ethic
urged that honorable behavior, even pleasure seek
ing, is compatible with spirituality’ and can lead to a
final release fronl the life cycle and to unin’ with the
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divine essence. The Hindu ethic explains how devout
Hindus could also be aggressive merchants or eager
warriors. In encouraging honorable action, it could
legitimize government and the caste system as pro
viding the frameworks in which the duties of the
world might be carried out, without distracting from
the ultimate spiritual goals common to all people.

The ethical concept of dharma was Far less detailed
and prescriptive than the ethical codes associated with
most other world religions, including Christianity and
Islam. Dhanna stresses inner study and meditation,
building from the divine essence within each creature,
rather than adherence to a fixed set of moral rules.

The spread of Hinduism through India and, at
least briefly, to sonic other parts of Asia had many
sources. The religion accommodated extreme spiritu
aIm-. It also provided satisfting rules of conduct for

ordinary life, including rituals and a firm emphasis on
the distinction between good and evil behavior. The
relIgion allowed many people to retain older helief
and ceremonies, derived from a more purely polytlie
istie religion. It reinforced the caste system, giving
people in lower castes hope tbr a better time in lives
to come and giving tipper-caste people, including the
Brahmins, the satisfaction that if they behaved well,
they might be re’varded by mm munion with the
divine soul. Even though Hindu beIiet took shape
onh’ gradually anti contained many ambiguities, the
religion was sustained by a strong caste of priests and
through the efforts ofindividtmal gurus and mystics.

At times, however, the tensions within Hinduism
broke down for some individuals, producing rebel
lions against the dominant religion. One such rebel
lion, which occurred right after the Epic Age, led to
a new religion closely related to Hinduism. Around
563 I3.C.E., an Indian prince, Gatitama, was born who
came to question the Ihirness of earthly life in which
so much poverty and misery abotm nded. Gaurama,
later called “Buddha” or “enlightened one,” lived as
a Hindu mystic, fasting and torturing his body. After
six years, lie felt that he had found truth, then spent
his life traveling and gathering disciples to spread his
ideas. Buddha accepted man Hindu beliefs, hut lie
protested the Brahmin emphasis on ceremonies. In a
related sense, he downplayed the polytheistic element
in Hinduism by focusing on the supreme divinity
over separate, lesser gods. Buddha believed in rewards
after life, seeing the ultimate goal as destruction of
the self and union with the divine essence, a state that
he called “nirvana.” Individuals could regulate their
lives and aspirations toward this goal, without elabo
rate ceremonies. Great stress was placed on self-
control: “Let a man overcome anger by love, let him
overcome evil by good, let him overcome the greedy
by liberality, the liar by the truth.” A holy life could
be achieved through individual effort from any level
of society. Here, Buddhism attacked not only the
priests but also the caste system; this was another sign
of the complexity of Indian social life in practice.

Buddhism spread and retained coherence through
the example and teachings of groups of holy men,
organized in monasteries hut preaching throughout the
world (Figure 3.2). Buddhism attracted man fNtow
ers in India itself and its grmvth was greatly spurred by
the conversion of the .‘slauryan emperor Aslioka,
Increasingly, Buddha himself was seen as divine. Prayer
and contemplation at Buddhist holy places and \vorks
of charm’ and piem’ gave substance to the idea of a holy

Figure 3.1 Perhaps the most frequently depicted Indion
religious image is the god Shiva as the celesHol doncer,
here portrayed in a south Indian bronze. The position of
the gad’s honds and the objects held in them each represent
a different ospect of hi5 power, which may be simultane
ously creative and destructive. His left hond closest to his
head, for example, is held in the posture of reossurance,
and the left hand furthest away holds a drum, which sig
nifies time. His right foot crushes the demon of ignorance,
which seems to want to be destroyed by the illustrious god.
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life on earth. Ironically, however, Buddhism did not
witness a permanent following in India. Brahmin oppo
sition was strong, and it was ultimately aided by the
influence of the Gupta emperors. Furtlwrmore, Hin
duism showed its adaptability by emphasizing its mys
tical side, thus retai iing the loyalties o[ many Indians.
Buddhism’s greatest successes, aided by the missionary
encouragement ofAshoka and later the Kushan emper
ors, came in other parts ofStmtheast Asia, including the
island ofSri Lanka, olithe south coast of India, and in
China, Korea, and Japan. Still, pockets of Buddhists
remained in India, particularly in the northeast. They
were joined by other dissident groups who rejected
aspects of Hinduism. Thus, Hinduism, although dom
inant, had to come to terms with the existence of other
religions early on.

If Hinduism, along with the caste system, formed
the most distinctive and durable products of the clas
sical period of Indian history, they were certainly nor
the only ones. Even aside from dissident religions.
Indian culture during this period was vibrant and
diverse, and religion encompassed only part of its inter
ests. Hinduism itself encouraged many wider pursuits.

Indian thinkers wrote actively about various
aspects of human life. Although political theory was
sparse, a great deal of legal writing occurred. The
theme of love was important also. A manual of
the “laws of love,” the Kaina —sutra, written iii the
fourth century CE., discusses relationships between
men and women.

Indian literature, taking many themes from the
great epic poems and their tales of military adventure,
stressed lively story lines. The epics thcmscl’-es were
recorded in final written fhrm during the Gupta period,
and other story collections, like the Panclrntanna,
which includes Sinbad the Sailor, Jack the Giant Killer,
and the Seven League boots, produced adventurous
yarns now known all over the world. Classical stories
were often secular, but they sometimes included the
gods and also shared with Hinduism an emphasis on
imagination and excitement. Indian drama flourished
also, again particularly under the Guptas, and stressed
themes ofromanric adventure in which lovers separated
and then reunited after many perils. This literary tradi
tion created a cultural framework that still survives in
India. Even conteniporarv Indian movies reflect the
tradition of swashbuckling romance and heroic action.

Classical India also produced important work in
science and mathematics. The Guptas supported a
vast university center—one of the world’s first—in the
town of Nalanda that attracted students from other

figure 3.2 This beautifully detailed sandstone statue of the
Buddha meditating in a standing position was carved in the
5th century CE. Nate the nimbus, or halo, which was common
in later Buddhist iconogrophy. The calm radiated by the
Buddha’s facial expression suggests that he has already
achieved enlightenment. As Buddhism spread throughout
India and overseas, a wide variety of artistic styles developed
to depict the Buddha himself and k’ incidents of his
legendary life. The realism and stylized robes of the sculpture
shown here indicate that it was carved by artists following the
conventions of the lndo-Greek school of northwestern India.
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parts of Asia as well as Indian Brahmins. Nalanda had

over a hundred lecture halls, three large libraries, an
astronomical observatory, and even a model clam’. Its
currictilum included religion, philosoplw, nedicinc,

architecture, and agriculture.

At the research level. Indian scientists, borrowing
a bit from Greek learning after the coiiqtiests of
Alexander the Great, made important strides in astron
onw and medicine. The great astronomer Arvabhatta
calculated the length of the solar year and improved
mathematical measurements. Indian astronomers
understood and calculated the daily rotation of the
earth on its axis, predicted and explained eclipses, and
developed a theory of gravin; and through telescopic
observation they identified seven planets. Medical
research was hampered by religious prohibitions on
dissection, but Indian surgeons nevertheless made
advances in bone setting and plastic surgen Inocula
tion against smallpox was introduced, using cowpox
serum. Indian hospitals stressed cleanliness, including
sterilization of wounds, while leading doctors pro
moted high ethical standards. As was the ease with
Indian discoveries in astronomy, many medical find
ings reached the Western world only in modern times.

Indian mathematics produced still more impor
tant discoveries. The Indian numbering system is the
one we use today, although we call it Arabic because
Europeans imported it secondhand from the Arabs.
Indians invented the concept of zero, and through it
the’ s’cre able to develop the decimal system. Indian
advances in numbering rank with writing itself as key
human inventions. Indian mathematicians also devel
oped thc concept of negative numbers, calculated
square roots and a table of sines, and computed the
value of pi more accurately than the Greeks did.

Finally, classical India produced lively art, although
much nfit penshed under later invasions. Ashoka spon
sored maiw spherical shrines to Buddha, called “stu -

pas,” and statues honoring Buddha were also common.
Under the Guptas, sculpture and painting moved away
from realistic portrayals of the human form toward
more sn’lized representation. Indian painters, working
on the walls of buildings and caves, filled their work
with forms of people and animals, captured in lively
color. Indian art showed a keen appreciation ofnatLlrc.
It could pay homage to religious values, particularly
during the period in which Buddhism briefly spread,
but could also celebrate the joys of life,

There was, clearly, no full unity to this cultural
outpouring. Religion, legalism, abstract mathematics,
and art and literature coexisted. The result, however,

was a somewhat distinctive overall tone, different
from the more rational approaches of the West or the
Chinese concentration on political ethics. In various
cultural expressions, Indians developed an interest in
spontaneity and imagination, whether in fleshly plea
sures or a mystical union with the divine essence.

ECONOMY
AN!) SOCIETY

India developed cxte;,sij’e internal and
maritime trade. Family lift combined
pan’iarthv ii’ith an enqthasis on afjbcrion.

The caste system described man’ key features of
Indian social and economic life, as it assigned people
to occupations and regulated marriages. Low-caste

individuals had few legal rights, and servants were
often abused by their masters, who ‘ere restrained
only by the ethical promptings of religion toward
kindly treatment. A Brahmin who killed a servant for
misbehavior Kwed a penalty no more severe than if he
had killed an animal. This extreme level of abuse was
uncommon, but the caste system did unquestionably
make its mark on daily life as well as on the formal
structure of society. The majority of Indians living in
peasant villages had less frequent contact with people
of higher social castes, and village leaders were
charged with trying to protect peasants from too
much interference by landlords anti rulers.

Family life also emphasized the theme of hierar
chy and tight organization, as it evolved from the
Vedic and Epic ages. The doniinancc of husbands and
fathers remained strong. One Indian code of law rec
ommended that a wife worship her husband as a god.
Indeed, the rights of women became increasingly lim
ited as Indian civilization took clearer shape.
Although the great epics stressed the control of hus
band and father, they also recognized women’s inde
pendent contributions. As agriculture became better
organized and improved technology reduced (with
out eliminating) women’s economic contributions,
the stress on male authorin- expanded. This is a com
mon pattern in agricultural societies, as a sphere of
action women enjoyed in hunting cultures was grad
uallv circumscribed. Hindu thinkers debated whether
a woman could advance spiritually without first being
reincarnated as a man, and there was no consensus.
The limits imposed on women were reflected in laws
and literary references. A system of arranged marriage
evolved in which parents contracted ti nions for
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children, particularly daughters, at quite early ages, to
spouses they had never even met. The goal of these
arrangements was to ensure solid economic links,
with child brides contributing dowries of land or
domestic animals to the ultimate family estates, but
the result of such arrangements was that young peo
ple, especially girls, were drawn into a new fmilv
structure in which they had no voice.

However, the rigidities of family life and male
dominance over women were often greater in theory
than they usually turned out to he in practice. The
emphasis on loving relations and sexual pleasure in
Indian culture modified family life, since husband and
wife were supposed to provide mutual emotional sup
port as a marriage developed. The Mahahharata epic
called a man’s wife his truest fiend: “Even a man in
the grip of rage will not he harsh to a woman,
remembering that on her depend the joys of love,
happiness, and virtue.” Small children were often
pampered. “‘With their teeth half shown in causeless
laughter, their efforts at talking so sweetly uncertain,
when children ask to sit on his lap, a man is blessed.”
Families thus served an important and explicit emo
tional function as well as a role in supporting the
structure ofsocien and its institutions. They also, as
in all agricultural societies, formed economic units.
Children, after early ears of indulgence, were expected
to work hard. Adults were obligated to assist older
relatives. The purpose of arranged marriages was to
promote a fhmilv’s economic well-being, and almost
everyone lived in a family setting.

The Indian version of the patriarchal family was
thus subtly different from that in China, although
women were officially just as subordinate and later
trends—as in many patriarchal societies over time—
would bring new burdens. But, Indian culture often
featured clever and strong-willed women and god
desses, and this contributed to women’s status as
wives and mothers. Stories also celebrated women’s
emotions and beauty.

The economy of India in the classical period
became extremely vigorous, certainly rivaling China in
technological sophistication and probably briefly sur
passing China in the prosperity of its upper classes. In
manufacturing, Indians invented new uses for chem
istry, and their steel was the best in the world. Indian
capacity in ironmaking outdistanced European levels
until a few centuries ago. Indian techniques in textiles
were also advanced, as the subcontinent became the

111 DEPjH
Inequality as
the Social Norm
The Indian caste system is perhaps the most

extreme expression of a type of social organization
that violates the most revered principles on which
modern Western societies are based. Like the
Egyptian division between a noble and a commoner
and the Greek division between a freeperson and a
slave, the caste system rests on the assumption that
humans are inherently unequal and that their lot in
life is determined by the families and social strata
into which they are born. The caste system, like the
social systems of all other classical civilizations, pre
sumed that social divisions were fixed and stable and
that people ought to he content with the station
they had been allotted at birth.

Furthermore, all classical social systems (with
the partial exception of the Greeks, at least in
Athens) played down the importance of the indi
vidual and stressed collective obligations and loyal
ties that were centered in the family, extended kin
groups, or broader occupational or social groups.
Family or caste affiliation, not individual ambition,
determined a person’s career goals and activities.

All of these assumptions are challenged b
many major religions, like Christianity, Buddhism
and Islam, that believe in spiritual equality. They
also directly contradict some of the West’s most
cherished current belief. They run counter to one
of the most basic organizing principles of modern
Western culture, rooted in a commitment to
equahn’ ofopportunit This principle is enshrined
in European and American constitutions and legal
systems, taught in Western schools and churches,
and proclaimed in Western media. The belief in
human equality, or at least equality ofopportunitv,
is one of the most important ideas that modern
Western civilization has exported to the peoples of
Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

The concept of equality rests on two assumptions.
The first is that a person’s place in society should be
determined not by the class or family into vhicb he
or she is born but by personal actions and qualities.
The second is that the opportunin’ to rise—or fall—
in social status should be open to everyone and pro-
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teeted by law. Some of our most cherished myths
reflect these assumptions: that anyone can aspire to
he president of the United States,f()r example, or
that an ordinary person has the tight to challenge the
actions of the pohucally and economically posverftil.

Of course, equalin is a social ideal rather than
something any human socien has achieved. No
one pretends that all humans are equal in mtelli
genec or talent, and there are important barriers
to equality ofopportunit; But the belief persists
that all humans should have an equal chance to
better themselves by using the brains and skills
they have, In the real world, race, class, and gen
der differences often favor some individuals over
others, and laws and government agencies often
do not correct these inequities. But the citizens of
modern Western societies, and increasingly the rest
of the world, champion the principles of equality
of opportunity and the potential fbr social mobil—
in as the just and natural bases for social organi
zation and interaction.

However, what is just and natural for modern
societies would have been incomprehensible in the
classical age. In fact, most human societies
through most of human history have been orga
nized on assumptions that are much closer to
those underlying the Indian caste system than
those modern Westerners assume to be the norm.
Ancient Egyptians or Greeks, or for that matter
medieval Eu ropeans or early modern Chinese,
believed that career possibilities, political power,
and social privileges should be set by law accord
ing to the position of one’s family in the social
hierarchy. The Indian caste structure was the most
rigid and complex of the systems b’ which occu
pations, resources, and status were allotted. But all
classical civilizations had similar social mechanisms
that determined the obligations and privileges of
members of each social stratum.

In some ways, classical Chinese and Greek soci
eties provided exceptions to these general patterns.
In China, people from lowly social origins could
rise to positions of great status and power, and
well-placed flimilies could Eill on hard times and
lose their gentry status. But “rags to riches” suc
cess stories were the exception rather than the rule,
and mobility between social strata was limited. In
fact, Chinese thinkers made much of the distinc

dons between the scholar—gentry elite and the
common people.

Although some of the Greeks, particularly the
Athenians, developed the idea of equalin’ for all
citizens in a particular city—state, most of the peo
ple of these societies were not citizens, and many
were slaves. By virtue of their birth the latter were
assigned lives of servitude and drudgery. Democ
ratic participation and the chance to make thIl use
of their talents were limited to the free males of the
city-states.

In nearly all societies, these fixed social hierar
chies were upheld by creation myths and religious
beliefs that proclaimed their divine origins and
the danger of punishment if they were chal
lenged. Elite thinkers stressed the importance of
the established social order to human peace and
well-being; rulers were duty hound to defend it.
Few challenged the naturalness of the hierarchy
itselt fewer still proposed alternatives to it. Each
person was expected to accept his or her place
and to concentrate on the duties and obligations
of that place rather than worry ahoti t rights or
personal desires. Males and females alike were
required to subordinate their individual yearnings
and talents to the needs of their families, clans,
communities, or social superiors. In return for a
person’s acceptance of his or her allotted place in
the hierarchy, he or she received material suste
nance and a social slot. Of course, these benefits
were denied to people who fought the system,
They were outcast or exiled, physically punished,
imprisoned, or killed.

Questions: What arguments did the thinkers of the
classical civilizations of Greece, China, and India
Lise to explain and justib’ the great differences in
social stattis and material wealth? How did those
who belonged to elite groups justih’ their much
greater status, wealth, and power compared to
the peasants, artisans, and servants that made tip
most of the population? WIn- did people belong
ing to these subordinate social strata, including
oppressed groups such as slaves and untouchables,
accept these divisions? Comparing these modes of
social organization with the ideals of your own
society, what do you see as the advantages and
drawbacks of each?
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THE PAST
The Pattern of Trade in the Ancient

Eurasian World

U he period of Maurva rule in India coincided
with a great expansit n in trade between the

main centers of civilization in Eurasia and Africa. In
the centuries that tbllowed, a permanent system of
exchange developed that extended from Rome and
the Mediterranean Sea to China and Japan. The tract
ing networks that made tip this system mci tided b sth
those established between ports connected Lw ships
and sea n jutes and tlicmc consisting of overland
exchanges transmitted along the chain of trading cen
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and precious jewels. Bin most of the exchanges, par
ticularlv in hulk gc ids such as metal ores or Ic,od -

stufli, were between adjoining regiOns. 1lw ports of
western India, for example, carried On a brisk trade
with those in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, while—
trading centers in southeast Asia supplied China with
forest products and other raw materials in exchange
for the many items manufactured by ( :hina’s highly
skilled artisans. Although some merchants and sea—
men, particularly the Chinese and Arabs, could he
ft mnd in ports far from their homelands, most con—
fined their activities within regional orbits, such as the
Arabian Sea, the Persian Gulf, or the South China Sea.

This map provides an overview of this great trad -

big network in the age of the classical civilizations,
roughly the 3rd century B.C.E. to the 3rd century cr.
It shows the main centers of production, the goods
exported overland and overseas, and the main dircc
thins of trade in these products. In each of the main
sectors participating in the systeiii, key ports, inland

first to manufacture cotton cloth, calico, and cashmere.
Most manufacturing was done by artisans who formed
guilds and sold their goods from shops.

Indian emphasis on trade and merchant activity
was Er greater than in China, and indeed greater than
that of the classical Mediterranean world. Indian mer
chants enjoyed relatively high caste status and the flex
ihilin- of the Hindu ethic. And, they traveled widely,
not only over the subcontinent but, by sea, to the Mid
dle East and East Asia. The seafaring peoples along the
southern coast, usually outside the large empires of
northern India, were particularly active. These south
ern Indians, the Tamils, traded cotton and silks, dyes,
drugs, gold, and ivory, often earning great fbrtuiies.
From the Middle East and the Roman Empire, they
brought back pottery, wine, metals, some slaves, and
above all gold. Their trade with Southeast Asia was
even nuwc active, as Indian merchants transported nor
only sophisticated manufactured goods but also the
trappings of India’s active culture to places like
Malaysia and the larger islands of Indonesia. In addi
tion, caravan trade developed with China.

The Indian economy remained firmly agricultural
at its base. The wealth of the upper classes anti the
splendor ofcides lilce Nalanda vere confined to a small
group, as most people lived near the margins of sLib

sistence. But India “-as justly known by the time of the

trading centers, and the products produced in ditIèr
ent regions are shown.

Questions: Which civilizations or areas in the global
trading netwt,rk were the main centers fbr the
prodtictitin of finished products, such as cloth and
pottery? What major centers supplied raw materials,
such as flwest products or fixids? Which areas and port
centers strike you as key points of convergence for the
various fl-pcs of trade? What advantages vcnild these
areas enjo? Why were luxury gotids likely to be
transported the greatest distances? Why were bulk
goods, especially foods, usu ally shipped only short
distances, if at all? What were the advantages and
disadvantages of sea and land transport? Besides trade
goods, what other things might he tr.msmitted
through the trading networks? Fhnv great a role do
you think the trading system played in the
development of global civilization?

Guptas for its wealth as well as for its religion and intel
lectual life—always understanding that wealth was rel
ative in the classical world and very unevenly divided.
A Chinese Buddhist on a pilgrimage to India wrote:

The people are many and hippy. The do ii ot
have to register their households with the police.
There is no death penalty. Religious sects have
houses of charity where rooms, couches, beds,
thod, and drink are supplied to travelers.

INDIAN INFLUENCE
Classical India, from the Mati ryan period onward,
had a considerable influence on other parts of the
world. In mans- ways, the Indian Ocean. dominated
at this point by Indian merchants and missionaries,
was the most active linkage point among cultures,
although admittedly, the Mediterranean, which
channeled contact from the Middle East to North
Africa and Europe, was a close second. Indian dom
inance of the waters of southern Asia, and the
impressive creativity of Indian civilization itself,
carried goods and influence well beyond the sub
continent’s borders. No previous civilization had
developed in Soti thcast Asia to compete with Indian
influence And while India did not attempt political
domination, dealing instead with the regional kingdoms
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of Burma, Thailand, parts of Indonesia, and Vietnam,

Indian tras-elers or settlers did bring to these locales

a persuasive way of life. Many Indian merchants mar-

ned into local royal families. Iiidian-snle temples

were constructed and other lhrins of Indian art trav
eled svidch Buddhism spread from India to many
parts of Southeast Asia, and Hinduism converted
main’ tipper-class people, particularly in several of the

Indonesian kingdoms. India thus serves as an early
example of a major civilization expanding its influ
ence well beyond its own regions.

Indian influence had afkcted China, through
Buddhism and art, by the end of the classical period.
Earlier, Buddhist emissaries to the Middle East stim
ulated ncw ethical thinking that infbrmed Greek and
Roman groups like the Stoics and through them
aspects of Christianity later on.

Within India itself the classical period, starting a
bit late after the Aryan invasions, lasted somewhat
longer than that of China or Rome. Even ss’lien the
period ended with the fall of the Gtiptas, an identih
able civilization remained in India, building on sev
eral key Ihctors first established in the classical period:
the religion, to be sure, hut also the artistic and liter
ary tradition and the complex social and family net
work. The ability of this civilization to survive, even
tinder long periods of fbrcign domination, was testi
mony to the meaning and varien’ it offered to many
Indians themselves.

CONCLUSION
China and India
The thrusts of classical civilization in China and India
reveal tile diversity generated dur ng the classical age The
restraint of Chinese art and poetry contrasted ‘vi tli the
more dynamic sensual styles of India. India ultimately set
tled on a primary religion, though s-ith important minor
ity expressions, that embodied diverse impulses within it.
China opted for separate religious and philosophical sys
tems that would serve different needs. China’s political
structures and values found little echo in India,whereas
the Indian caste system involved a social rigidity consid
erablv greater than that of China. India’s cultural empha
sis was, on balance. considerably more otherworldly than
that of China, despite the impact of Daoism. Quite obvi
ouslv, classical India and classical China created vastly dif

ferent cultures. Even in science, where there “as similar
interest in pragmatic discoveries about how the world
works, the Chinese placed greater stress on purely practi
cal findings, whercas the Indians ventured further into the
mathematical arena.

Beyond the realm of formal cultu re and the insti hi -

tions of government, India and Clii na may seem more
similar. As agricultural societies, both civilizations relied
on a large peasant class, organized in close-knit villages
with much mutual coope rati on - Cities and merchant
activity, although vital, played a secondary role. Political
power rested primarily with those who controlled the
land, through ownership of large estates and the abil in’
to tax the peasant class. On a more personal level, the
puss-er of husbands and fathers in the fiimilv—the basic
fact ofpatriarchv—vncompassed Indian and Chinese fam
ilies alike.

However, Indian and Chinese societies differed in
more than their religion, philosophy, art, and politics.
Ordinary people had cultures along with elites. Hindu
peasants sav their world differently from their Chinese
counterparts. They placed less emphasis on personal cr310-
tional restraint anti detailed etiquette; they expected dir
ferent emotional interactions with faniily members.
Indian peasants svere less constrained than were the Chi
nese by recurrent efforts by large landlords to gain con -

trol of their land. Although there were wealthy landlords
in India, the system of village control of most land was
more firmly entrenched than in China. lid an merchants
played a greater role than their Chinese counterparts.
There was more sea trade, more commercial vitality.
Revealingly, India’s espanding cultural influence was due
to merchant activity above all else, whereas Chinese
expansion involved government initiatives in gaining ne’v

territory and sending proud emissaries to satellite states.
These differences were less dramatic, certainly less easy to

document, than those generated by elite thinkers and

politicians. hut they contributed to the shape of a civi
lization and to its particular vitality, its areas of stability
and instability.

Because each classical civilization developed its own
unique style, in social relationships as well as in formal
politics and intellectual life, exchanges between two soci
eties like China and India involved specific borrowings,
not wholesale imitation. India and China, the two giants
of classical Asia, remain subjects (If comparison to our

own time, because the’ have continued to build distine—
rivelv on their particular traditions, established before
500 t:. E. These characteristics, in turn, differed from

those of vet another center of civilization, tIle societies
that sprang up on the shores of the Mediterranean dur
ing this same classical age.
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Further Rec1ing5
Two useful sources for Indian religion and philosophy are
Franklin Edgercun, tr. and ed., The Bhagai’ad Gita,
Translated and Inrnp;aed (1944) and S. Radhakrishoan
anti Charles Moore, eds., A Son ice Rook I,, India a Phi
losoliln (1957). There are fewer provocative surveys of
Indian history di an availa Me about Clii ia, but at least
four conipecent efibrcs exist: Romila Thaper, A History
of India. Vol. 1 ( 1966; P. Spear, India (1981); Stanley
Volpcrt, A Ncii’ History of India (1994); and D. D.
Kosa m hi, A,, cien t India, A History of Us Ca/tn re and
Civilization (1965). Sec also Rhoads Murphy, A History
of‘Asia (1992). On more specialized topics, see J. W. Sed

lar, India and the Greek World (1952); H. Scharff, That
State in Indian Thadition (1988); T. Hopkins, The
Hi,, dxi Reliqions Tradition ( 197 I); Jean iii lie Au hover,
Daily Life in Ancient India (1961); A. L. Basham. A
Cultural History of India (1975); and Trevc,r Ling, The
Buddha (1973).

On the Web
On the Guptas. se b;;;,:•.::ro•nJrld,,,,?,;L.en/rn;c/
h&o;v/histo;;3.hrm. India’s first great emperor,
Chandragupta Maurva. is discussed at
http:// II I’M itilJ’!j . 0 Ii/fl ,Ie,e,, r/cha ndra . html.
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I
• The Persian I lie classical civilizations that sprang up on the shores of the MediterTradition
• Patterns of Greek ranean Sea from about 800 B.C.E. until the fall of the Roman Empire

and Roman 3 in 4/6 cE. rivaled their counterparts iii India and China in richness
History ( and impact. Centered first in the peninsula of Greece, then in Ronie’s bur

• Greek and geoning provinces, the new Mediterranean culture did not embrace all ofRoman Political . . -) the civilized lands of the ancient Middle East. Greece rebuffed the advanceInstitutions — . . .

• IN DEPTH: of the mighty Persian Empire and established some colonies on the eastern
The Classical shore of the Mediterranean, in what is now Turkey, but it only briefly con-
Mediterranean — quered more than a fraction of the civilized Middle East. Rome came closer
in Comparithe 3 to conquering surrounding peoples, but even its empire had to contend withPerspective

strong kingdoms to the east. Nevertheless, Greece and Ronie do not merely• Religion and
. . .

Culture constitute a westward push of civilization from its earlier bases in the Mid-
• Economy and die East and along the Nile—although this is a part of their story. Thcy also

Society in the J represent the formation of new institutions and values that would reverber
Mediterranean \ ate in the later history of the Middle East and Europe alike.

• VISUALIZING THE ) For most Americans, and not only those who arc descendants ofEuropeanPAST: Commerce . . .

and Society immigrants, classical Mediterranean culture constitutes “our own” classical
• DOCUMENT: Rome past, or at least a goodly part of it. The framers of the American Constitution

and a Values were extremely conscious of Greek and Roman precedents. Designers of
Crisis public buildings in the United States, from the early days of the American

• CONcLUSION: . . -republic to die present, have dunhilly copied Greek and Roman models, as inToward the Fall . .

of Rome the Lmcoln Memorial and most state capitols. Plato and Aristotle continue to

I be thought of as the founders of our philosophical tradition, and skillthl teach
ers still rely on sonic imitation of the Socratic method. Our sense of debt to
Greece and Rome ma inspire us to find in their history special meaning or

J links to our own world; the Western educational experience has long included
— elaborate explorations of the Greco-Roman past as part of die standard acad

cnic education. But froni the standpoint of world histor3 greater balance
— is obviously necessary. Greco-Roman history is one of the three major classi

cal civilizations, more dynamic than its Chinese and Indian counterparts in
sonic respects but noticeably less successful in others. The challenge is to dis
cern the leading features of Greek and Roman civilization and to next corn
parc them with those of their counterparts elsewhere. We can then clearly

< recognize the connections and our own debt without adhering to the notion
that the Mediterranean world somehow dominated the classical period.

I Classical Mediterranean civilization is complicated by the fact that it
passed through nvo centers during its centuries of vigor, as Greek political

-I institutions rose and then declined and the legions of Rome assumed leader
ship. Roman interests were not identical to those of Greece, although the
Romans carefully preserved most Greek achievements. Rome mastered

I 67
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264—I 46 Rome’s ftnk

engineering, Greece specialized in scientific thought. Rome created a mighty

empire, whereas the Greek city-states proved rather inept in forming an empire.

It is possible, certainly, to see more than a change in emphases from Greece to

Rome, and to talk about separate civilizations instead ofa single basic pattern.

And it is trtne that Greek influence was always stronger than Roman in the east

ern Mediterranean, whereas Western Europe would encounter a fuller Grcco

Roman mixture, with Roman influence predominating in language and law.

However, Greek and Roman societies shared many political ideas; they had a

common religion and artistic sn’les; they developed similar economic structures.

Certainly, their classical heritage would be used by successive civilizations with

out fine distinctions drawn between what was Greek and what was Roman.

THE PERSIAN TRADON

:: 77,e development ofclassical Mediterranean
cin’ihztitio,t in diodes the rise of’ein’ states in
Crreeee. This nr’asfollorr’ed liv the expansion oft/se
He/len istic period. Route enieryjed as a separate
ri/sub/ic but stn-ouqlv influenced in’ Greece.
Roman cxpanszon led to a deck se of’repnblican
fbrms and the rise of a great empire.

As a vibrant classical civilization developed in the
Mediterranean, a second ccnter flourished in the Mid
dle East, inheriting many of the achievements of the
earlier Mesopotamian society. By 550 is.c.., Cyrus
the Great established a massive Persian Empire
across the northern Middle East and into north
western India. Although tolerant of local customs,
the Persians advanced iron technology, developed a
new religion—Zoroastrianism—and a lively artistic
style. While the Persians had only limited influence

on the Mediterranean coast and were ultimately top

pled by the Greek-educated conqueror Alexander
the Great, Persian language and culture survived in the
northeastern portion of the Middle East, periodically
affecting developments elsewhere in the region even
into the twentieth century. A separate empire in the
area, the Sassanid, emerged again during Rome’s
imperial centuries.

PATTERNS OF GREEK
AND ROMAN HISTORY
Greece. Even as Persia developed, a new civilization
took shape to the west, building on a number of earlier
precedents. The river valley civilizations of the Middle
East and Africa had spread to some of the islands near
the Greek peninsula, although less to the peninsula
itself. The island of Crete, in particular, showed the
results of Egyptian influence by 2000 sUE., and from

2000 a. P000 &a. 500 ,c.s. 250 z.a. I a. 250 a.

1100 Indo{nrapeon inn’ 800—600 Rise of Greek 470—430 Athens at its 41 Julius Caesar becomes a. 30 Crucifixion of Jesus 313 Constantine adopts
siam of Greek peninsula cit/Itotes; Athens and height: Pericles, Phildeas, dictotar; assassinated in 44 63 [cited dissoletian af Christianity

1400 Kingdom of Mycerne; Sparta become dominant Sophocles, Socrates 27 Augnsfts Caesar seizes independent Jewish state 476 [nIl of Rome
Tro{on War c. 700 Homerinn epics f/lad, 450 Twelve Tables of law power; rise of Roman by Batons

Odyssey; flowering of Greek 431-404 Peloponresean Empire i 01—106 Greatest spread
architecture Wars a. 4 Birth of Jesus of Roman territory

550 Cyrns the Great farms 359—336 Philip II of 180 Death of Marcus
Persian Empite Macedonia Aunelins; beginning of

550 Beginnings of Roman 338—323 Macedonion decline of Roman empire
nexfk Empnre, Kexcden *a Gcec

300—100 He&ntk
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this the Greeks were later able to develop a taste for
monumental architecture. The Greeks themselves were
an Indo-European people, like the Aryan conquerors of
India, who took over the peninsula by 1700 K.C. E. An
early kingdom in southern Greece, strongly influenced
by Crete, developed by 1400 B.C.E. around the cm of
Mycenae. This was the kingdom later memorialized in
Homer’s epics about the Trojan Var. Mvcenae was
then toppled by a subsequent wave of Indo-European
invaders, whose incursions destroyed civilization on the
peninsula until about 800 B.C.E.

The rapid rise of civilization in Greece between
800 and 600 B.C.E. was based on the creation of
strong city-states, rather than a single political unit.
Each cin’-state had its oxvn government, typically
either a wranny of one ruler or an aristocratic coun
cil. The city-state served Greece well, for the penin
sula was so divided by mountains that a unified
government would have been difficult to establish.
Trade developed rapidly tinder city-state sponsorship,

and common cultural forms, including a rich written
language with letters derived from the Phoenieian
alphabet, spread throughout the peninsula. The
Greek city-states also joined in regular celebrations
such as the athletic competitions of the Olympic
games. Sparta and Athens came to he the two lead
ing cm-states: The first represented a strong military
aristocracy dominating a slave population; the oilier
was a more diverse commercial state, also including
the eNtensive use of slaves, justly proud of its artistic
and intellectual leadership. Between 500 and 449
B.C.E., the two states cooperated, along with smaller
states, to defeat a huge Persian invasion. It was dur
ing and immediately after this period that Greek and
particularly Athenian culture reached its highest
point. Also during this period several city-states, and
again particularly Athens, developed more colonies in
the eastern Mediterranean and southern Italy, as
Greek culture fanned out to create a larger zone of
civilization (Map 4,1).
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Map 4.1 Greece and Greek Colonies of the World, c. 437 B.C.E. On the eve of the
Peloponnes ion War, Greek civilization hod succeeded in spreading to key points around
the Mediterranean world.
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It was during the fifth century is.c.i. that the most

famous Greek political figure, Pericles, dominated

Athenian politics. Pericles was an aristocrat, hut he was

part of a democratic political structure in which each

citizen could participate in city-state assemblies to

select officials and pass laws. Pericles ruled not through

official position, but b’ wise influence and negotiation.

He helped restrain some of the more aggressive views

of the Athenian democrats, who urged even further

expansion of the empire to garner more wealth and

build the economy. Ultimately, however, Pericles’

guidance could not prevent the tragic war benveen

Athens and Sparta, which would deplete both sides.
Political decline soon set in, as Athens and Sparta

vied for control of Greece during the bitter Pelopon

nesian Wars (431404 B.c.E.). Ambitious kings from

Macedonia, in the northern part of the peninsula, soon

conquered the cities. Philip of Macedonia won the cru

cial battle in 338 Is.C,E., and then his son Alexander

extended the Macedonian Empire through the Middle

East, across Persia to the border of India, and south

ward through Egypt (Map 4.2). Alexander the Great’s

empire was short-lived, for its creator died at the age of

33 after a mere 13 years of breathtaking conquests.
However, successor regional kingdoms continued to
rule much of the eastern Mediterranean for several cen
turies. Under their aegis, Greek art and culture merged
with other Middle Eastern forms during a period called
“Hellenistic,” the name derived because of the influ
ence of the Hellenes, as the Greeks were known.
Although there was little political activity under

the autocratic Hellenistic kings, trade flourished and
important scientific centers were established in such

cities as Alexandria in Egypt. In sum, the Hellenistic

period saw’ the consolidation of Greek civilization even

after the political decline of the peninsula itself’, as well

as some important new cultural developments.

Rome. The rise of Rome formed the final phase of
classical Mediterranean civilization, for by the first cen

tury B.C.E. Rome had subjugated Greece and the Hel

lenistic kingdoms alike. The Roman state began humbly
enough, as a local monarchy in central Italy around 800

B.C.E. Roman aristocrats succeeded in driving out the
monarchy around 509 n.c.E. and established more elab
orate political institutions for their cm-state. The new

Map 4.2 Alexander’s Empire, c. 323 B.C.E., and the Hellenistic World
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Roman republic gradually extended its influence over the
rest of the Italian peninsula, among other things con
quering the Greek colonies in the south. Thus, the
Romans early acquired a strong military orientation,
although initially they may have been driven simply by a
desire to protect their own terntory from possible rivals.
Roman conquest spread more widely during the three
Punic Wars, from 264 to 14-6 B.C.E., during which Rome
fought the armies of the Phoenician city of Carthage, sit
uated on the northern coast of Africa. These wars
included a bloody defeat of the invading forces of the
brilliant Carthaginian general Hannibal, whose troops
were accompanied by pack-laden elephants. The war
was so bitter that the Romans in a final act ofdestrLlction
spread salt around Carthage to prevent agriculture from
surviving there. Following the final destruction of
Carthage. the Romans proceeded to seize the entire
western Mediterranean along with Greece and Egypt.

The politics of the Roman republic itself grew
increasingly unstable, however, as victorious generals
sought even greater power while the poor of the city
rebelled. Civil wars between two generals ]ed to a vic
tory by Julius Caesar, in 45 B.C.E., and the effective
end of the traditional institutions of the Roman state.
Caesar’s grandnephew, ultimately called Augtisrus
Caesar, seized power in 27 B.C.E., following another
period of rivalry after Julius Caesar’s assassination,
and established the basic structures of the Roman

Empire. For 200 years, through the reign of the
emperor Marcus Au relitcs in 180 CE., the empire
maintained great vigor, bringing peace and prosper
i’ to virtually the entire Mediterranean world, from
Spain and North Africa in the vest to the eastern
shores of the great sea. The emperors also moved
northward, conquering France and southern Britain
and pushing into Germany. Here was a major, if
somewhat tenuous, extension of the sway ofMediter
ranean civilization to Western Europe (1\Iap 4.3).

Then the empire suffered a slow but decisive fall,
which lasted over 250 years, until invading peoples
from the north finally overturned the government
in Rome in 476 CE. The decline manifested itself in
terms of both economic deterioration and population
loss: Trade levels anti the birthrate both fell, Govern
ment also became generally less effective, although
some strong later emperors, particularly Dioclctian
and Constantine, attempted to reverse the title. It was
the emperor Constanrine who, in 3 3, adopted the then
somewhat obscure religion called Christianity in an
attempt to unite the empire in new ways. However,
particularly in the western half of the empire, most
effective government became local, as the imperial
administration could no longer guarantee order or
even provide a system of justice. The Roman armies
depended increasingly on non-Roman recruits, whose
loyalty was suspect. And then, iii this deepening mire,
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the invasion of nomadic peoples from the north marked
the end of the classical period of Mediterranean civi
lization—a civilization that, like its counterparts in
Gupta India and Han China during the same approxi
mate period, could no longer defend itself

To conclude: The new Mediterranean civilization
built on earlier cultures along the eastern Mediter
ranean and within die Greek islands, taking firm shape
with the rise of the Greek city-states after 800 B.c.E.
These states began as monarchies but then evolved into
more complex and diverse political forms. The’ also
developed a more varied commercial economy, moving
away from a purely grain-growing agriculture; this
spurred the formation of a number of colonial outposts
around the eastern i\iediterranean and in Iral The
decline of the city-states ushered in the Macedonian
conquest and the formation of a wider Hellenistic cul
ture that established deep roots in the Middle East and
Eb7pt. Then Rome, initially a minor regional state dis
tinguished by political virtue and stability, embarked on
its great conquests, which would bring it control of the
Mediterranean with important extensions into vestern
and southeastern Europe plus the whole of North
Africa. Rome’s expansion ultimately overwhelmed its
own republic, but the successor empire developed
important political institutions of its own and resulted
in two centuries of peace and glory.

GREEK AND ROMAN
POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS

-
Greece and Rouse featured an important
i’arietv ofpoliticalforms. Both tended to empha
size aristocratic rule. But there were siqnificant
democratic elements in sonic eases, as n’dll as
tvamplcs oJ autocraci Later Rome added
emphasis on law and the institutions (fagnrat,
rhouqh somewhat dcccii tralized empire.

Politics were very important in classical Mediterranean
civilization, from the Greek city-states through the
earls’ part of the Roman Empire. Indeed, our word
politics conies from the Greek word for eiw-state, polis,
which correctly suggests that intense political interests
were part of life in a city-state in both Greece and
Rome. The “good life” for an upper-class Athenian
or Roman included active participation in politics and
frequent discussions about the affairs of state. The
local character of Mediterranean politics, whereby

the n’pical city-state governed a surrounding territory
of several hundred square miles, contributed to this
intense preoccupation with politics. Citizens felt that
the state was theirs, that they had certain rights and
obligations without which their government could
not survive. In the Greek city-states and also under
the Roman republic, citizens actively participated in the
military, which ftirther contributed to this sense of
political interest and responsibility. Under the Roman
Empire, of course, political concerns were restricted
by the sheer power of the emperor and his officers.
Even then, however, local cin’-states retained consid
erable autonomy in Italy, Greece, and the eastern
Mediterranean—the empire did not try to administer
most local regions in great detail. And, the minorin
of people throughout the empire who were Roman
citizens were intensely proud of this privilege.

Strong political ideals and interests created
some similarities between Greco-Roman society and
the Conftieian values of classical China, although the
concept of active citizenship was distinctive in
the Mediterranean cultures. However, Greece and
Rome did not develop a single or cohesive set of
political institutions to rival China’s divinely sanc
tioned emperor or its elaborate bureaucracy. So in
addition to political intensity and localism as char
acteristics of Mediterranean civilization, we must
note great diversity in political forms. Here the com
parison extends to India, where various political
forms—including participation in governing coun
cils—ran strong. Later societies, in reflecting on
classical Mediterranean civilization, did select from
a number of political precedents. Monarchy was not

a preferred form; the Roman republic and most
Greek city-states had abolished early monarchies as
part of their prehistor. Rule by individual strong
men was more common, and our word fl’rannvcomes
from this experience in classical Greece. Many
tyrants were effective rulers, particularly in promot
ing public works and protecting the common peo
ple against the abuses of the aristocracy. Sonic of the
Roman generals who seized power in the later days
of the republic had similar characteristics, as did the
Hellenistic kings who succeeded Alexander in rul
ing regions of his empire.

Greece. Democracy (the word is derived from the
Greek demos, “the people”) was another important
political alternative in classical Mediterranean society.
The Athenian city-state traveled thrthest in this direction,
before and during the Peloponnesian Wars, after earlier
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experiences with aristocratic rule and with several
tyrants. In fifth-century Athens, the major decisions of
state were made by general assemblies in which all citi
zens could participate—although usually only a minor
ity attended. This was direct democracy, not rule through
elected representatives. The assembly met every ten
days. Executive officers, including judges, were chosen
for brief terms to control their power, and they were
subject to review by the assembly. Furthermore, they
were chosen by lot, not elected—on the principle that
any citizen could and should be able to serve. To be
surc, only a minority of the Athenian population were
active citizens. XThnien had no rights of political partic
ipation. And Ilalfof all adult males were not citizens at
all, being slaves or foreiimers. This, then, was not exactly
the kind of democracy we envision today. But. it did
elicit widespread popular participation and devotion,
and certainly embodied principles that we would recog
nize as truly democratic. The Athenian leader Pericles,
who led Athens during its decades of greatest glory
between the final defeat of the Persians and the agony of
war with Sparta, described the system this way:

The administration is in the hands of the many
and not of the few. But while the law secures
equal justice to all alike in their private disputes,
the claim of excellence is also recognized; and
when a citizen is in any way distinguished he is
preferred to the public service, not as a matter of
privilege hut as the reward of merit. Neither is
povern’ a bar, but a man may benefit his country
wllatever he the obscurity of his condition.

During the Peloponnesian Wars, Athens even demon
strated sonic of the potential drawbacks ofdemocrac
Lower-class citizens, eager for government jobs and
tile spoils ofxvar, often encouraged reckless nlilitary
actions that weakened the state in its central dispute
with Sparta.

Neitllcr nranny nor democracy, however, was
tIle most characteristic political form in the classical
Mediterranean world. The most widely preferred
political framework centered on tile existence ofaris
tocratic assemblies, whose deliberations establislled
guidelines for state policy and served as a clleck on
executive power. Thus, Sparta was governed by a
singularly militaristic aristocracy, intent on retaining
power over a large slave population. Other Greek
city-states, although less bent on disciplining thei
elites for rigorous military service, also featured aris
tocratic assemblies. Even Atllens during much of its
democratic phase found leadership in many aristo
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crats, including Pericles himself. The word aristoc
racy, which conies from Greek terms meaning “rule
of the best,” suggests where many Greeks—particu
larly, of course, aristocrats tilemselves—thought real
political virtue lay.

Rome. Tile constitution of the Roman republic, until
the final decades of dissension in the first century B.C.E.,

which led tO the cstahlisllmcnt of the empire, tried to
reconcile the various elenlellts suggested by the Greek
political experience, witil primary reliance on tile pOll
ciple of aristocracy. All Roman citizens in the republic
could gatiler in periodic assemblies, tile function of
whicil was not to pass basic laws but rather to elect var
ious magistrates, some of whom were specifically
entrusted witll the task of representing tile interests of
the conlmon people, Tile most important legislative
body was the Senate, composed mainly of aristocrats,
whose nlenlhers held virtually all executive offices in the
Roman state. Two consuls shared pnnlarv executive
power, hut in times of crisis the Senate could choose a
dictator to hold enlergency authorin- until the crisis ilad
passed. In the Roman Senate, as in the aristocratic
assemblies of the Greek cin’-states, the ideal of public
service, featuring eloquent public speaking and argu
ments that sought to identih the general good, cane
closest to realization.

Tile diversity of Greek and Roman political fornls,
as well as the importance ascribed to pohtical partici
pation, helped generate a significant hod’ of political
theory in classical Mediterranean civilization. True
CO tile aristocratic tradition, nluch of this theory dealt
with appropriate political ethics, the duties of citizens.
the inlportance of incorruptible service, and key polit
ical skills such as oratory. Ronlan writers like Cicero,
himself an active senator, expounded eloquently on
tllesc subjects. Some of this political writing resem
bled Confticianism, altllough tilcrc was less cmpllasis
on hierarchy and obedience or bureaucratic virtues,
and more on participation in deliberative bodies that
would make laws and judge the actions of executive
officers. Classical Mediterranean writers also paid
great attention to the structure of the state itself,
debating the virtues and vices of tile various political
forms, This kind of theory both expressed tile politi
cal interests and diversity of the Mediterranean world
and served as a key ileritage to later societies.

The Roman Empire was a different sort ofpolit
icai s’’stcill from the earlier city-states, altllough it
preserved some older institutions, such as the Senate,
which became a rather meaningless forum for debates.
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Of necessity, the empire developed organizational
capacities on a far larger scale than the cm-states; it
is important to remember, however, that considerable
local autonom prevailed in many regions. Only in
rare cases, such as the forced dissolution of the inde

pendent Jewish state in 63 cE. after a major local
rebellion, did the Romans take over distant areas
completely. Careful organization was particularly evi
dent in the vast hierarchy of the Roman army, whose
officers wielded great political power even over the
emperors themselves.

In addition to considerable tolerance tbr local
cuswrns and religions, plus strong military organi
zation. the Romans emphasized carefully crafted laws
as the one factor that would hold their vast territo
ries together. Greek and Roman republican leaders
had already developed an understanding of the
importance of codified, equitable law. Aristocratic
leaders in eighth-century Athens, for example, spon
sored clear legal codes designed to balance the
defense of private property with the protection of
poor citizens, including access to courts of law
administered by fellow citizens. The early Roman
republic introduced its first code of law, the Twelve
Tables, by 450 sea These early Roman laws verc
intended, among other things, to restrain the upper
classes from arbitrary action and to subject them, as
well as ordinary people, to some common legal prin
ciples. The Roman Empire carried these legal inter
ests still further, in the belief that law should evolve
to meet changing conditions without, however, fluc
tuating wildly. The idea of Roman law was that rules,
objectively judgeLl, rather than personal whim should
govern social relationships; thus, the law steadily
took over matters of judgment earlier reserved for
fathers of families or for landlords. Roman law also
promoted the importance of common—sense fairness.
In one ease cited in the law texts of the empire, a
slave was being shaved by a barber in a public square;
two men were playing ball nearby, and one acciden
tally hit the barber with the ball, causing lum to cut
the slave’s throat. Who was responsible for the
tragedy: the barber, catcher, or pitcler.ccording
to Roman law; the slave—for anyone so foolish as to
be shaved in a public place was asking thr trouble acid
bore the responsibility himself.

Roman law codes spread widely through the
empire, acid with them came the notion of law as the
regulator of social life. Many non-Romans were given
the right of citizenship—although most ordinary
people outside Rome itself preferred to maintain their

local allegiances. With citizenship, however, came full
access to Rome-appointed judges and tmiforni laws.
Imperial law codes also regulated property rights and
commerce, thus creating some economic unity iii the
vast empire. The idea of fair and reasoned law, to
which officers of the state should themselves be sub
ject, ‘vas a key political achievement of the Roman
Empire, comparable in importance, although quite
different in nature, to the Chinese elaboration of a
complex bureaucratic structure.

The Greeks and Ronians were less innovative in
the functions they ascribed to government than in the
political forms and theories they developed. Most
governments concentrated on maintaining systenis of
law courts and military forces. Athens and, more
durably and successfully, Rome placed great premium
on the importance of military conquest. Mediter
ranean governments regulated sonic branches ofcom
merce, particularly iii the interest of securing vital
supplies of grain. Rome, indeed, undertook vast pub
lic works in the form of roads acid harbors to facilitate
military transport as well as commerce Acid the
Roman state, especially under the Empire, built
countless stadiums and public baths to entertain and
distract its subjects. The city of Rome itself, which at
its peak contained over a million inhabitants, provided
cheap food as well as gladiator contests and other
entertainment fbr the niasses—the fimous “bread and
circuses” that were designed to prevent popular dis
order. Colonies of Romans elsewhere were also given
theaters and stadiums. This provided solace in other
wise strange lands like England or Palestine. Govern
ments also supported an oflicial religion, sponsoring
public ceremonies to honor the gods and goddesses;
civic religious festivals were important events that
both expressed and encouraged widespread lovaln’ to
the state. However, there was little attempt to impose
this religion on everyone, and other religious practices
were tolerated so long as they did not conflict with
loyalty to the state. Even the later Roman emperors,
who advanced the idea that the emperor himself was
a god as a nieans of strengthening authority, were nor
mally tolerant of other religions. They only attacked
Christianity, and then irregularl; because of the Chris
tians’ refusal to place the state first in their devotion.

Localism and fervent political interests, including
a sense of intense loyalty to the state; a diversity of
political systems together with the preference fur aris
tocratic rule; the importance of law and the develop
ment of an unusually elaborate and uniform set of
legal principles—these were the chief political legacies
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of the classical Mediterranean world. The sheer
accomplishment of the Roman Empire itself, which
united a region never before or since brought
together, still stands as one of the great political mon
uments of world history. This was a distinctive polit
ical mix Although there was attention to eareftil legal
procedures, no clear definition of individuals’ rights
existed. Indeed, the emphasis on duties to the state
could lead, as in Sparta, to an essentially totalitarian
framework in which the state controlled even the rais
ing of children. Nor, until the peaceful centuries of
the early Roman Empire, was it an entirely successful
political structure, as wars and instabilin were com
mon. Nonetheless, there can be no question of the
richness of this political culture or of its central
importance to the Greeks and Romans themselves.

in DEPtH
The Classical
Mediterranean in
Comparative Perspective
The three great classical civilizations lend

themselves to a variety of comparisons. The gen
eral tone of each differed from the others, rang
ing from India’s other—worldly strain to China’s
emphasis on government centralization, although
it is important to note the varieties of activities
and interests and the changes that occurred in
each of the three societies. Basic comparisons
include several striking similarities, Each classical
society developed empires. Each relied primarily
on an agricultural economy. Greco-Roman inter
est in secular cultttre bears some resemblance to
(Confucian emphasis in China, although in each
case religious currents remained as well. But
Greco-Roman political values and institutions dif—
fired from the Confucian emphasis on deference
and bureaucratic training. Greek definitions ofsci
ence contrasted with those of India and (China,
particularly in the emphasis on theory. Several
focal points can he used [hr comparison.

Each classical civilization emphasized a clear
social hierarchy, with substantial distance between
elites and the majority of people who did the man
ual and menial work. ‘this vital similarity between
the civilizations reflected common tensions between
complex leadership demands and lifesnIes and the

limited economic resources oftlie agricultural econ
omy. Groups at the top of the social hierarchy
judged that they had U) control lower groups care
filly to ensure their own prosperin’. Each classical
scwietv generated ideologies that explained and jus
tified the is-eat social divisions. Philosophers and reli
gious leaders devoted great attention to this subject.

‘Within this common framework, however,
there were obvious differences. Groups at the top
of the social pyramid reflected different value sys
tems. The priests in India, the bureaucrats in
China, and the aristocrats in Greece and the
Roman Republic predominated. The status of
merchants varied despite the vital role commerce
played in all three civilizations.

Opportunities for mohilin varied also. As we will
see in Chapter 8, India’s caste system allowed move
ment within castes, if wealth was acquired, hut little
overall mobility. This was the most rigid classical
social structure because it tied people to their basic
social and occupational position by birth. (China’s
bureaucratic system allowed a very small number of
talented people from below to rise on the basis of
education, hut most bureaucrats continued to come
from the landed aristocracy. Mediterranean society,
with its aristocratic emphasis, limited opportunities
to rise to the top, but the importance of acqtnred
wealth (particularly in Rome) gave some nonansto
crats important economic and political opportuni
ties. Cicero, for example, came from a merchant
family. Various classes also shared sonic political
power in city-state assemblies; the idea of citizens
holding basic political rights across class lines was
unusual in classical civilizations.

Each classical civilization distinctively defined
the position of the lowest orders. India’s untotich—
ables performed duties culturally evaluated as
demeaning hut often vital. So did (China’s “mean
people,” vho included actors. As Greece and then
Rome expanded, they relied heavily on the legal
and physical compulsions of slavery to provide
menial service and demanding labor. Greece and
Rome ga-e unusual voice to farmers when they
maintained their own property but tended to scorn
manual labor itself, a view that helped justiñ’ and
“as perpetuated by slavery. Confucianism urged
deference hut offered praise [hr peasant work.

Finally, each classical civilization developed a dif
ferent cultural glue to help hold its social hierarchy
together. Greece and Rome left much of the task of
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managing the social hierarchy to local authonues;
community bonds, as in the city-states, were meant
to pull difkrent groups into a sense ofcoinmon pur
pose. They also relied on military force and clear
legal statements that dehned rights according to sta
tion. Force and legal inequalities played important
roles in China and India as velI, hut there were addi
tional inducements. We will see that India’s Hin
duism helped justify and sustain the hierarchy by
promising rewards through reincarnation fbr those
who submitted to their place in any given existence.
Chinese Confucianism urged general cultural values
of obedience and selrrestraint, creating some agree
ment—despite varied religions and philosophies—
on the legitimacy of social ranks by defining how
gentlemen and commoners should behave.

In no case did the social cement work perfectly;
social unrest surbced in all the classical civiliza
tions, as in major slave rebellions in the Roman
countryside or peasant uprisings in China. At the
same time, the rigidin- of classical social structures
gave many common people some leeway. Elites
viewed the masses as being so different from them
selves that the- did not try to revamp all their
beliek or communin- institutions.

DifThrences in approach to social inequalin- nev
ertheless had important results. China and parricu
larly India generated value systems that might
convince people in die lower classes and the upper
ranks that there was sonic legitimacy in the social
hierarch Greece and Rome attempted a more dir
ficult task in emphasizing the importance of aristoc
racy while offering some other elements a share in
the political system. This combination could work
well, although some groups, including slaves and
women, were always excluded. It tended to deteri
orate, however, when poorer citizens lost propern
Yet no sweeping new social theory emerged to offer
a different kind of solace to the masses until Chris
tianin’ began to spread. It is no accident, then, that
Indian and Chinese social structures survived better
than Mediterranean structures did, lasting well
beyond tile classical period into the 20th century.

Questions: Why did the classical civilizations seem
to need radical social inequalities? What was the
relationship between wealth and social position in
each classical civilization? If India used religion to
compensate fir social inequalities, what did China
and the Mediterranean use?

RELIGION
AND CULTURE

:: C,reek and Roman cnltn;-c did nut directly
generate a major religion, thong!; Christian -

in’ arose in the classical Medircrranean run -

text. Emphasis on philosaphv and science and
a strong artistic tradition described classical
Mediterranean culture.

The Greeks and Romans did not create a significant,
world—class religion; in this, they differed from India
and to sonic extent from China. Christianity, which
xvas to become one of the major world religions, did
of course arise during the Roman Empire. It owed
some of its rapid geographical spread to the ease of
movement within the huge Roman Empire. How
ever, Christianity was not really a product of Greek
or Roman culture, although it would ultimately be
influenced 1w this culture. It took on serious histori
cal importance only as tile Roman Empire began its
decline. The characteristic Greco-Roman religion was
a much more primitive affair, derived from a belief in
the spirits of nature elevated into a complex set of
gods and goddesses who were seen as regulating
human life. Greeks and Romans had different names
for their pantheon, but the objects of worship were
essentially the same: A creator or father god, Zeus or
Jupiter, presided over an unruly assemblage of gods
and goddesses whose functions ranged from regulat
ing the daily passage of the sun (Apollo) or the oceans
(Neptune) to inspiring war (Mars) or human love and
beauty (Venus). Specific gods were the patrons of
other human activities such as metalworking, the
hunt, even literature and history Regular ceremonies
to the gods had real political importance, and many
individuals sought the gods’ aid in foretelling the
future or in ensuring a good harvest or good health.

In addition to its political functions, Greco
Roman religion had certain other features. It tended
to be rather human, of-this-world in its approach. The
doings of the gods made for good story-telling; they
read like soap operas on a superhuman scale. Thus,
the classical Mediterranean religion earls’ engendered
an important literary tradition, as was also the ease in
India. (Indeed, Grcco-Roman and Indian religious
lore reflected the common heritage of Indo- Etii-opean
invaders.) The gods were often used to illustrate
human passions and foibles, thus serving as symbols
of a serious inquiry into human nature. Unlike the
Indians, however, the Greeks anti Romaiis became
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interested in their gods more in terms of what they
could do for and reveal about humankind on this
earth, than the principles that could elevate people
toward higher planes of spiritualin

This dominant religion also had a number oflim
itations. Its lack of spiritual passion faited to satish’
many ordinary workers and peasants, particularly in
times of political chaos or economic distress. “Mys
tery” religions, often imported from the Middle East,
periodically swept through Greece and Rome, pro
viding secret rituals and fdlowship and a greater sense
of contact with unfathomable divine powers. Even
more than in China, a considerable division arose
between upper-class and popular belief:

The gods and goddesses of Greco-Roman religion
left man” upper-class people dissatisfied also. The;’ pro
vided stories about how the world came to be, but lit
tle basis for a systematic inquiry into nature or human
sociefl And while the dominant religion promoted
political loyalty, it did not provide a basis fbr ethical
thought either. Hence, many thinkers, both in Greece
and Rome, sought a separate model for ethical behav
ior. Greek and Roman moral philosophy, as issued by
philosophers like Aristotle and Cicero, typically stressed
the importance of moderation and balance in human
behavior as opposed to the instability of much politi
cal life and the excesses of the gods themselves. Other
ethical systems were devised, particularly during the
Hellenistic period. Thus, Stoics emphasized an inner
moral independence, to be cultivated by strict disci
pline of the body and by personal bravery. These eth
ical systems, established largely apart from religious
considerations, were major contributions in their own
right; they would also be blended with later religious
thought, under Christianity.

The idea ofa philosophy separare from the otT
cial religion, although not necessarily hostile to it,
informed classical Mediterranean political theory,
which made little reference to religious principles. It
also considerably emphasized the powers of human
thought. In Athens, Socrates (born in 469 B.c.E.)

encouraged his pupils to question conventional wis
iom, on the grounds that the chief human duty “as
“the improvement of the soul .“ Socrates himself ran
afoul of the Athenian government, which thought that
he was undermining political lovaln-; given the choice
of suicide or exile, Socrates chose the former. How
ever, the Socratic principle of rational inquiry by means
of skeptical questioning became a recurrent strand in
classical Greek thinking and in its heritage to later soci

positive somewhat more strongly by suggesting that
human reason could approach an understanding of the
three perfect forms—the absolutely True, Good, and
Beautiful—which he believed characterized nature.
Thus, a philosophical tradition arose in Greece,
although in very diverse individual expressions, which
tended to deemphasize the importance of human spir
itualiw in favor ofa celebration of the human ability to
think. The result bore some similarities to Chinese
Confucianism, although with greater emphasis on
skeptical questioning and abstract speculations about
the basic nature of luimanin’ and the universe.

Creek i merest in rationality carried over an
inquiry into the underlying order ofphvsical nature.
The Greeks were not outstanding empirical scien
tists. Relatively few new scientific findings emanated
from Athens, or later from Rome, although philoso
phers like Aristotle did collect large amounts of bio
logical data. The Greek interest lay in speculations
about nature’s order, and many non-Vesterners
believe that this tradition continues to inform what

they see as an excessive Western passion for seeking
basic rationality in the universe. In practice, the
Greek concern translated into a host of theories,
some of which were wrong, about the motions of the
planets and the organization of the elemental princi
ples of earth, fire, air, and water, and into a consid
erable interest in mathematics as a means of
rendering nature’s patterns comprehensible. Greek
and later Hellenistie work in geometry was particu
larlv impressive, featuring among other achievements
the basic theorems of Pythagoras. Scientists during the
Hellenistic period made some important empirical
contributions, especially in studies of anatomy; med
ical treatises by Galen were not iniproved on, in the
Western world, for many centuries. The mathemati
cian Euclid produced what was long the world’s
most widely used compendium of geometry. Less

fortunately, the Hellenistic astronomer Ptolemy
produced an elaborate theory of the sun’s motion
around a stationary earth. This new Hellenistic
theory contradicted much earlier Middle Eastern
astronomy, which had recognized the earth’s rota
tion; nonetheless, it was Ptolemy’s theory that was
long taken as fixed wisdom in Western thought.

Roman intellectuals, actively examining ethical
and political theory, had nothing to acid to Greek and
Hellenistic science. They did help to preserve this tra
dition in the form of textbooks that were administered

to upper-class schoolchildren. The Roman genius va

more practical than the Greek and included engineer-eties. Socrates’ great pupil Plato accentuated the
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Figure 4.1 Th15 Roman
painting features a young
woman in an unusual
role, as a student of the
early Greek poet Soppho.

ing achievements such as the great roads and aque
ducts that carried water to cities large and small.
Roman ability to construct elaborate arches so that
buildings could carry great structural weight was
unsurpassed anywhere in the world. These feats, too,
would leave their mark, as Rome’s huge edifices long
served as a reminder of ancient glories. But ultimately,
it was the Greek and Hellenistic impulse to extend
human reason to nature’s principles that would result
in the most impressive legacy.

In classical Mediterranean civilization itself how
ever, science and mathematics loomed far less large than
art and literature in conveying key cultural values. The
official religion inspired themes for artistic expression
and the justification for temples, statues, and plays
devoted to the glories of the gods. Nonetheless, the
human-centered qualities of the Greeks and Romans
also reñstered, as artists emphasized the beaun of real-

istic portrayals of the human ibrm and poets and play
wrights used the gods as foils for inquiries into the
human condition. Early Greek poets included a woman
author, Sappho (around 600 BCE.) çFigure 4.1).

All the arts received some attention in classical
Mediterranean civilization. Performances of music and
dance were vital parts of religious festivals, but their
precise styles have unfortunately not been preserved.
Far more durable was the Greek interest in drama, for
plays, more than poetry, took a central role in this cul
ture. Greek dramatists produced both comedy and
tragedy, indeed making a formal dh-ision benveen the
two approaches that is still part of the Western tradi
tion, as in tile labeling of current television shows as
either form. On tile whole, in contrast to Indian writ
ers, the Greeks placed the greatest emphasis on tragedy
Their belief in human reason and balance also involved
a sense that these virtues \ere precarious, so a person
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could easily become ensnared in situations olpowerhil
emotion and uncontrollable consequences. The Athen
ian dramatist Sophocles, for example, so insightfullv
portrayed the psychological flaws of his hero Oedipus
that modern psychology long used the term Oedipus
complex to refer to a potentially unhealthy relationship
between a man and his mother.

Greek literature contained a strong epic tradition
as well, starting with the beautifully crafted tales of
the Iliad and Odvssci’, attributed to the poet Homer,
who lived in the eighth century B.C.E. Roman
authors, particularly the poet Virgil, also worked in
the epic form, seeking to link Roman history and

mvtlrnloszv with the Greek forerunner. Roman writ
ers made significant contributions to poetry and to
definitions of the poetic form that would long be

used in Western literature. The overall Roman liter
ary contribution was less impressive than the Greek,
hut it was substantial enough both to provide impor
tant examples of how poetry should be written and
to furnish abundant illustrations of the literary rich
ness of the Latin language.

In the visual arts, the emphasis of classical
Mediterranean civilization was sculpture and arclii
tecture. Greek artists also excelled in ceramic work,
whereas Roman painters produced realistic (and
sometimes pornographic) decorations for the homes

of the wealthy. In Athens’ brilliant fifth century—the
age of Pericles, Socrates, Sophocles, and so many
other intensely creative figures—sculptors like Phidias
developed unprecedented skill rendering simultane
ously realistic yet beautiful images of the human
fhrm, from lovely goddesses to muscled warriors and
athletes. Roman sculptors, less innovative, continued
this heroic-realistic tradition. They molded scenes of
Roman conquests on triumphal columns and cap
tured the power but also the human qualities of
Augustus Caesar and his successors on busts and hill-
figure statues alike.

Greek architecture, from the eighth century
B.C.E. onward, emphasized monumental construe-
don, square or rectangular in shape, with columned
porticos (Figure 4.2). The Greeks devised three
embellishments for the tops of columns supporting
their massive buildings, each more ornate than the
next: the Done, the Ionic, and the Corinthian. The
Greeks, in short, invented what Westerners and others
in the world today still regard as “classical” architee
ture, although the Greeks themselves were influenced
by Egyptian models in their preferences. Greece, and
later Italy, provided abundant stone for ambitious

temples, markets, and other public buildings. Many
of these same structures were filled with products of
the sculptors’ workshops. They were brightly painted,
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Figure 4.2 Varied column designs marked the progression of Greek architecture from the
square Doric simplicity of the Parthenon (left), through the Ionic (the outer columns in image
at right), to the more ornate Corinthian (center column in image at right),
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although over the centuries the paint would fade so
that later imitators came to think of the classical style
as involving unadorned (some might say drab) stone.
Roman architects adopted the Greek themes quite
readily. Their engineering skill allowed them to con
struct buildings of even greater size, as well as new
forms such as the free-standing stadium. Under the
empire, the Romans learned how to add domes to
rectangular buildings, which resulted in some stel_
come architectural diversity. At the same time, the
empire’s taste for massive, heavily adorned monu
ments and public buildings, while a clear demonstra
tion of Rome’s sense of power and achievement,
moved increasingly away from the simple lines of the
early Greek temples.

Classical Mediterranean art and architecture were
intimately linked with the society that produced them.
There is a temptation, because of the formal role of
classical styles in later societies, including our own, to
attribute a stiffness to Greek and Roman art that was
not present in the original. Greek and Roman struc
tures were built to be used. Temples and marketplaces
and the public baths that so delighted the Roman
tipper classes were part of daily urban life. Classical art
was also flexible, according to need. Villas or small
palaces—built for the Roman upper classes and typi
cally constrUcted around an open courtyard—had a
light, even simple quality rather different from that of
temple architecture. Classical dramas were not merely
examples of high art, performed in front of a cultural
elite. Indeed, Athens lives in the memory of many
humanists today as much because of the large audi
ences that trooped to performances of plays by authors
like Sophocles, as for the creativity of the writers and
philosophers themselves. Literally thousands of people
gathered in the large hillside theaters of Athens and
other cities for the perfbrmance of new plays and for
associated music and poetry competitions. Popular
taste in Rome, to be sure, seemed less elevated. Repub
lican Rome was not an important cultural center, and
many Roman leaders indeed feared the more emo
tional qualities of Greek art. The Roman Empire is
known more for monumental athletic performances—
chariot races and gladiators—than for high-quality
popular theater. However, the fact remains that, even
in Rome, elements of classical art—the great monu
ments if nothing more—were part of daily urban life
and the pursuit of pleasure. Roman styles were also
blended with Chrisdanity during the later Empire (Fig
ure 4.3) providing another lasting expression.

ECONOMY AND
SOCIETh’ IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN

:-: Gi-eck and Roman ccononzit-sfeat;z;-ed com;ncr—
cml agriculture, trade and slarenc Patriarchal
fa mi/v structure was c/ia ractcristic.

Politics and formal culture in Greece and Rome were
mainly affairs of the cities—which means that they
were of intense concern only to a minority of the
population. Most Greeks and Romans were farmers,
tied to the soil and often to local rituals and festivals
that were rather different from urban forms. Many
Greek farmers, for example, annually gathered for a
spring passion play to celebrate the recovery of the
goddess of fertility from the lower world, an event
that was seen as a vital preparation for planting and
that also suggested the possibility of an afterlife—a
prospect important to many people who endured a
life of hard labor and poverty. A substantial popula
tion of free farmers, who owned their own land,
flourished in the early days of the Greek city-states
and later around Rome. However, there was a con
stant tendency, most pronounced in Rome, for large
landlords to squeeze these farmers, forcing them to
become tenants or laborers or to join the swelling
crowds of the urban lower class. Tensions between
tyrants and aristocrats or democrats and aristocrats in
Athens often revolved around free farmers’ attempts
to preserve their independence and shake off the
heavy debts they had incurred. The Roman republic
declined in part because too many farmers became
dependent on the protection of large landlords, even
when they did not work their estates outright, and so
no longer could vote freely.

Farming in Greece and in much of Italy was
complicated by the fact that soil conditions were not
ideal for grain growing, and yet grain was the staple
of life. First in Greece, then in central Italy, farmers
were increasingly tempted to shift to the production
of olives and grapes, which were used primarily for
cooking and wine making. These products were well
suited to the soil conditions, but they required an
unusually extensive conversion of agriculture to a mar
ket basis. That is, farmers who produced grapes and
olives had to buy some of the food they needed,
and they had to sell most of their own product in
order to do this. Furthermore, planting olive trees or
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THE PAST
Commerce and Society

?eek commerce expanded along with the
colonies. In this painting on the interior of

the Arkesilas Cup, dating from 560 B.C.E., the king
of Cyrene, a Greek colony in northern Africa, is
shown supervising the preparation of hemp or flax fbr
export. What does the picture suggest about the
nature and extent of social hierarchy? How can cos
tumes he used in this kind of assessment? What is the
king most concerned with? What kinds of technology
are suggested? Can you think of other types of evi
dence to use in analyzing this kind of colonial com
mercial economy?

grape vines required substantial capital, for they
would not bear fruit for at least five years after plant
ing. This was one reason why so many farmers went
into debt. It was also one of the reasons that large
landlords gained increasing advantage over indepen
dent farmers, for they could enter into market pro
duction on a much larger scale if only because of their
greater access to capital.

The rise of commercial agriculture in Greece and
then around Rome was one of the prime forces lead
ing to efforts to establish an empire. Greek city-states,
with Athens usually in the lead, developed colonies in
the Middle East and then in Sicily mainly to gain
access to grain production; for this, they traded not
only olive oil and wine but also manufactured prod
ucts and silver. Rome pushed south, in part, to
acquire the Sicilian grain fields and later used much
of North Africa as its granary. Indeed, the Romans
encouraged such heavy cultivation in North Africa
that they promoted a soil depletion which helps
account for the region’s reduced agricultural fertility
in later centuries.

The importance of commercial farming obvi
ously dictated extensive concern with trade. Private
merchants operated most of the ships that carried

agricultural products and other goods. Greek city-
states and ultimately the Roman state supervised the
grain trade, promoting public works and storage facil
ities and carefully regulating the vital supplies. Other
kinds of trade were vital also. Luxury products from
the shops of urban artists or craftsworkers played a
major role in the lifestyle of the tipper classes. There
was some trade also beyond the borders of Mediter
ranean civilization itself, for goods from India and
China. In this trade, interestingly, the Mediterranean
peoples found themselves at some disadvantage, for
their manufactured products were less sophisticated
than those of eastern Asia; thus, they typically
exported animal skins, precious metals, and even
exotic African animals for Asian zoos in return fbr the
spices and artistic products of the east.

For all the importance of trade, merchants enjoyed
a somewhat ambiguous status in classical Mediter
ranean civilization. Leading Athenian merchants were
usually foreigners, mostly from the trading peoples of
the Middle East—the descendants of Lydians and
Phoenicians. Merchants had a somewhat higher status
in Rome, clearly forming the second most prestigious
social class tinder the landed patricians, but here, too,
the aristocracy frequently disputed the merchants’
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rights. Overall, merchants fared better in the Mediter
ranean than in China, in terms ofot’ficial recognition,
but worse than in India; classical Mediterranean sod
ety certainly did not set iii motion a culture that dis
tinctly valued capitalist money-making.

Slavery was another key ingredient of the classical
economy. Philosophers such as Aristotle produced
elaborate justifications for the necessity’ of slavery in a
proper society. Athenians used slaves as household ser
‘ants and also as workers in their vital silver mines,
which provided the manpow’er for Athens’ empire and
commercial operations alike. Sparta used slaves exten
sively for agricultural work. Slavery spread steadily in
Rome from the final centuries of the republic. Since
most slaves came from conquered territories, the need
thr slaves was another key element in military expan
sion. Here was a theme visible in earlier civilizations in
the eastern Mediterranean, and within later societies
in this region as well, which helps explain the greater

importance of military threes and expansion in these
areas than in India or China. Roman slaves perthrmed
household tasks—including the tutoring of upper-
class children, for which cultured Greek slaves were
highly valued. They also worked the mines, for pre
cious metals and for iron; as in Greece, slave labor in
the mines was particularly brutal, and few slaves sur
vived more than a few years of such an existence.
Roman estate owners used large numbers of slaves for
agricultural work, along with paid laborers and tenant
farmers. This practice was another source of the steady
pressure placed upon free thrmers who could not eas
ily compete with unpaid thrced labor.

Partly because of slavery, partly because of the
overall orientation of upper-class culture, neither
Greece nor Rome was especially interested in tech
nological innovations applicable to agriculture or
manufticturing. The Greeks made important advances
in shipbuilding and navigation, which were vital for

Figure 4.3 This sarcophagus, or tomb, from the 4th century shows Christ and the apostles
in typical Roman dress.
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Rome and a Values Crisis

Rnine’s increasing contact with the eastern
Mediterranean, particularly Greece, brought

important debates about culture. Man’ conservatives
deplored Greek learning and argued that it would cor
rupt Roman virtue. Cicero, a leading politician in the
Senate and a major Latin writer, here defends Greek lit
erature, using Hellenistic justifications of beauty and
utility. Cicero played a major role in popularizing Greek
culture during the 1st century n.c.i. His comments also
reflect the concerns that Greek culture inspired a source
of change.

Do ‘ou think that I could find inspiration for my daitv
speeches on so maiiilbld a sadeiv Lii topics. did I nest
tivate my m nd wit Ii study, or that my in md coo td e id ore
so great a strain, did not study to provide it with rc(ax
ation? I am a votary of literature, and make the conies-
sit) ii ‘iii as liamed; s ia me be 10 n gs rather to the bookish
reel use, ss-hn knows nest how to apply lii s reading t i the
good is I Ins Ic I lows, or to In ani fest its fruits to t he eves of
atl. Rut what shame shtnild he muse, gentlemen, who
have made it a rule tif my he for alt these years neser to
atlosv the sweets of a cloistered ease or the sedticthllls of
pleasure or the enticensents of repose to prevent me from
aiding any ma in the Ii on r of Ills lie ed ? Htsss the ii can I
p1st ly be l,Iamed or censured, if it shall he found that I
have devoted to literature a portion of my leisure louts
no longer than others without 1,lame devote to the pur
suit of material gain, to the eelehr.stion of lèstivals or
games, to pleasure and the repose of mind and body, to
protracted banqueting, tsr perhaps to the gaming-board
or to hallplaving? I have tile better right to indulgence
herein, because my devotion to letters strengthens ins’
oratorical posvers, and these, suds as they are, have never
thiled my friends in their iltstlr of peril. Yet insignificant
tllough these posvers may seem to lie, I folly realize from
what source I draw all that is highest in them. Had] not
‘e rsuaded tnyse If irons us s- you rh up, than h to the Tm nib
tesseuis derived from a wide reading, that nothing is to
1,e gre.stlv sought after in this life save glory and honour,
and that in their quest all bodily pains and all dangers of
death or exile shoLild he tightly accounted, I sllould never
have home fisr the safety of you alt the brunt of many a
hitter encounter, or h,ared my hreast to the daily onsets
of abandoned persons, All literature, all plliloseiplis, all
Isisu I rv, ahn u nd s wi tti i nec nives tn nolsle acti oil, in cen—
dyes which would be l,uded in black darkness were the
light Lii the written svt,rd nor flashed upon them. How
many pictures sf high endeavor the great authors of
Greece and Rome have drawn kim our use, and
beq tic athed to us, lot only for (stir c inre In plant in, but

for our ensulanon These I has c held ever he ore my
vi si on th too gIl’ lilt ms p ii bli e e,sree r, and have gil ided the
wt ‘rki ng.s (If my 1, rail and rn soul by nle it it at ill g upon
patterns of excellence.

But Jet us fin the moment waive these solid adsan -

tages; let ‘IS assLlme that entertainment is the sole end of
reading; even so, I think you would hold that no mental

employment is so brtsadening tes the sympathies or sts
enlightening to the understanding. Other purstuts

be tIn g not to all times, all ages, all Co nd i thins; 1,0 t this
gives stimu Isis to t, or you th a nil ii iversion to ot ir old age;
this adds a charm to success, and oilers a haven 0Y con
scsI anon to Lii lure. In the home it delights, in the world

it hampers lot. Ihrtsugh the night watches, on all our
juurneing, and in our hours of country ease, it is an
unfailing compaisitiii.

If alive Inc t Ii inks di at the g It I ry ‘von by (lie writing
cii Greek verse is nattirally less than that accorded to the
poet who writes ill Latin, he is entirely in the wrong.
Greek literature is read in nearly every nation tinder
leaven, wIul e the vogue of La tin is con lined to ts own
l,t,t,ndaries, and they are, sve lutist grant, narrosv. Seeing,
herefisre, that the activities nt our race know no barrier

save the limits of the rouud earths, we tiuglit tel he atnbi
tious that whittienoever our arnls have penetrated there
also our fame and glory shtsuld extend; for the reason that
literature exalts the nation whose high deeds it sings, and
at the same time there can he no doubt that those who
snake their lives to light in Iloistitir’s cause find therein a
lofty incentive to peril and endeavor. We read that
Alexander the Great carded in lus trail, numbers of epic

poets and historians. And yet, standing before the tomb
ofAchilles at Sigeum, he exclaimed, Fortunate youth, tes
Ii ave found in H timer an he rat d ts ft Isv yak I r! “ Well m igh
he so exclaim. Jiar had the iliad never existed, the same
nsou nd vhiehs covered Aclulles’ bones would also have
overwhelmed Isis memory.

Questions: What kind of objections to Greek
learning is Cicero arguing against? Which of his

arguments had the most lasting appeal to those

who were reshaping Roman culture? Can you think

of similar debates about foreign culture in other
times and places in history? How would you use

thus document to reconstruct the debate Cicero was

participating in and why it seemed important?

Stitiree: Ciccri s, I’m, .4rrhrn Pm-ta. Translated by N. H.
Watts. Loch Classical Library, Cicero, Pro Arilna
(Harvard University Press, 1965, 12—14, 16, 23—24.
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their trading economy. Romans, less adept on the
water, developed their skill in engineering to provide
greater urban amenities and good roads for the swift
and easy movement of troops. But, a technology
designed to improve the production of food or
manufactured goods did not figure largeI in this
civilization, which mainly relied on the earlier
achievements of previous Mediterranean societies.
Abundant slave labor probably discouraged concern
for more efficient production methods. So did a sense
that the true goals of humankind were artistic and
political. One Hellenistic scholar, for example,
refused to write a handbook on engineering because
“the work of an engineer and everything that minis
ters to the needs of life is ignoble and vulgar.” As a
consequence of this outlook, Mediterranean socien’
lagged behind both India and China in production
technology, which “-as one reason for its resulting
unfavorable balance of trade with eastern Asia.

Both Greek and Roman society emphasized the
importance of a tight family structure, with a husband
and father firmly in control. Women had vital eco
nomic frmnctions, particularly in farming and artisan
families. In the upper classes, especially in Rome,
women often commanded great influence and
power within a household. But in law and culture,
women were held inferior. Families burdened with
too many children sometimes put female infants to
death because of their low status and their potential
drain on the fhmily economy. Pericles stated common
beliefs about women when he noted, “For a woman
not to show more weakness than is naturaL to her sex
is a great glory, and not to be talked about for good
or for evil among men.” Early Roman law stipulated
that “the husband is the judge of his wife. If she
commits a fault, he punishes her; if she has drunk
wine, he condemns her; if she has been guilty ofadul
tery, he kills her.” (Later, however, such customs were
held in check by family courts composed of members
of both families.) Here was a case where Roman legal
ideas modified traditional family controls. If divorced
because of adultery, a Roman woman lost a third of
her propern’ and had to wear a special garment that
set her apart like a prostitute. On the other hand, the
oppression of women was probably’ less severe in this
civilization than in China. Many Greek and Roman
women were active in business and controlled a por
tion, even if only the minority, of all urban property.

Becatise of the divisions within classical Mediter
ranean society, no easy generalizations about culture
or achievement can he made. An eighteenth-century
English historian called the high point of the Roman
Empire, before 180 cE., the period in human history
“during which the condition of the human race was
most happy or prosperous.” This is doubtfbl, given
the technological accomplishments of China and
India. And certainly, many slaves, women, and ordi
nary farmers in the Mediterranean world itself might
have disagreed with this viewpoint. Few farmers, for
example, actively participated in the political struc
tures or cultural opportunities that were the most

obvious mark of this civilization, Many continued to
work largely as their ancestors had done, with quite
similar tools and in very similar povern’, untouched
by the doings of the great or the bustle of the cities
except when wars engulfed their lands.

We are tempted, of course, exclusively to remem
ber the urban achievements, for they exerted the
greatest influence on later ages that recalled the glo
ries of Greece and Rome. The distinctive features of
classical Mediterranean social and family structures
had a less enduring impact, although ideas about slav
ery or women were revived in subsequent periods.
However, the relatively unchanging face of ordinary
life had an important influence as vell, as many farm
ers and artisans long maintained the habits and out
look they developed during the great days of the
Greek and Roman empires, and because their separa
tion from much of the official culture posed both a
challenge and opportunity for new cultural move
ments such as Christianiw.

Con ci uson
Toward the Fall of Rome
Classical Mediterranean society had one final impact on
world history through its rather fragmentary collapse.
Unlike China, classical civilization in the Mediterranean
region was not simply disrupted, only to revive. Unlike
India, there was no central religion, derived from the civi
lization itseltç to serve as link between the classical period
and what followed. Furthermore, the fall uf Rome was not
uniform; in essence, Rome fell more in some parts of the
Mediterranean than it did in others, The restm It, among
other things, was that no single civilization ultimately rose
to claim the mantle of Greece and Rome. At the same time,
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there was 110 across-the-hoard maintenance of the classical
\lediterranean institutions and values in any of the civi

lizations that later claimed a relationship to the Greek and

Roman past. Greece and Rome would live on, in more than

idle T1eniorv. but their heritage was unqucsnonablv more

complex and Tm)re selective than proved to he the case for

India or China.
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• The conversion of kings, such as Clovis, king of the Franks, helped inspire
wider conversions and gave the clergy some symbalk power over the state.
This relief shows Clovis being converted to Christianity.
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the basic themes of the three great classical civilizations involved
expansion and integration. From localized beginnings in northern
China, the Ganges region, or the Aegean Sea, commercial, political,

an cultural outreach pushed civilization through the Middle Kingdom and
beyond, through the Indian subcontinent, and into the western Mediter
ranean. The growth set in motion deliberate but also implicit attempts to
pull the new civilizations together in more than name. Correspondingly, the
most telling comparisons among the three classical civilizations—identif’
ing similarities as well as differences—involve this same process ofintegra
tion and some of the problems it encountered.

Throughout the classical world, integration and expansion faltered
between 200 and 500 G.E. Decline, even collapse, began to afflict civiliza
tion first in China, then in the Mediterranean, and finally in India. These
developments signaled the end of the classical era and ushered in important
new themes in world history that would define the next major period. The
response of major religions to political decline formed a leading direction
for world history to come.

Classical civilizations (including Persia) had never embraced the bulk
of the territory around the globe, although they did include the majority of
the world’s population. Developments outside the classical orbit had rhythms
of their own during the classical period, and they would gain new promi
nence as the great civilizations themselves faltered. This describes the third
historical theme—along with basic comparisons and the process of decline
and attendant religious responses—that must be addressed in moving from
the classical period to world history’s next phase.
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1000 B.C.E. I C.E. 250 C.E. 500 CE.

a. 1000 Polynesions reach Fiji, Samoa o.30 Crocihoion of Jesus 284—305 Reign of Dioclitiar a. 500 Huns begin to invade India
1000 Independent kingdom of Kush a. 100 Root crops introduced to southern a. 300 Ethiopia adopts Christanity a. 500 Buddhism takes root in East and
800—400 Spread of Olmec aivilization: Africa through trade a. 31 2—337 Reign of Constantine Southeast Asia

cultivafinn of maize corn), pntataes, 1 00 Beginning of decline of Han dynasty 370—480 Nomadic invasions of western a. 500 Formation of Ghana
domesticotinn of rerkeys, dngs 180 Rame begins to decay Eerope a. 600 Beginning of Islam

a. 300 Rise of Aoom a. 200 Eotensive ngricutture in Japan a. 400 Growth of Mayan civilization 618 TOng dynasty in China: glorints
a. 4 Birth af Jests 227 Beginning of Sassanid empire ir a. 400 Palynesiars reach Hawaii coltural period

Persia 476 Collapse of Rome 700 Shirtoism unified into single
national religion in Jopun

EXPANSION AND
INTEGRATION

:i Common themesfhr the classical cin’ilizations
ina’ola’e territorial expansion and related
tfforts to inteqrate the near’ territories. Inte
gration included a mixture of central politi
cal a’alues and institutions, corn mon cultu res
and social n’alues, and commercial links.

The heritage of the classical civilizations involves a
host of new ideas, styles, technologies, and institu
tions. Many of these arose as part of the broad process
of adjusting to the expansion of civilization. Thus, it
was not entirely accidental that in scarcely more than
a century, between about 550 and 400 iu.c.i., semi
nal thinkers arose in all three civilizations—Confucius
and Lao-zi, Buddha, and Socrates. The thinkers had
no contact with each other, and their specific ideas
varied widely. However, all three were inspired by the
common need to articulate central values in their
respective societies, as part ofa larger process ofgen
crating a shared culture on the basis of which their
expanding societies might operate.

China, India, arid the Mediterranean set about the
tasks of uniting their expanding civilizations in differ
ent ways. China emphasized greater centralization, par
ticularly in politics, generating a political culture to
match. India arid the Mediterranean remained more
localized arid diverse. India, however, used key religious
values, arid particularly the spread of Hinduism, to
cement its civilization even across political boundaries.
Mediterranean cultural achievements spread widely
also, bitt involved less of the population—one reason
why the region proved more vulnerable to fragmenta
tion after its political unity collapsed under Rome.

Integration involved two basic issues, the most
obvious of which was territorial. China had to reign
in its new southern regions, arid the government

devoted considerable attention to settling some
northerners iii the south, proriioting a common lan
guage for the elite, and other techniques. The south
ward spread of the caste system arid ultimately
Hinduism in India addressed territorial issues. Rome
combined considerable local autonomy and tolerance
with common laws, the expansion of citizenship to
elites across the empire, and a tight commercial net
work that created interdependencics between grain-
growing regions and the olive-and-grape regions.

The second challenge to integration was social.
All three classical civilizations fostered great inequal
ities between men and women and between upper
and lower classes. The nature of the inequalities var
ied, from Mediterranean slavery to the Indian caste
system to the Confucian sense of hierarchy; these dir
ferences were significant. Nevertheless, the assump
tion of inequality as normal was coriimon to all three
societies. Most leading thinkers—Buddha was an
exception—did not oppose inequalities, writing openly
of the need fbr deference and even (in the case of the
Mediterranean) for slavery.

All the classical civilizations niade sonic efforts to
maintain a basic social cohesion while acknowledging
inequality. None took the modern, Western-inspired
route of arguing for opportunities of upward mobil
in Confucianism stressed mutual respect between
upper and lower classes, along with special deference
on the part of the lower social orders. Shared values
about family and self-restraint provided some ftrrther
links across the social hierarchy. Mediterranean aris
tocrats treated some locals as clients, offering them
protection; they also supported civic rituals intended
to tbster loyalty. India offered a religion that was
shared by all social classes and gave the hope of future
incarnation to the lower castes. None of these
approaches consistently united the society. Lower-
class risings, even slave rebellions, were part of the
classical experience as well. On balance, however,
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some techniques may have worked better than oth
ers. Again, as the Roman Empire fell, many elements
of the lower classes quickly turned their attention to
other interests. This suggests that here, too, the inte
gration of Mediterranean society was slightly more
tenuous than that of the classical civilizations of Asia.

BEYOND THE CLASSICAL
CIVILIZATIONS

Outside the classical civilizations important
dei’elopmcn t occurred in other pa rts of the
world. Significant civilizations operated in
the Americas and also in Africa outside the
immediate classical orbit. Agriculture and
other developments occurred in northern
Europe and northern Asia. Nomadic societies
played a vital role, particularly in Central
Asia, in linking and occasionally disrupting
classical civilizations.

Although the development of the three great civi
lizations is the central thread in world history dur
ing the classical period, significant changes also
occurred in other parts of the world. On the borders
of the major civilizations, as in northeastern Africa,
Japan, and northern Europe, these changes bore

some relationship to the classical world, although
they were partly autonomous. Elsewhere, most
notably in the Americas, new cultures evolved in an
entirely independent way. In alt cases, changes dur
ing the classical period set the stage for more impor
tant links in world history later on. Southeast Asia
gained access to civilization during the classical
period mainly through its contacts with India.
Regional kingdoms had already been established,
and agricultural economies were familiar on the
principal islands of Indonesia as well as on the main
land. Participation in wider trade patterns developed
through the efforts of Indian merchants. Hindu and
particularly Buddhist religion and art also spread
from India. Here was a case of the outright expan
sion of civilization without the creation of a fully
distinctive or unified culture.

A similar ease of expansion from an established
civilization affected parts of sub-Saharan Africa;
indeed, in this case the interaction had begun well
before the rise of Greece and Rome. By the year 1000
B.C.E., the independent kingdom of Kush was flour
ishing along the upper Nile. It possessed a form of
writing derived from Egyptian hieroglyphics (and
which has not yet been ftilly deciphered) and mas
tered the use of iron. Briefly, around 750 B.C.E., armies

from Kush conquered Egypt itself (Figure 5.1). Major

Figure 5.1 This tomb pointing
from about 7300 B.C.E.

highlights black-skinned
people from the rising
kingdom of Kush, who
interacted increasingly
with Egyptian society and
at one paint controlled
Egypt directly.
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Ifl DEPtH
Nomads and Cross-
Civilization Contacts
and Exchanges
Through much of recorded human history,

nomadic peoples have been key agents of contact
between sedentary, farming peoples and town
dwellers in centers of civilization across the globe.

Nomadic peoples pioneered all the great over
land routes that linked the civilized cores of Eura
sia in ancient times and the Middle Ages. The
most famous were the fabled silk routes that ran
from western China across the mountains and
steppes of central Asia to the civilized centers of
Mesopotamia in the last millennium B.C.E. and to
Rome, the Islamic heartlands, and western Europe
in the first millennium and a half CE. (Map 5.1).

Chinese rulers at one end of these trading
networks, and Roman emperors and later

Islamic sultans at the other end, often had to
send their armies to do battle with hostile
nomads, whose raids threatened to cut off the
flow of trade. But perhaps more often, pastoral
peoples played critical roles in establishing and
expanding trading links. For periodic payments
by merchants and imperial bureaucrats, they
provided protection from bandits and raiding
parties for caravans passing through their graz
ing lands For further payments, nomadic peo
ples supplied animals to transport both the
merchants’ goods and the food and drink
needed by those in the caravan parties. At times,
pastoralists themselves took charge of transport
and trading, but it was more common fhr the
trading opcrations to be controlled by special
ized merchants. These merchants were based
either in the urban centers of the civilized cores
or in the trading towns that grew’ up along the
Silk Road in central Asia, the oases of Arabia,
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Mop 5.1 Main African—Eurasian Trade Routes in the Classical Age
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and the savanna zones that bordered on the
north and south the vast Sahara desert in Africa.

Until they were supplanted by the railroads and
steamships of the Industrial Revolution, the over
land trading routes of Eurasia and the Americas,
along with comparable networks established tbr
sailing vessels, were the most important channels
fhr contacts between civilizations. Religions such
as Buddhism and Islam spread peacefhllv along the
trading routes throughout central Asia, Persia, and
Africa Artistic motifs and styles, such as those
developed in the cosmopolitan Hellenistic world
created by Alexander the Great’s conquests, were
spread by trading contacts in northern Africa,
northern tndia, and western China.

Inventions that were vital to the continued
growth and expansion of the civilized cores were
carried in war and peace by traders or nomadic peo
ples from one center to another. For example, cen
tral Asian steppe nomads who had been converted
to Islam clashed with the armies of the Chinese
Empire in the 8th century cii. The victorious Mus
lims thund craftspeople among their prisoners who
knew the secrets of making paper, which had been
invented many centuries earlier by the Chinese. The
combination of nomadic mobility and established
trading links resulted in the rapid difftision of paper-
making techniques to Mesopotamia and Egypt in
the 8th and 9th centuries and across northern Africa
to Europe in the centuries that fbllowed.

Nomadic warriors also contributed to the
spread of new military technologies and modes of
warfare, particLllariy across the great Eurasian
land mass. Sedentary peoples often adopted the
nomads’ reliance on heavy cavalry and hit-and-run

tactics. Saddles, bits, and how and arrow designs
developed by nomadic herders \%‘cre avidly imi
tated by farming societies And defense against
nomadic assaults inspired sonic of the great engi
neering feats of the preindustrial world, most
notably the Great Wall of China (discussed in
Chapter 2). It also spurred the development of
gunpowder and cannons in China, where the
threat of nomadic incursions persisted well into
the 19th century.

In addition, nomadic peoples have served as
agents for the transfer of food crops between dis
tant civilized cores, even if they did not usually
themselves cultivate the plants being exchanged.
In a less constructive vein, nomadic warriors have
played a key role in transmitting diseases. In the
best-documented instance of this pattern, Mongol
cavalrymen carried the bacterium that causes the
strai ii of the plague that came to be known as
the Black Death from central Asia to China in the
14th century. They may also have transmitted it to
the West, where it devastated the port cities of the
Black Sea region and was later carried by merchant
ships to the Middle East and southern Europe.

Questions: What other groups played roles as inter
mediaries between civilizations in early global his
tory? What features of the nomads’ culture and
society rendered them ideal agents fbr transmit
ting technology, trade goods, crops, and diseases
between different cultural zones? Why have the
avenues of exchange they provided been open
only for limited time spans and then blocked for
years or decades at a time? What agents of trans
mission have taken the place of nomadic peoples
in recent centuries?

cities were built. The Kushites seem to have estab
lished a strong monarchy, with elaborate ceremonies
illustrating a belief that the king ‘vas divine. The king
dom of Rush was defeated by a rival kingdom called
Axum by about 300 I;.c.E.; Axum ultimately fell to
another regional kingdom, Ethiopia. 4&xum and Ethi
opia had active contacts with the eastern .Mediter
ranean world until after the thIl of Rome, They traded
with this region For several centuries. The activities
of Jewish merchants brought some conversions to
Judaism, and a small minority of Ethiopians have
remained Jewish to the present day. Greek-speaking

merchants also had considerable influence, and it
was through them that Christianity was brought to
Ethiopia by the fourth century CE. The Ethiopian
Christian Church was, however, cut off from main
stream Christianity thereafter, flourishing in iso
lation to modern times. And Ethiopia could boast,
into the late twentieth century when it was abol -

ished, of having the oldest continuous monarchy
anywhere in the world.

It is not clear how much influence, if any, the
kingdoms of the upper Nile had on the later history
of sub-Saharan Africa. Knowledge of ironworking
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certainly spread, facilitating the expansion ofagricul
ture in other parts of the continent. Patterns of
strong, ceremonial kingship—sometimes called divine
kingship—would stiriice in other parts of Africa later,
but whether this occurred through some contact with
the Kushite tradition or independently is not known.
Knowledge of Kushite writing did not spread, which
suggests that the impact of this first case of civiliza
tion below the Sahara was somewhat limited.

For most of Africa below the Sahara, but north
of the great tropical jungles, the major development
up to 500 G.E. was the further extension of agricul
ture itself. Vell-organized villages arose, often very
similar in fhrm and structure to those that still exist.
Farming took earliest root on the southern fringes
of the Sahara, which was less arid than it is today.
Toward the end of the classical era, important
regional kingdoms were forming in western Africa,
leading to the first great state in the region—Ghana.
Because of the barriers of dense vegetation and the
impact ofAfiican diseases on domesticated animals,
agriculture spread only slowly southward. However,
the creation ofa strong agricultural economy did pre
pare the way for the next, more long—lasting and influ
ential wave of African kingdoms, far to the west of the
Nile. New crops, including root crops and plantains
introduced through trade with Southeast Asia about
100 c.i., helped African firmers push into new areas.

Advances in agriculture and manufacturing also
occurred in other parts of the world besides sub—
Saharan Africa. In northern Europe and Japan, there
was no question, as vet, of elaborate contacts with the
great civilizations, no counterpart to the influences
that affected parts of Southeast Asia and the upper
Nile valley. Japan, by the year 200 c.i., had estab
lished extensive agriculture. The population of the
islands had been ibrmed mainly by migrations from
the peninsula of Korea, over a 200,000-year span.
These migrations had ceased by the ear 200. In
Japan, a regional political organization based on tribal
chiefs evolved; each tribal group had its own god,
thought of as an ancestor. A Chinese visitor in 297
described the Japanese as law-abiding, fund of drink,
expert at agriculture and fishing; they observed strict
social differences, indicated by tattoos or other body
markings. Japan had also developed considerable
iron\vorking; interestingly, the Japanese seem to have
skipped the stage of using bronze and copper tools,
moving directly from stone tools to iron. Finally,
regional states in Japan became increasingly sophisti
cated, each controlling somewhat larger territories.

In 400 G.E., one such state brought in scribes from
Korea to keep records—this represented the intro
duction of writing in the islands.

Japan’s religion, called Shintoisiu, provided for
the worship of political rulers and the spirits of
nature, including the all-important god of rice Many
local shrines and rituals revolved around Shinto
helief, which became unified into a single national
religion by 700 G.E. However, this was a simple reli
gion, rather different in ritual and doctrine from the
great world religions and philosophies developing
in the classical civilizations. Something like national
politics arose only around 400 G.E., when one
regional ruler began to win the loyaln’ and trust of
other local leaders; this was the basis for Japan’s
imperial house. w-ith the emperor worshipped as a
religious figure. Such growing political sophisticarion
and national cultural unity were just emerging by
600 G.E., however. And, it was at this point that
Japan was ready for more elaborate contacts with
China—a process that would move japan squarely
into the orbit of major civilizations.

Much of northern Europe lagged behind Japan’s
pace. Teutonic or Celtic peoples in what is today
Germany, England, and Scandinavia, and Slavic peo
ples in much of Eastern Europe, were loosely orga
nized into regional kingdoms. Some, in Germany
and England, had succumbed to the advances of the
distant Roman Empire, but after Rome’s decline the
patterns of regional politics resumed. There was no
written language, except in cases where Latin had
been imported. Agriculture, often still combined
with hunting, was rather primitive. Scandinavians were
developing increasing skill as sailors, which would
lead them into wider trade and pillage in the cen
turies after 600 G.E. Religious beliefs featured a host
of gods and rituals designed to placate the forces of
nature. This region would change, particularly
through the spread of the religious and intellectual
influences of Christianity. However, these shifts still
lay in the future, and even conversions to Christian-
in’ did not bring northern and eastern Europe into
the orbit of a single civilization. Until about 1000
G.E., northern Europe remained one of the most
backward areas in the world.

Yet another portion of the world was developing
civilization by 600 G.E—indeed, its progress was
greater than that of much of Europe and Africa, In
Central America, an Indian group called the Olmecs
developed and spread an early form of civilization
from about 800 until 400 B.C.E. The Olmecs seem to
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have lacked writing, hut they produced massive, pvra
mid-shaped religious monuments.

The first American civilization was based on
many centuries of advancing agriculture, expanding
from the early cultivation of corn. Initially, in the wild
state, corn ears were scarcely larger than strawberries,
but patient breeding gradually converted this grain
into a staple food crop. In the Andes areas of South
America, root crops were also grown, particularly
the potato. The development of American agriculture
was limited by the few domesticated animals avail
able—turkeys, dogs, and guinea pigs in Central
America. Nevertheless, Olmec culture displayed many
impressive achievements. It explored artistic forms in
precious stones such as jade. Religious statues and
icons blended human images with those of animals.
Scientific research produced accurate and impres
sive calendars. Olmec culture, in its religious and
artistic emphases, powerfully influenced later Indian
civilizations in Central America. The Olmecs themselves
disappeared without a clear trace around 400 n.c.i.,
but their successors soon developed a hieroglyphic
alphabet and built the first great city—Teotihuacan—
in the Americas, as a center for trade and worship.
This culture, in turn, suffered setbacks from migra
tions and regional wars, but from its base developed
a still fuller American civilization, starting with the
Mayans, from about 400 c:.i., onward.

In essence, the Olmecs and their successors had
provided for the Central American region the equiva
lent of the river valley civilizations in Asia and the Mid
dle East. although many centuries later (Map 5.2). A
similar earls’ civilization arose in the Andes region in
present-day Peru and Bolivia, where carethl agriculture
allowed the construction of elaborate cities and reli
gious monuments. This culture would lead, later, to the
civilization of the Incas. The two centers of early civi
lization in the Americas developed in total isolation
from developments elsewhere in the world. As a result,
they lacked certain advantages that come from the abil
ity to copy and react to other societies, including such
basic technologies as the wheel or the capacity to work
iron. However, the earls’ American Indian cultures were
considerably ahead of most of those in Europe during
the same period. And, they demonstrate the common,
although not invariable, tendency of humans to move
from the establishment ofagriculnire to the creation of
the more elaborate trappings of a civilized socicn

Another case of isolated development featured
the migration of agricultural peoples to new island
territories in the Pacific. Polynesian peoples had

reached islands such as Fiji and Samoa by 1000
B.C.E. Further explorations in giant outrigger canoes
led to the tirst settlement of island complexes such as
Hawaii by 400 cE. where the new settlers adapted
local plants, brought in new animals (notably pigs),
and imported a highly stratified caste system under
powerful local kings.

Agriculture, in sum, expanded into new areas
during the classical period; early civilizations, or early
civilizations contacts, were also forming. These devel
opments were not central to xvorld history during the
classical period itself, but they folded into the larger
human experience thereafter.

The herding peoples of central Asia also con
tributed to world histon, particularly toward the end
of the classical period. Some nomadic groups gained
new contacts with established civilizations, like China,
which brought changes in political organization as well
as some new goals for conquest. Central Asian herders
played a vital role in trade routes between east Asia and
the Middle East, transporting goods like silk across
long distances. Other herding groups produced impor
tant technological innovations, such as the stirrup,
which allowed mounted horsemen to aim weapons bet
ter. The herding groups thus enjoyed an important his
tory of their own and also provided important contacts
among the civilizations that they bordered. Finally, per
haps because of internal population pressure as well as
new appetites and opportunities, herding groups
invaded the major civilizations directl; helping to bring
the classical period as a whole to an end.

DECLINE IN CHINA
AND INDIA

:: A combination of internal ii’eakncss and
LII i’asion led to importa lit c/ia nejes, first in
China, then in India.

Between 200 and 600 G.E., all three classical civi
lizations collapsed entirely or in part. During tIns
four.century span, all suffered from outside inva
sions, the result of growing incursions by groups
from central Asia. This renewed wave of nomadic
expansion was not as sweeping as the earlier Indo
European growth, which had spread over India and
much of the Mediterranean region many centuries
before, hut it severely tested the civilized regimes.
Rome, of course, fell directly to Germanic invaders,
who fought on partly because they were, in turn,
harassed by the fierce Asiatic Huns, The Huns



themselves swept once across Italy, invading the city
of Rome amid great destruction. It was another Hun
group from central Asia who overthrew the Gtiptas
in India, and similar nomadic tribes had earlier top
pled the Chinese Han dynasty. The central Asian
nomads were certainly encouraged by a growing
realization of tlic weakness of the classical regimes.
For Han China as well as the later Roman Empire
suffered from serious internal problems long before
the invaders dealt the final blows. And, the Guptas

in India had not permanently resolved that area’s
tendency to dissolve into political fragmentation.

By about 100 cE., the Han dynasty in China
began to enter a serious decline. Confucian intellectual
activin’ gradually became less creative. Politically, the
central government’s control diminished, bureaucrats
became more corrupt, and local landlords took tip
much of the slack, ruling their neighborhoods accord
ing to their own wishes. The free peasants, long heav
ily taxed, were burdened with new taxes and demands
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of service by these same landlords. Many lost their
farms and became day laborers on the large estates.
Some had to sell their children into service. Social
unrest increased, proLiucing a great revolutionary
efftwt led by Daoists in 184 cE. Daoism now gained
new appeal, shifting toward a popular religion and
adding healing practices and magic to earlier philo
sophical helieIi. The Daoist leaders, called the Yellow
Turbans, promised a golden age that was to be
brought about by divine magic. The Yellow Turbans
attacked the weakness of the emperor but also the self-
indulgence of the current bureaucracy. As many as
30,000 students demonstrated against the decline of
government morality, However, their protests thiled,
and Chinese population growth and prosperin both
spiraled further downward. The imperial court was
mired in intrigue and civil war.

This dramatic decline paralleled the slightly later
collapse of Rome, as we shall see. It obviously
explained China’s inability to push hack invasions
from borderland nomads, who finally overthrew the
Han dynasn outright. As in Rome, growing political
ineffectiveness formed part of the decline. Another
important tactor was the spread of devastating new
epidemics, which may have killed tip to half of the
population. These combined blows not only toppled
the Han, but led to almost three centuries of chaos—
an unusually long span of unrest in Chinese history.
Regional rulers anti weak dynasties rose and fell dur
ing this period. Even China’s ctilttiral unity was
threatened as the wave of Buddhism spread—one of
the only cases in which China imported a major idea
from outside its borders until the twentieth century.
Northern China, particularly, seemed near collapse.

Nonetheless, China did revive itself near the end
of the sixth century, Strong native rulers in the north
drove out the nomadic invaders. The Sui dynasty
briefly ruled, and then in 618 c:.i. it was followed
by the T’ang, who sponsored one of the most glori -

ous periods in Chinese history. Confucianism and
the bureaucratic system were revived, and indeed the
bureaucratic tradition became more elaborate. The
period of chaos left its mark somewhat in the con
tinued presence of a Buddhist minority and new
styles in art and literature. But, unlike the case of
Rome, there was no permanent disruption.

The structures of classical China were simply tot)
strong to be overturned. The bureaucracy declined
in scope and quality, but it did not disappear during
the troubled centuries. Confucian valLies and styles of
life remained current among the upper class. Many

of the nomadic invaders, seeing that they had noth
ing better to offer by way of government or culture,
simply tried to assimilate the Chinese traditions. China
thus had to recover from a serious setback, but it did
not have to reinvent its civilization.

The decline of classical civilization in India was less
drastic than the collapse of Han China. The abilin’ of
the Gupta emperors to control local princes was
declining by the fifth century. Invasions by nomadic
peoples, probably Hun tribes similar to those who
were pressing into Europe, affected some northern
portions of India as early as 500 c.. During the next
century, the invaders penetrated much deeper, destroy
ing the Gupta empire in central India. Mans’ of the
invaders were integrated into the warrior caste of
India, forming a new ruling group of regional princes.
For several centuries, no native ruler attempted to
build a large Indian state. The regional princes, cot.
lectivelv called “Rajput,” controlled the small states
and emphasized military prowess. Few political events
of more than local significance occurred.

Within this framework, Indian culture continued
to evolve. Buddhism declined further in India proper.
Hindu beliefs gained ground, among other things
converting the Hun princes, who had originally ‘or
shipped gods of battle and had no sympathy for the
Buddhist principles of calm and contemplation.
Within Hinduism, the worship of a mother goddess,
De’i, spread widely, encouraging a new popular emo
tionalism in religious ritual. Indian economic pros
peritv also continued at high levels.

Although Indian civilization substantially main
tained its position, another threat was to come, after 600
C.E., from the new Middle Eastern religion of Islam.
Arab armies. fighting under the banners of their god
Allah, reached India’s porous northwestern frontier dur
ing the seventh ccnWr; and while there was initially lit
tle outright conquest on the subcontinent, Islam did
win some converts iii the nortlnvest. Hindu leaders
reacted to the arrival of this new faith by strengthening
their emphasis on religious devotion, at the expense of
some other intellectual interests. Hinduism also under
went further popularization; Hindu texts were written
in vernacular languages such as Hindi, and use of the
old classical language, Sanskrit, declined. These reac
tions were largely successful in preventing more than a
minority of Indians from abandoning Hinduism, hut
they distracted from further achievements in science and
mathematics. Islam also hit hard at India’s interna
tional economic position and affected its larger impact
throughout Asia. Arab traders soon wrested control
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of the Indian Ocean from Tamil merchants, and India,
though still prosperous and productive, saw its com
mercial dynamism reduced. In politics, regionalism con
tinued to prevail. Clearl the glory days of the Guptas
were long past, although classical traditions survivcd
particularly in Hinduism and the caste system.

DECLINE AND FALL
IN ROME

:-: Decline in Rome ii’as particularly complex.
its causes ha ic been much dcbated. Develop
ments varied bcni’een the eanrrn and western
portions of the Empire, as the Mediterranean
rcqion pulled apart.

The Roman Empire exhibited a great many symptoms
of decay after about 180 cE. There was statistical evi
dence in the declining population in addition to grow
ing difficulties in recruiting effective armies. There
were also political manifestations in the greater bru
talks and arbitrariness of many Roman emperors—
victims, according to one commentator at the time, of
“lustful and cruel habits.” Tax collection became
increasingly difficult, as residents of the empire fell on
hard times. The governor of Egypt complained that
“the once numerous inhabitants of the aforesaid vil
lages have now been reduced to a few, because some
have tied in poverty and others have died - . . and for
this reason we are in danger owing to impoverishment
of having to abandon the tax-collectorship.”

Above all, there were human symptoms. Inscrip
tions on Roman tombstones increasingly ended with
the slogan. “I was not, I was. I am not, I have no
more desires,” suggesting a pervasive despondency
over the futility of this life and despair at the absence
of an afterlife.

The decline of Rome was more disruptive than
the collapse of the classical dynasties in Asia. For this
reason, and because memories of the collapse of this
great empire became part of the Western tradition, the
process of deterioration deserves particular attention.
Every so often, Americans or Western Europeans con
cerned about changes in their own society wonder if
there might be lessons in Rome’s fall that apply to the
uncertain future of Western civilization today.

We have seen that the quality of political and eco
nomic life in the Roman Empire began to shift after
about 180 c.. Political confusion produced a series of
weak emperors and many disputes over succession to

the throne. lotervention by the army in the selection
of emperors complicated political life and contributed
to the deterioration of rule from the top. More impor
tant in initiating the process of decline was a series of
plagues that swept over the empire. As in China, the
plagues’ source was growing international trade, which
brought diseases endemic in southern Asia to new
areas like the Mediterranean, where no resistance had
been established even to eontagions such as the
measles. The resLilting diseases decimated the popula
tion. The population of Rome decreased from a mil
lion people to 250,000. Economic life worsened in
consequence. Recruitment of troops became more dif
Ficult, so the empire was increasingly redLiced to hiring
Germanic soldiers to guard its frontiers. The need to
pa’ troops added to the demands on the state’s bud
get, just as declining production cut into tax revenues.

Here, perhaps, is the key to the process of
decline: a set of general problems, triggered by a cycle
of plagues that could not be prevented, resulting in a
rather mechanistic spiral that steadily worsened.
However, there is another side to Rome’s downfall,
although whether as a cause or result of the initial dif
ficulties is hard to say. Rome’s upper classes became
steadily more pleasure-seeking, turning away from the
political devotion and economic vigor that had char
acterized the republic and early empire. Cultural life
decayed. Aside from sonic truly creative Christian
writers—the fathers of Western theology—there was
very little sparkle to the art or literature of the later
empire. Many Roman scholars contented themselves
with writing textbooks that rather mechanically sum
marized earlier achievements in science, mathematics,
and literary sn-Ic. Writing textbooks is not, of course,
proof of absolute intellectual incompetence—at least,
not in all eases—but the point was that new knowl
edge or artistic snIcs were not being generated. and
even the levels of previous accomplishment began to
slip. The later Romans wrote textbooks about rhetoric
instead of displaying rhetorical talent in actual politi
cal life; they wrote simple compendiums, for example,
about animals or geometry, that barely captured the
essentials of what earlier intellectuals had known, and
often added superstitious beliefi that previous gener
ations would have scorned. This cultural decline,
finally, was not clearly due to disease or economic col
lapse, for it began in some ways before these larger
problems surfaced. Something was happening to the
Roman elite, perhaps because of the deadening effect
of authoritarian political rule, perhaps because of a
new interest in luxuries and sensual indulgence.
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Revealinglv, the upper classes no longer produced
many offspring, for bearing and raising children
seemed incompatible with a life of pleasure-seeking.

Rome’s fall, in other words, can be blamed on
large, impersonal forces that would have been bard for
any society to control or a moral and political decay
that reflected growing corruption among sociefl-’s
leaders. Probably elements of both were involved.
Thus, the plagues would have weakened even a vig
orous socien’ but they would not necessarily have pro
duced an irreversible downward spiral had not the
morale of the ruling classes already been sapped by an
unproductive lifestyle and superficial values.

Regardless of precise causes, the course of
Roman decay is quite clear. As the quality of imper
ial rule declined, as life became more dangerous and
economic survival more precarious, many farmers
clustered around the protection of large landlords,
surrendering full control over their plots of land in
the hope of military and judicial protection. The
decentralization of political and economic authodn,
which was greatest in the western, or European, por
tions of the empire, foreshadowed the manorial sys
tem of Europe in the Middle Ages. The system of
estates gave great political power to landlords and did
provide sonic local stability. But, in the long run, it
weakened the power of the emperor and also tended
to move the economy away from the elaborate and
successfhl trade patterns of Mediterranean civilizadon
in its heyday. Many estates tried to be self-sufficient.
Trade and production declined further as a result, and
cities shrank in size. The empire was locked in a
vicious circle, in which responses to the initial deteri
oration merely lessened the chances of recovery.

Some later emperors tried vigorously to reverse
the tide. Diocletian, who ruled from 284 to 305 CE.,

tightened up the administration of the empire
and tried to improve tax collection. Regulation of
the dwindling economy increased. Diocletian also
attempted to direct political loyalties to his own per
son, exerting pressure to worship the emperor as god.
This was what prompted him to persecute Christians
with particular viciousness, for they would not give
Caesar preference over their God. The emperor Con
stantine, who ruled from 312 to 337 CE., expen
mented ‘vith other methods of control. He set tip a
second capital cm’, Constantinople, to regulate the
eastern half of the empire more efficiently, He tried to
use the religious force of Christianity to unifr the
empire spiritualh’, extending its toleration and adopt
ing it as his own faith. These measures were not with-

out result. The eastern empire, ruled from Constan
tinople (now the Turkish city of Istanbul), remained
an effective political and economic unit. Christianity
spread tinder his official sponsorship, although there
were some new problems linked to its success.

None of these measures, however, revived the
empire as a whole. Division merely made the weak
ness of the western half worse. Attempts to regulate
the economy reduced economic initiative and low
ered production; ultimately, tax revenues declined
once again. The army deteriorated further. And,
when the Germanic invasions began in earnest in the
400s, there was scant basis to resist. Many peasants,
burdened by the social and economic pressures of
the decaying empire, actually welcomed the barbar
ians. A priest noted that “in all districts taken over by
the Germans, there is one desire among all the
Romans, that they should never again find it neces
sary to pass under Roman jurisdiction.” German
kingdoms were established in many parts of the
empire by 425 CE., and the last Roman emperor in
the west was displaced in 476 CE. The Germanic
invaders numbered at most 5 percent of the popula
tion of the empire, hut so great \vas the earlier
Roman decline that this small, poorly organized
force was able to put an end to one of the world’s
great political structures (Map 5.3).

The collapse of Rome echoed mightily through
the later history of Europe and the Middle East.
Rome’s fall split the unity of the Mediterranean lands
that had been so arduously won through Hellenistic
culture and then by the Roman Empire itself. This
was one sign that the end of the Roman Empire was
a more serious affair than the displacement of the last
classical dynasties in India and China. For Greece
and Rome had not produced the shared political cul
ture and bureaucratic traditions of China that could
allow revival after a period of chaos. Nor had
Mediterranean civilization, for all its vitality, yet
fotind a common religion that appealed deeply
enough, or satisfied enough needs, to maintain unity
amid political fragmentation. Christianity’s appeal
would fill this gap, but it came too late to save the
empire. Ultimately, a deep rift in this world devel
oped—between Christian and Muslim—that has not
been healed to this day.

However, Rome’s collapse, although profound,
was uneven. In effect, the fall of Rome divided the
Mediterranean world into three zones, which formed
the starting points of three distinct civilizations that
would develop in later centuries (Map 5.4).
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In the eastern part of the empire, centered now
on Constantinople, the empire in a sense did not fall.
Civilization was more deeply entrenched here than iii

some of the Western European portions of the
empire, and there were fewer pressures from invaders.
Emperors continued to rule Greece and other parts
of southeast Europe, plus the northern Middle East.
This eastern empire—later to be known as the Bvzan
tine Empire—was a product of late imperial Rome,

rather than a balanced result of the entire span ofelas
sical Mediterranean civilization, Thus, although its
language was Greek, it maintained the authoritarian
tone of the late Roman rulers. Btit. the empire itself
was vibrant, artistically creative, and active in trade.
Briefly, espeeiall under the emperor Justiniaii (who
ruled from 527 to 565 cE.), the eastern emperors
tried to recapture the whole heritage of Rome. How
ever, Jusunian was unable to maintain a hold in Italy
and even lost the provinces of North Africa. He did

issue one of the most famous compilations of Roman
law, in the code that bore his name. But, his was the
last effort to restore Mediterranean unity.

The Byzantine Empire did not control the whole
of the northern Middle East, even in its greatest days.
During the late Hellenistie periods and into the early
centuries of the Roman Empire, a Parthian empire had
flourished, centered in the Tigris-Euphrates region but
spreading into northwestern India and to the borders
of Rome’s holdings along the Mediterranean. Parthian
conquerors had taken over this portion of Alexander
the Great’s empire. They produced little culture of
their own, being content to rely on Persian styles,
hut they long maintained an effective military and
bureaucratic apparatus. Then, around 227 cE., a Per
sian rebellion displaced the Parthians and created a
new Sassanid empire that more directly revived the
glories of the earlier Persian empire. Persian reli
gious ideas, including the religion of Zoroastrianism,

Map 5.3 Germanic Kingdoms After the Invasions. Nomadic tribes converged mainly on the
western pad of the Roman Empire, invading Rome itself and its European outposts. Was
this the cause or result of greater weakness in the West than in the empire’s eastern territory?
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revived, although there was some conversion to Chris
tianity as well. Persian sn’les in art and manufacturing
experienced a brilliant resurgence. Both the Parthian
and the Sassanid empires served as bridges between the
Mediterranean and the East, transmitting goods and
some artistic and literary sn’les benveen the Greek-
speaking world and India and China. As the Roman
Empire weakened, the Sassanids joined the attack, at
times pushing into parts of southeastern Europe. Ulti
mately, however, the Byzantine Empire managed to
create a stable frontier. The Sassanid empire preserved
the important strain of Persian culture in the eastern
part of the Middle East, and this continued to influ
ence this region as well as India. The Sassanids them
selves, however, were finally overthrown by the surge
of Arab conquest chat followed the rise of Islam, in
the seventh century c. E,

Rome’s fall, then, did not disrupt the northern
Middle East—the original cradle of civilization—as
much as might have been expected. Persian rule sim

ply continued in one part of the region, until the
Arab onslaught, which itself did not destroy Persian
culture. Byzantium maintained many of the traditions
of the later Roman Empire, plus Christianity, in the

western part of the Middle East and in Greece and
other parts of southeastern Europe.

The second zone that devolved from Rome’s fall
consisted of North Africa and the southeastern shores
of the Mediterranean. Here, a number of regional
kingdoms briefly succeeded the empire. And while
Christianin spread into the area—indeed, one of the
greatest Christian theologians, Augustine, was a
bishop in North Africa—its appearance was not so
uniformly triumphant as in the Byzantine Empire or
Western Europe. Furthermore, separate beliefs and
doctrines soon split North African Christianity from
the larger branches, producing most notably the
Coptic Church in Egypt, which still survives as a
Christian minority in that country. Soon this region
would be filled with the still newer doctrines of Islam
and a new Arab empire.

Finally, there was the western part of the
empire—Italy, Spain, and points north. Here is where
Rome’s fall not only shattered unities bitt also
reduced the level of civilization itself Crude, regional
Germanic kingdoms developed in parts of Italy,
Prance, and elsewhere. Cities shrank still further, and
especially outside Italy, trade almost disappeared. The
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Map 5.4 The Mediterranean, Middle East, Europe, and North Africa, c. 500 CE. After
the fall of Rome, the former empire split into three distinct zanes.
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only clearly vital threes in this region emanated not
from Roman traditions but from the spread of Chris
tianity. Even Christianity could not sustain a sophis
ticated culture of literature or art, however. In the
mire of Rome’s collapse, this part of the world forgot
for several centuries what it had previously known.

In this western domain, what we call the fill of
Rome was scarcely noted at the time, for decay had
been progressing fhr so many decades that the failure
to name a new emperor meant little. There was some
comprehension of loss, some realization that the pre
sent could not rival the past. Thus, Christian scholars
were soon apologizing ihr their inahili to write well
or to understand some of the doctrines of the earlier
theologians like Augustine. This sense of inferiority
to classical achievements ‘vould long mark the culture
of this western zone. even as times improved.

THE NEW
RELIGIOUS MAP

:-: me period of classical decline saw the rapid
expansion of Buddhism and Chriaianinc
This religious change had wider culture, social
a aid political imp/zen rions. Isla in would soon
he added to the aim’ map of world religious.

The end of the classical period is not simply the story
of decay and collapse. This same period, from 200 to
600 CE., saw the effective rise of many of the world’s
major religions. The devastating plagues caused new
interest in belief systems that could provide solace
amid rising death rates. From Spain to China, grow
ing political instahilin’ clearly prompted many people
to seek solace in joys of the spirit, and while the reli
gious surge was not entirely new, the resulting
changes in the religious map of Europe and Asia and
the nature and intensin’ of religious interests were sig
niticant new forces. Christianity, horn two centuries
before Rome’s collapse began, became a widespread
religion throughout the Mediterranean region as the
empire’s political strength weakened. Buddhism,
although launched still earlier, saw its surge into east
ern Asia furthered by the growing problems of clas
sical China. Thus, two major faiths, different in mans’
ways but similar in their emphasis on spiritual life and
the importance of divine power, reshaped major por
tions of Europe and Asia precisely as the structures of
the classical period declined or disappeared. Finally,
shortly after 600 CE., an entirely new religion, Islam,

surfaced and became the most dynamic force in world
history during the next several centuries. In sum, the
religious map of the world, although by no means
completed by 500 CE., was beginning to take on dra
matic new contours. And, this means that while civi
lization in many ways declined, it was also being
altered, taking new directions as well as losing some
older strengths. Never before had single religions
spread so widely, crossing so many cultural and polit
ical boundaries.

The newly expanding religions shared some gen
eral features. Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism
(as well as Islam later on) all emphasized intense
devotion alit1 piety, stressing the importance of spir
itual concerns beyond the daily cares of earthly life.
All three offered the hope of a better existence after
this life had ended, and each one responded to new
political instability and to the growing povern’ of
people in various parts of the civilized world.

The spread of the major religions meant that
hundreds of thousands of people, in Asia, Europe,
and Africa, underwent a conversion process as the
classical period drew to a close. Radically changing
beliefs is an unusual human experience, symptomatic
in this case of the new pressures on established polit
ical structures and on ordinary life. At the same time,
mans- people blended new beliefs with the old, in a
process called svncretisnt This meant that the reli
gions changed too, sometimes taking on the features
of individual civilizations even while maintaining
larger religious claims.

Despite these important common features, the
major religions were themselves very different. Hin
duism, as we have seen, retained its belief in reincar
nation anti its combination of spiritual interest in
union with the divine essence and extensive rituals
and ceremonies. The religion did experience greater
popular appeal after the fill of the Guptas, associated
with the expanded use of popular languages and with
the worship of the mother goddess Dcvi.

Buddhism
Buddhism was altered more substantially, as it trav
eled mainly beyond India’s borders, becoming only a
small minorin’ filth in India itself. The chief agents of
Buddhist expansion and leadership were monks, for
Buddhism tended to divide the faithful among a
minorin’ who abandoned earthly life in favor ofspir—
itual dedication and the larger number who contin
ned to work in the world while doing the best they
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could to meet their spiritual obligations. Some cen
turies after Buddha’s death, a doctrine ofbodhisatn’as
developed, which held that some people could attain
nirvana through their own meditation white choos
ing to remain in the world as saints and to aid others
by prayer and example. Buddhism increasingly shifted
from an original emphasis on ethics to become a
more emotional cult stressing the possibihn’ of pop
ular salvation. The rote of the bodhisatn’as, in broad
ening the prospects of salvation for ordinary people
by leading them in prayer and advising on spiritual
matters, was crucial in this transformation.

Buddhism evolved ftirther as the religion spread
seriously to China after the fill of the Han dynasty,
when the idea of a celestial afterlife proved almost
irresistible. Monasteries in India and the Himalaya
Mountains continued to serve as spiritual centers for
Chinese Buddhism, but the religion developed strong
roots in East Asia directly, spreading through China
and from there to Korea and Japan. The East Asian
form of Buddhism, called Mahavana, or the Greater
Vehicle, retained basic Buddhist belief. However, the
emphasis on Buddha himself as god and savior
increased in the Mahayana version. Statues devoted
to Buddha as god cotintered the earlier Buddhist hos
tilln’ to religious images. And, the religion improved
its organization, with priests, temples, creeds, and rit
uals. Buddhist holy men, or bodhisarn’ns, remained
important. Their souls after death resided in a kind of
superheaven, where they could receive prayers and aid
people. Intense spirituality continued to inform Bud
dhist faith as well. But, prayers and rituals could now
help ordinary people to become hohc Buddha him
self became a god to whom one could appeal thr
solace, “the great physician for a sick and impure
world.” East Asian Buddhism also spurred new ards
tic interests in China and, later, in Japan, including
the pagoda style of temple design and the statues
devoted to Buddha himself.

Buddhism had a fascinating impact on women
in China, largely among fimilies who converted. On
the face of things, Buddhism should have disrupted
China’s firm belief in patriarchal power, because
Buddhists believed that women, like men, had souls.
Indeed, some individual women in China captured
great attention because of their spiritual accomplish
ments. But, Chinese culture generated changes in
Buddhism within the empire. Buddhist phrases like
“husband supports wife” were changed to “husband
controls his wife,” whereas “the wife comforts the

husband “—another Buddhist phrase from India—
became “the wile reveres her husband.” Here \y95 a
vital case of cultural blending, or syncretism. Finally,
many nien valued pious Buddhist wives, because
they might benefit the family’s salvation and because
Buddhist activity would keep their wives busy, calm.
and out of mischief. Buddhism was perhaps appeal
ing to Chinese women because it led to a more
meaningful life, hut it did not really challenge patri
arch. A biography of one Buddhist wife put it this
way: “At times of crisis she could be tranquil and
satisfied with her Lute, not letting outside things agi
tate her mind.”

Budd hism was not popular with all Chinese.
Confucian leaders. particularly, found in Buddhist
beliefs in an afterlife a diversion from appropriate
political interests. They disliked the notion of such
intense spirituality and also found ideas of the holy
life incompatible with proper fhmilv obligations.
More important, Buddhism was seen as a threat
that might distract ordinary people from loyalty to
the emperor. When imperial dynasties revived in
China, they showed some interest in Budd hist
piety for a time, hut ultimately they attacked the
Buddhist faith, driving out many missionaries, Bud
dhism remained a minority current in China, and
many villages xvorshipped in Buddhist shrines. Thus,
China’s religious composition became increasingly
complex, but without overturning earlier cultural
directions. Daoism reacted to Buddhism as well, by
improving its organization and emphasizing practi
cal benefits obtainable through magic. It was at this
point that Daoism developed a clear hold on many
peasants, incorporating man;’ of their beliei in the
process. Buddhism had a greater lasting influence iii

the religious experience of other parts of East Asia,
notably Japan, Korea, and Vietnam, than in China
itself. And, of course, Buddhism had also spread to
significant parts of Southeast Asia, where it
remained somewhat truer to earlier Buddhist con
cepts of individual meditation and ethics.

In the world today, some 255 mu lion people
count themselves as Buddhists. Most live in the areas
of East and Southeast Asia, where the religion had
taken root by 500 c.i. Buddhism did not, by itself,
dominate am’ whole civilization; rather, it lived along
side other faiths. However, it provided major addi
tions to Asia’s religious map and an important
response to changing conditions in the troubled cen
turies after the classical period had ended.
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Chinese Buddhism, unlike most Chinese beliefs,
spread among all regions and social groups.

Although it divided into many sects that disagreed over
details of theology and rituals by commenting on earlier
Buddhist scriptures (the Sutras). many ordinary Chinese
believers cared little for such details and were more con
cerned with direct spiritual benefits. Often they arranged
to have Buddhist sermons copied, as a means of obtain
ing merit, while adding a note of their own. The follow
ing passages conic from such notes, written mainly in the
6th century. They suggest the various reasons people
might go through the challenging process of converting
to a new religion.

Recorded cm the 15th day of the fourth month of 531.
The Buddhist lay disciple Yuan Jung—having lived

in this degenerate era liar many years, fearful fir his life,
and yearning for home—now makes a donation of a
thousand silver coins to the Three Jewels I the Buddha,
the Law, and the Monastic Ordcrl - This donation is
made in the same of the Celestial King Vaisravana. In
addition, he makes a donation of a thousand to ransom
himself and his wile and children [from their earthly
existence I, a thousand more to ransom his servants, and
a thousand more to ransom his domestic animals- This
money is to he used fr copying sutras, It is accompa
nied by the prayer that the Celestial King may attain
Ruddhaht’od; that the disciple’s family, servants, and
aisi mals may be blessed with long life, may attain
enlightenment, and may all he permitted to return to
the capital.

Dated die 29th day of the fourth month of 550.
Happiness is not h,rtuitt,us: Pray liar it and it will

respond. Results are ‘lot horn of thin air: Pay heed to
causes and resti Its “-ill ijilloss’, ‘this explains h ow the Bud —

dhist disciple and nun Tao-jung—because her eouiduer in
her presititis life wax not coneetame to he horn in her
present form, a svt,man, vile and unclean.

Now if she dties not honor the awesome decree of
Buddha, how can future consequences be favorable for
icr? Therefore. having cut dtnvn her expenditures on
food and clothing, she reverently has had the Nirvana
Sutra copied once - She prays that those who read it care
ftill’ will 1w exalted in mind to the highest realms and that
those whts communicate its meaning will cause others to
be so enlightened -

She also prays that in her presc nt existence she
ss-iIl have no further sickness or siiffed ng. that her par
ents in seven other inc.sroations (who have already died
or svi II die in the future) and her present family and
close relatives may e xpc nc lice joy in the foLu r realms

I eartls, ‘cater, fire and air I, and that whatever they seek
may indeed come to pass.. Finally, she prays that all
those eusdowed with knowledge may he included
within this prayer.

Recorded on the 28th day oithc fifth month of’ 583.
The Army Superintendent. Sung Shao, having sc,!

rered the heavy sorrow of losing both his father and
mother, made a vow on their behalf to read one section
cads of I manj sutras. He prays that the spirits of his par
cnu still someday reach the Pure Land paradise I and will
thus he forever freed from the three unhappy states of
existence and the eight calamities and that they may eter
nally listen to the Buddha’s teachinns.

He also prays that the members of his family, both
great and small, may find happiness at svill, that bless
ings may daily rain dosvn upon them svhi Ic hardships
disperse like clouds. He prays that the imperial high
ways nay he open and free of bandits, that the state
may he preserved from pestilence, that wind and rain
may obey their proper seasons, and that all suffering
creatures may quickly find release. May all these prayers
be grantcd

The preceding incantation has been translated and
circulated.

If this incantation is recited 7, 14, or 21 times daily
(after having cleansed the mouth in the morning with a
willow twig, having scattered flowers and incense before
the image of Buddha, having knelt and joined the palms
of the laands), the four grave Sills, the five wicked acts,
ausd all other transgressions will he wiped away. The pre
sent btidy will not be afflicted by untimely calamities;
one will at last be horn into the realm tif immeasurably
long life; and reincarnation in the female form will be
escaped forever.

Nosy, the Sanskrit text has been reexamined and
the Indian Vi naya monk B uddh asangha and tsrher
monks have been consulted; thus we know that the
awesome power of this incantation is beyond compre
hension. If it is recited ZOO times in the evening and
again at ntion, it will destroy the f’nur grave sins and
five wicked acts, It will pluck out the very roots of sin
and will ensure rebirth in the Western Regions. If, with
sincerity of spirit, one is able to complete 200,000
recitations, perfect intelligence will be horn and there
svil I be no relapses. If 30(1,000 recitations are Cool

plcted, one will see Amita Buddha Ihee to lace and will
certainly he reborn into the Pure Land of tranquility
and bliss.

Copied by the disciple of pure faith Sun Szu-ehung
on t lie 8th d as’ of tile foci rth month of’ 720.

*OCUWCNT

The Popularization of Buddhism

I
I

1

Questions: Why did Buddhism spread widely in
China by tile 6th century? How did popular Bud
dhism compare with original Buddhist teachings
(see Chapter 2)? Ho” did Chinese Buddhists define
holy life? How do these documents suggest sonic of
the troubles China faced after the collapse of the
Han dynasty?
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Christianity
Christianity moved westward, from its original cen

ter in the Middle East, as Buddhism was spreading
east from India. Although initially less significant than
Buddhism in terms of the number of converts, Chris
tianity would ultimately prove to be one of the two
largest faiths worldwide. And, it would play a direct
role in the formation of two postclassical civilizations,
those of Eastern and Western Europe. Despite impor
tant similarities to Buddhism in its emphasis on
salvation and the guidance of saints, Christianity dif
fered in crucial ways. It came to place more emphasis
on church organization and structure, copying from
the example of the Roman Empire itself. Even more
than Buddhism, it placed a premium on missionary
activin’ and widespread conversions. More. perhaps,
than any other major religion, Christianity stressed the
exclusive nature of its truth and was intolerant of com
peting belief. Such fierce confidence was not the least
of the reasons for the new religion’s success.

Christianity began in reaction to rigidities that
had developed in the Jewish priesthood during the
two centuries before the birth of Jesus Christ. A host
of reform movements sprang up. some of them
preaching the coming of a Messiah, or savior, who
would bring about a Last Judgment on humankind -

Many of these movements also stressed the possibil
ity of life after death for the virtuous, which was a
new element in Judaism. Jesus of Nazareth, believed
by Christians to be the son of God sent to earth to
redeem human sin, crystallized this radical reform
movement. Combining extraordinary gentleness of
spirit and great charisma, Jesus preached widely in
Israel and gathered a group of loyal disciples around
him. Initially, there seems to have been no intent on
his or his followers’ part to found a new religion.
After Jesus’ crucifixion, the disciples expected his
imminent return and with it the end of the world.
Only gradually, when the Second Coming did not
transpire, did the disciples begin to fan out and,
through their preaching, attract growing numbers of
supporters in various parts of the Roman Empire.

The message of Jesus and his disciples seemed
clear: There was a single God who loved Ii uman -

kind despite earthly sin. A virtuous life was one ded
icated to the worship of God and fellowship among
other believers; worldly concerns were secondary, and
a life ofpovern’ might be most conducive to holiness.
God sent Jesus (called “Christ” from the Greek word
for God’s annointcd) to preach his holy word and
through his sacrifice to prepare his followers for the

widespread possibility of an afterlife and heavenly
communion with God. Belief, good works, and the
discipline of fleshly concerns would lead to heaven;
rituals, such as commemorating Christ’s Last Supper
with wine and bread, would promote the same goal.

Christianity’s message spread at an opportune
time. The official religion of the Greeks and Romans
had long seemed rather sterile, particularly to many
of the poor. The Christian emphasis on the beauty of
a simple life and the spiritual equality of all people,
plus the fervor of the early Christians and tile satisiS’
ing rituals they created, captured growing attention.
The great reach of the Roman Empire made it rela
tively easy for Christian missionaries to travel widely
in Europe and the Middle East, to spread the new’
word, although as we llave seen, they also reached
beyond, to Persia, Axum, and Ethiopia. Then when
conditions began to deteriorate ill the empire, the
solace this otherworldly religion provided resulted in
its even wider appeal. Early Christian leaders made
several important adjustments to maximize their con
versions. Under the guidance of Paul, not one of the
original disciples but an early convert, Christians
began to see themselves as part of a new religion,
rather than part of a Jewish reform movement, and
they welconwd non-Jews. Paul also encouraged more
formal organization within the new church, with local
grotips selecting elders to govern them; soon, a sin
gle leader, or bishop, was appointed for each city.
This structure paralleled the provincial government
of the empire. Finally, Christian doctrine became
increasingly organized, as the \vritings of several dis
ciples and others were collected into what became
known as the New Testament of the Christian Bible.

During the first three centuries after Christ, tile
new religion competed among a number of eastern
mystical religions. It also faced, as we have seen, peri
odic persecution from the normally tolerant imperial
government. Even so, by the time Constantine con
verted to Christianin and accepted it as the one true
legitimate iiith, perhaps 10 percent of the empire’s
population had accepted the new rehgion. Constan
tine’s conversion brought new troubles to Christian
ity, particularly some interlirence by’ the state in
matters of doctrine. However, it became much easier
to spread Christianity witll official favor, and tile con
tinued deterioration of the empire added to the impe
tus to join this amazingly successftil new cilurch. In
the easteril Mediterranean, where imperial rule
remained strong from its center in Constantinople,
state control of the church became a way of life. But
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in the West. where conditions were tar more chaotic,
bishops had a freer hand. A centralized church orga
nization under the leadership of the bishop of Rome,
called “Pope” from the word papa, or father, gave the
Western Church unusual strength and independence.

By the time Rome collapsed, Christianity had
thus demonstrated immense spiritual power and
developed a solid organization, although one that di&
fered from East to West. The new church ficed a
number of controversies over doctrine hut managed
to promote certain standard be1iet as against several
heresies. A key tenet involved a complex doctrine of
the Trinity, which held that the one God had three
persons—the Father, the Son (Christ), and the Holy

Ghost. Experience in fighting heresies promoted
Christian interest in defending a single belief and
strengthened its intolerance for any competing doc
trine or faith. Early Christianity also produced an
important formal theology, through formative writ
ers such as Atigustine. This rheology incorporated
many elements of classical philosophy with Christian
belief and aided the church in its attempts to gain
respectahilin- among intellectuals. Theologians like
Augustine grappled with such problems as freedom
of the will: If God is all-powerful, can mere human
beings have free will? And if not, how can human beings
be justly punished for sin? liv working out these issues
in elaborate doctrine, the early theologians, or church
fathers, provided an important role for formal, ratio
nal thought in a religion that continued to emphasize
the primary importance of faith. Finally, Christianity
was willing to accommodate some earlier polytheistic
traditions among the common people. The celebra
tion of Christ’s birth was thus moved to coincide
with winter solstice, a classic example of syncretism,
which allowed the new faith to benefit from the
power of selective older rituals.

Like all successful religions, Christianity com
bined a number of appeals. It offered blind devo
tion to an all-powerful God Christian faith was
valued over intellectual rationales for religious prac
tices. However, Christianity also developed its own
complex intellectual system. Mystical holy men and
women flourished under Christian banners, partic
ularly in the Middle East. In the \Vest, soon after
the empire’s collapse, this impulse was partially dis
ciplined through the institution of monasticism,
first developed in Italy under Benedict, who started
a monastery among Italian peasants whom he lured
away from the worship of tile sun god Apollo. The

Benedictine Rule, which soon spread to mans’ other
monasteries and convents, urged a disciplined life,
with prayer and spiritual fulfillment alternating ‘vith
hard work in agriculture and study. Thus, Chris
tianity attempted to encourage but also to disci -

pline intense piety, and to avoid a complete gulf
between the lives of saintly men and women and
the spiritual concerns of ordinary people. Chris
tianity’s success and organizational strength obvi
ously appealed to political leaders. But, the new
religion never became the creature of the upper
classes alone. Its popular message of salvation and
satisR’ing rituals continued to draw the poor, more
tilan most of tile great classical belief systems; ill

this regard, it was somewhat like Hinduism ill

India. Christianity also provided some religious
unity among different social groups. It even held
special appeal for women. Christianity preached tile

equality of men’s and ;vomen’s souls. Unlike Islam,
for example, it also encouraged men and women to
worship together, though scholars have suggested

that in some religious activities, such as pilgrimages,

it xvas more constraining on women -

Christianity promoted a new culture among its
tollower& Tile rituals, the otherworldly emphasis. the
interest in spiritual cqualin’—these central themes
were fir different from those of classical Mediter
ranean civilizations. Christianity modified classical
beliet in the central importance of the state and of
political loyalties.. Although Cllristians accepted the
state, they did not put it first. Christianity also worked
against other classical institutions, such as slavery, in
the name of brotilerhood. Christianity may Ilave fos
tered greater respectability for disciplined work than

had been the case in tile Mediterranean civilization,

where an aristocratic ethic dominated. Western
monasteries, for example, set forth rigid work routines
for monks, Certainly, Christianity sought 5OillC

changes in classical culture beyond its central religious
message, including greater emphasis on sexual

restraint. But Christianitr preserved important classi
cal values as well, in addition to an interest in solid
organization and some of the themes of classical phi
iosophv. Clmrch buildings retained Roman architec
tural styles, although often with greater simphcity if
only because of the poverty of the later empire and
subsequent states. Latin remained the language of the
church in the Vcst. Greek the language of most
Christians in tile eastern Mediterranean. Through tile

patient librarianship of monks, monasticism played an
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THE PAST
Religious Geography

distrihution of the world’s major religions
calls for knowledge both of numerical data

and geography. This map and table, using contem
porarv data, also suggest which aspects of the world’s
religious distribution were beginning to solidih’ at the
end of the late classical period and which aspects
depended on develi >pments yet to come.

Questions: Where are the greatest concentratnrns of
the ti,ur major relighms today? Which religions affect
the largest landmasses? Which affect the largest
0 Limbers of people? Which aspects of modern
rehgiotis geography follow from the patterns of
religious dissemination under way by the end of the
classical period? Which cannot he explained by these
late-classical developments? If you had been well
informed about world religions and classical history
in the 5th century, and magically gained knowledge
about religions’ distribution in the 21st centurs,

which features would you find most surprising in
light of logical 5th-century predictions?

Religions and Thcir Distribution
in the World Today
RcIiflion

Christianity .9 billion
Roman Catholic ( I billion)
Protestant (458 million)
Eastern Orthodox (173 million)
Other (195 million)

Islam I billion
Hinduism 751 million
Buddhism 334 million
Shintoism 3 million
Daoism 31 million
Judaism 18 million

*Figurcs ftsr scvcra religorns have been reduced liver the
past 50 years by the inipset it cciii mu nkm in Eastern
Europe and parts of Asia.
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immensely valuable role in preserving classical as well
as Christian learning.

When the Roman Empire fell, Christian history
was still in its infanc; The Western Church would
soon spread its missionary zeal to northern Europe,

and the Eastern Church would reach into the Slavic
lands of the Balkans and Russia. By then. Christian
in’ was already established as a significant world reli
gion—one of the few ever generated. A world

religion is defined as a faith of unusual dunbilitv and
drawing power, one whose complexity wins the devo
tion of many different kinds of people. Major world
religions, like Christianity and Btiddhism, do indeed
show’ some ability to cut across different cultures, to
win converts in a wide geographic area and amid con
siderable diversity.

Islam
One final world religion remained. Islam, launched
early in the seventh century, would initially surpass
Christianity as a world faith and has remained Chris
tianifl”s most tenacious rival. With Islam, the roster
of world religions was essentially completed. Changes
would follow, but no totally new religion of major
significance arose—unless one counts some of the
secular faiths, like commu nism, that appeared in
the last century. The centuries after Christianity’s
rise, the spread of Buddhism, and the inception of
Islam would see the conversion of most of the civi
lized world to one or another of the great faiths, pro
ducing a religious map that, in Europe and Asia and
even parts of Afnca,’votild not alter greatly until our
own time. The table on page 105 shows the distrib
ution of religions in the world today.

The spread of major religions—Hinduism in
India, Buddhism in East and Southeast Asia, a more
popular Daoism in China. ChHstianin’ in Europe and

parts of the Mediterranean world, and ultimately
Islam—was a vital result of the changes in classical
civilizations brought on by attack and decay. Despite
the important diversity among these great religions,
which included fierce hatreds. particulark- between
Christian and Muslim, their overall development sug
gests the wa’ important currents could run through
the civilized world, crossing political and cultural bor
ders—thanks in part to tile integrations and contacts
built by the classical civilizations. Common difficul
ties, including invading forces that journeyed from
central Asia and contagious epidemics that knew no
boundaries, help explain parallel changes in separate

civilizations. Trade and travel also provided common
bonds. Chinese travelers learned of Btiddhism through
trading expeditions to India, whereas Ethiopians
learned about Christianity from Middle Eastern
traders. The new religions spurred a greater interest
in spiritual matters and resulted in a greater tendency
to focus on a single basic divinity instead of a multi
tude of gods. Polytheistic beliefs and practices con
tintied to flourish as part of popular Hinduism and
popular Daoism, and they were not entirely displaced
among ordinary people who converted to Christian-

in’. Buddhism. or Islam. But the new religious surge
reduced the hold of literal animism in much of Asia
and Europe, and this too was an important develop
ment across boundaries.

CONCLUSION
The World Around 500 C.E.

flevelopments in many parts of the world by 500 cr. pro
duced three major themes for world history in subseqLlent
centuries. First, and particularly in the centers of classical civ
ilization, there was a response to the collapse of classical
forms. Societies in China, India, and around the Med iter
ranean faced the task of reviving or reworking their key insti
ttirions and values after internal decline and external invasion.
Second, in these areas but also in other parts of Africa,
Europe, and Asia,was the need to react to the ne’v religious
map that was taking shape, to integrate lie” religious insti
tutions and values into established civilizations or, as in
northern Europe, to use them as the basis for a civilization
that had previously been lacking. Finally, increased skill in
agriculture and the creation of early civilizations or new con
tacts—like the Japanese import of writing—prepared parts
of Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas for nev develop
ments in the centuries to come. The centers of classical civi
lization would still hold a dominant position in world history
after 500 c. E., hut their monopoly would be increasingly
challenged by the spread of civilization to other areas.

Further Redin9s
The fall of the Roman Empire his generated rich and inter
esting debate. For recent interpretations and discussion of
earlier views, sec A. H, M. Jones, The Decline oft/ic Ancient
lUnid (1966); J. \ogt. The Decline vi Rome (1965); and F.
V. Walhank, The A i’fhl lLet’olntion—The Dec/inc of’ the
Roman Empire in the West (1960). On India and China ill

decline, worthwhile sources include ft. Thaper, Hisron’ of’
India, Vol. 1(1966); it. C. Majumdar, ed., Vie Classical
Age (1966); Raymond Davson, Imperial China (1972); 1.


